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REPORT ON :DIRECTIVE 87/102 
I.  INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 
.I.  On 22 Decembef 1986 the Council adopted a.Directive "forth~ apjJCoximation ofthe 
'laws, regulations and administrative provisions of the Member States concerning consumer 
· credii"
1
•  This Directive entered 'into force  on  I January  1~90.  · 
2.  - · Pursuant to At:ticle Ii  of this Directive, the Commission must present a report to the 
.  Council concerning the. operation of  this Directive within live years of its .entry into·t;!ffect. 
This isthe· purpose of this _document.'  · 
"l·-
3. ·  ·Directive- S7/1_02  wa5 ·  am~nded  ·by Directive  90/882  notably, i_n  regard· to· the. 
mathematiCal  formula and the calculation of the  Annual! Percentage  Rate of Charge.  As 
provided for in this second Directive, the Commission must  pr~sent in July  1995  another · 
report and a  legal  instrume_rit  con~erning'the mathematical formula.  ' 
·~ 
4. .  The conswner. credit· market has been developing rapidly and  acto~s arid techniques  · 
changed consideral:>ly during the 80s. Toputit simply, ~ire purchase has been ousted by the 
credit card.  .  '  .  .  -
· 5.  _The  first  Comin~nity work in regard  to  consumer credit  d~tes back to 1975. The· . 
'Commis~ion'  s  proposal dates from  1979. It was finally adopted in 1986. Hence, i'n addition 
to  examining. how it has been applied, it is  nece.ssary. to  verify whether the Directive still 
corresponds to the objectives foy which it was  p~epared: ·  · 
.  6.  ~Sirice publication of this Directive, the Commission has  cpmrn~ssioned a number qf 
studies concerning both transposition of the Directivelinto domestic law and the functioning 
·of this 1(1.rge  market. This report is  based on these  studies~.  ·  -
- 7.  .  Moreover, .a questionnaire compri~ing 48 questions was .distributed in su~er  1994.  -~ 
This questionnaire was· addressed to the .Member States but also  to  European. associations  . 
of creditors,  traders  and  consumers.  Other  opinions  were  also  invited,  mainly  from- the  . 
academiccommunity. The Commission received  ~pp_roximately50 replies\  . 
.  ;  .  '  .  - .· 
2  . 
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Coun~ilpirectfve 87/102/EEC of22 December  1986; OJNo L 42 of 12.2.87-p. 48  . 
Coun~il Directive of 22 .February  1990  amending Directiv'e 87li02fEEC for  the~approximation 
of  the Jaws,  regulati~ns and administrative· provisions of  the Member  States.co~~erning co~sumer · 
.credit, OJ No L 61.10.03.90  p.  14  ·  .  · · 
Implementation of  Directive EEC/8 i;  102 (as amended by DirectiveEEC/90/BB) on consumer credit 
in the Member States, Contract 85-1 030/9l/OO.l783, (October 1991 );  :rhe costs of  consumer credit 
in the EC,  Contract 85-1040/92/006~29, (August 1993);  Overindebtedness of  consumers in  the 
EC member states: facts and  search for solutions, Contract 85-1040/91/0113 84  (September 1992); 
Study_  on  implementation of the minimum  clquse provided for  in  Community consumer·faw,  ... 
Contract A0/2600/93/006846,'(August 1994);  Eva/uation-ofthe Neiertz  La~'  on the treatment of · ·. 
oyer indebtedness ofhou~eholds,  Contract 85-1000/94/001661 (1'lovember 1994) arid general  studies. 
on  trnnsposition  and  implementation  in  the  Member  States of all  consu~er. policy Directives, 
including Directive 87/102.  ·  . .  .  _·  _  · 
However, on 1 January, offiCial replies from  three Member States had not yet  b~en re~elved by  · 
•.'  \  '  ;  . 
-, 8.  This questi9nnaire was very broad and addressed different aspects of the consumer 
· , credit market.  On  numerous points this  report does  not draw definitive  conclusions,  but 
pro~ides information intended a5 a basis for  further discussion. 
9.  Consumer credit has become an increasingly .crucial factor in the econo~y,  all~wi~g 
a time lag between consumption and its financing:  Such a development calls for· reflection 
and  discussion.  This  summary  addresses  only  those  aspects  of the  report on· which  the 
Commission already has an opinion.  · 
10" .. This Directive.has been incorporated in  the·Agreem~nt on the European Economic 
Area (EEA) and the report covers the 15 Member States of  the. European Union as well as 
NorWay  and Iceland.  · 
ABOUT DIRECTIVE 87/102 
11.  The  main  conclusion. of th~ study  of the  transposition  of this  Directive  is  the 
considerable  extent  to ·which the  different  Member  States  draw on  the ·minimum  clause 
· (Article 15}. In transposing the Directive, most Member States concluded th_~t the protection, 
provided by  the Directive should be improved in  one  manner or another.  Hence, while 
respecting the rules of the Treaty, they went beyohd the provisions of the Directive. The. 
report includes a description ofthese mea5uies for each country .. 
'  . 
12.  This  has created. a paradox.  The  initial  objective was  harmonisation of consumer · 
protection rules.  The minimum level of harmor:tisation  provided for  in the·  Directive has 
enabled the Member States to supplement the  Directive's provisions in order to strengthen 
consumer protection.  Hence, the Directive has onlyhada modest impact pn harmonisation. 
It has above all  provided an impetus and become a kind of floor for consumer protection 
standards.  ·  · 
·13.  The Directive was adopted· in  1986 before the entry into effect of the Single Act, 
under  which  unanimity  is  no  longer  required,  ·and  before  ratification  of the  Treat)'  on 
European  Union,  whose  Article· J(s) provides that the  activities of the  Comm:~ity shall 
include a contribution to the strengthening of consumer protection ..  Article 129a provides  · 
that the Community shall contribute to the attainment of  a high level of  consunier protectio'n. · 
Finally, Article  lOO.a  must in its proposals take as a base a high level of protection. 
· 14.  There are various explanat~ons for this. The Directive was proposed in the late 70s, 
a time wheri forms of  credit other ·ihan hire purchase were just emerging.  It was transposed 
in the  late 80s,  when personal credit had become the  rule.  It was adopted in 1986, before 
entry irito  effect of the Single Act. At that time unanimity was necessary fQr  this type of 
Directive.  ·  · 
15.  The Directive was designed to  cover aU forms· of credit.  Nevertheless it is. ·better 
adapted to traditional forms than to more recent techniques.  Likewise, most Me~ber  States 
. did  not necessarily -take  into  account  the  particular  characteristics  of credit  cards  in 
'the Commission. 
2 _,_ 
.  .. 
· transposing the  Directive.· This is  why  Lhc  Commiss_ion  is  proposing to  amend  Directive 
,87/l  02  with a view to  adaptingit to  advances in  financial  techniques and placing it  at the 
level of  the average-of the Member States.  ·- ·· 
.  .  ..  . 
16. ·  Ireland  has  not  yet transposed  this  Directive  but  a  bill  is  before  the ~Dail.  The 
conformity of  the Spanish Ley 7ll995 of 23/3/95, transposing Directives 87/102 and 9Q/88, 
has not yet been verifi_ed ·by the Commission.:  ·  · 
· I 7.  Member States hav·e not encountered difficulties in tranposing· the Directive into their 
· domestiC legal orders because they have systematically used the minimum clause. 
,. 
18.  Article 2 of the Directive contains a long list of exceptions.- No Member State has 
made full use of this list.  Hence it is proposed to  shorten this list in order to  remove the _  . 
derogations which have not been ~elied on by most o(  the Member St~tes. 
19.  · One  partictilafly  thorny· problem. concerns  credits  for  renovating  and  improving 
buildings,  as  well· as  credits  for  sites  ~nd buildings  with  or without  mortgage  .. Credits 
without mortgage are very akin_ to consumer credits. Credits with mortgages pose different 
· problems: . ·  · 
.  .  .  \  .  .  .  . 
· · 20.  .  The Commission is considering expanding the Directive's scope to loans for building 
Work not  secured against.a mortgage and is looking into the advisability of  a new  Directive  . 
on mortgage credit. Purchasing real estate is the most important ad in the life of  the average 
consumer.  With the  single currency. and the elimination ofthe exchange rate risk,  cross':' 
border ~ransactions will develop in this domain.  .  .  · 
21.  __  Most  legislations  have  a  broader definition of .the term  "consu'mer;'  (Article-2). 
Certain Member States also apply it to small firms.  Without going this .far, the Commission 
- is  considering  extending  the  scope  to  credits- assumed by · a  consumer  with  a  view. to 
launching a business. 
22.  As regards advertising (ArtiCle 3), the only obligation providep for in the Directive 
is  indication of the annual percentage rate of charge. Various Member States regulate the 
content  of credit  advertising.  One  particular  problem  is  advertis-ing  targeted  at  young. 
consumers.  Drawing  on  the. conclusions  of a  colloquium_  organised  by  the  Belgi_um 
Presidency on this issue; the Commission is considering the preparation of  a c~de ofcoqduct 
for creciit advertising targeted at young people. 
.  .  .  .  .  ..  . 
23_.  .  Article 4 concerns the information which must be provided in the credit  agreement. 
·However,  the  Commission_ considers that  it  is  necessary  to  improve~ the quality of the 
contractual relationship.  To this  enq  it  has  proposed  estabJishing  an  obligation _on· the 
consumer to proyide in'rormation and an obligation on: the  prof~ssional to provide advice. 
24.  .  The Directive in~ludes  .a ceiling (20 000 .ECU) which may be revised under the terms 
of Article  13.  The  revision  mechanism  would  lead  to· a  ceiling  of 26  000 ECU.  The 
Commission could  propo~e that  this .mechanism ,not be applied- - rather,  the  c~iling of 
20 000 ECU · should  ·be  abolished.  Similarly,  it  is  proposed . to  examine  whether  the: 
exception relating to qedit agreements repayable in  four  instalments is of interest to the 
,  .  .  I  .  . 
_3 . Member States which included it  in  their national  legislation.  (All  references to national 
currencies .in  this document' are ex·pressed  in  ECU at the January 1995 rate.) 
25.  Article 6 concerns personal credits in the form  ~f  advances on current account This-
article could be amended with a view to better coverage of this current practice of providing 
consumer credit~ particularly in  liaison with the  use of payment cards. 
26.  As regards bills of exchange (Article 10), the idea is'that they be outlawed entirely  .. 
27.  · Article 12 allows the Member States three alternative systems of  surveillance (official 
authorisation, inspection or monitoring, complaints). All Member States have used the first 
'or second system. Some Member States have added ruies on the settlement of disputes. The 
Commission is-considering whether it is necessary to amend this artiCle so as to mandate the 
creation in each Member State of bodies authorised .to receive consuiner complaints relating 
to consumer credit . 
28.  The Commission also has misgivings as to the way in which certain Member States . 
police the enforcement _of national provisions transposing the Directive. One turn of phrase 
which rec'urs in the questionnaire replies is  "the Ministry has ho information on the way in 
which these provisions  ~re enforced ·in  practice". If·the Ministry which is responsible for 
transposition of the Directive does not know how national legislation actually operates, how 
can the Commission verify its enforcement on-the ground? 
CONCERNING THE OPERATION OF THE MARKET 
29.  Several  Member  States  have  introduced  some  kind  of cooling-off period  during 
which consumers may rescind certain types of  credit agreements. The Commission-envisage~ 
that  such period's  should be  made mandatory throughout the Union for  certain consumer 
credit agreements. 
30.  ·  Consumers· who  fail  to  repay  their. debts  on time  face  numerous problems.  The 
Commission is considering the advisability of a code of  conduct to avoid abuses. Moreover, ·  · 
consumers who:default are sometimes liable to very sever~ penalties. The Commission will  .. 
· examine how a better balance can be achieved be_tween the parties in such cases.  ·  ·  · 
31.  Imperfections in the operation of  the credit market sometimes lead to extremely high 
interest rates. Certain Member States lay down maximum rates for· consumer credit. If  rules 
on usury are necessary,. they will probably have to  be adopted at Community level in the 
context of the single currency. 
32.  Theoretic.:ally,  credit intermediaries  ate covered by  national  legislation.  However, 
there  seem .to  be a  certain  number  of practical  problems.  The  Commission  intends  to 
organise a study on the· problems encountered by consumers in their relations with credit 
intermediaries. .  ·  · 
33.  Protection  of· privacy  is  a ·fundamental  aspect  of consumer  credit.  When  the  .. 
framework. Directive on the protection of personal data has been adopted by Council and 
· Parliarnent,  it  will  be  up  to  the  Member States to  apply to the consumer credit sector -
4 ·,..· .. 
'.  notabl; as regards  credit  scoril;tg  and  credit reference  agenCies  - the  PI:OVisions  of t}le 
framework Directive on the :protection of personal.data. · ·  · 
34.  Directive. 87/l 02 does not  cover the  guarantees  which certain lenders· require  in 
connection with credit' agreel!lents. Provisions have been adopted- in _·several  Member States. 
The Commission is considering whethet. some of the information obligations provided for 
in the· Directive·  should also be extended to guarantees. 
3s.  -·  Ovedndebtedness is  a  widespread _problem  throughout the  European ,Union.  The 
Commission will study the v~rious measUres. which might be envisaged at Community lever, · 
·with due d~ference to the principle of  subsidiarity. The Comniissionwill investigate po$sible 
p~~veiitive measures, systems to  provide  assistance  and  courtsellirig,  as  well  as'  national : 
.  :provisions to_·help the individuals concerned overcome their debt problems~.  .  . 
· · 36; ·  · Before  the  end ·,of  1995,  the .commission  will  present its  new  A~tion Plan on 
Consumer P¢licy.  The present Report reveals certain problems in the functioning of the 
market for consumer credit and some solutions, which ·might be provided:  .  The discussion 
is open and all interested parties may take part.  Based on the outcorrte of  these disc1,1ssions 
· and ta~ing  .into account the principles o.f subsidiarity and proportionality, the Commission. 
will make known in  It~ new Action Plan which of these proposals will be retained.-
.  .  ~  .  - '  ' ' . 
-· 
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II.  HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 
A.  ·Consumer Credit through the ages 
37.  The lending of money at,interest, better known as 'usury'. untiF rec·ent times, was one. 
of  the~ firstlridications of arid became ari  ~ssential motor of econ9mic life.  The.· first corptts  · 
o(Iaw, the -Code of Hainmurabi (1790 B.C.) regulated such practices and indicated clearly 
. the place .of credit at the heart of that- society.  ·  Ho~"ever, while some societies chose  to 
regulate  lending .  at  interest,  others forbade  if,  a  pattern followed  throughout  . .inuch. of its 
history.·  The first condemnation ofcredit, in the.Hebrew.Oid Testament, and subsequent 
. attempts to proscribe or suppress'  all  i'nterest; in the. name of usury' may be considered the 
consequences both of  religious pr,ejudi.ces _dtiriqg  the  Middle  Ag~s  ·and the application of  ,  ~ 
.·ancient Hebrew law. to an increasingly modern Western society:  Aristotle himself criticised· 
· credit, on the  grounds  that. 'sterile' ·money  ~oi.lld .not  naturally  ..  reproduce,  b-ut  it  was  the 
Christi~n (later Cathol_ic)  Church which ·led the campaign against moneylending;  ~asing its · 
.  opposition on  Bib!ical texts and, later, the writings 'ofphllo·sophers such as  Aquinas.  The. 
firsfcivil interdiction is found· in.Charlemagne'sAdmonito Generalis of  789, in which lending · 
at interest is considered to  be the princi'pal  ~xpression of  greed, a mortal sin.  ,_ 
.38:  ·,  Ironic~lly, the history of credit is also that of the development of  modern civilisation. 
In the- 12th century, lending at interest became the essential factor for growth and change, 
particularly in Italywhere; by the'end of the century, chronic debt.had engulfed the ruling. 
Classes. who, feeling their position to be .threatened, condemned credit and profit all the more. 
By the 13th century the Church also felt itself  to be endangered by the growth and diffusion . 
·of the new 'rrioney economy'{  capitalism).  Despite the widening gap betWeen ecclesiastical 
tradition'  and the needs of the developing economy, the Church continued its condemnation 
·of usury_ while,  in_ northern  Europe,  .the  Lorn  bards  continued  to  develop  new  economic . 
systems based on the lending· of money.  Eventually recognising the- necessity of credh, the 
.. Church came  ·to disting\ltsh between illeg·al and legal lending in order to 'excuse' the practices · 
of the. merchants.  Jn the 15th century, the· Churc~ publicly sanctioned the creation of public. 
·.institutions (monid_e piete) where the poor cou,ld qbtain' money at reasomible or reduced rates; 
a practice which spread throughout Eur9pe, from Italy to Belgium.  · Partly in reaction to the: 
.. enthusiasm with which the new Reformation  faiths embraced 'credit as an  .inevitable part <;>_f  . 
social life,. and partly in response to jncreased social'uirrest caused' by rural indebtedness, the 
~ounter;.Reformation Council of Trent (1545  .  .:.15,64)  issued a_severe condemnation-of credit· 
('theft').  .  In the subsequent centuries, scholars continued their consider~tion of the matter, 
with thepublicatib.n in the eighteenth century ofworks si.lch.as Turgot's Memoires; Bentham's 
/Jefense de rusure' and Adam Smith's Wealth of  Nations.·  '  . 
'  .·.  .  '  . 
39.  By  the  nineteenth  centUry;- the.:_use  of  credit  had  peco~e more·  a,cceptaHe,  and-.· 
improvements ii't' livi'ng  standards and thus industrial development in both Europe· and the 
· .United Stateswere  s~ppp.rted bfcredit.  Particularly in the frontier states_ of  the United ~tate.s, 
.  freed  from  traditiomil. Europe'!ll  attitudes,  credit ·\\'as  ·used  as an  instrument  of family 
budgeting, and the concept of hire purchase devdoped_.  To some  ~xtent, this remained'  an· 
.  exceptional situation - despite its undeniably important so~ial role, credit retained its negative 
image although whereas in Europe it was the. lender who was pilloried, in the United States 
it was the borrower, for their  'fail~re'  .'..-- .  . - ,  ' 40.  It  was  only  in  the  early" twentieth century,  with  the  advent of the  motorcar in  the. 
United States,  that the  use  of credit lost its  dual st.igma of poverty and prodigality.  Credit 
bureaus were qpened and the  use  of credit was encouraged as  its  benefits,  in terms of the 
creation  of a  market,  mass· production  and  red~ced  _costs,  became  evident.  Similarly· in 
Europe,  the  late  nineteenth century saw the appearance of large stores and, with them, the 
·purchase  of durables :on  hire.  p~r_chase.  Credit  developed ·rapidly,  as  did  government . · 
regulation of usury which,  while it  regretted the  habitual abuse of borrowers'  weaknes~es, 
generally chose not to  'interfere' to  protect consumers from the consequences of their own 
actions. 
41.  Postwar social and economic developments, particularly in the wake of the economic. 
c_rises of the  1930s, led to  a_greater interest in protecting borrowers.  Changing social habits 
in  the  1950s and 1960s led to a  rapid grow.th in the us_e  of consumer credit, with changes in 
the sources and types of credit used. · Traditional _moral  disapproval of credit, as seen in the 
linguistic overtones of the German 'die Schuld' (a combination of the concepts of guilt and 
fault);  disappeared as consumer attitudes changed and credit became a more normal part of 
their domestic budgeting. · After seven centuries, from the first stirrings of capitalism in the 
Early Middle·Ages through the· recognition of economic reality of the Middle Ages and the 
Reformation; the  1960s also saw the ehd of the Catholic Church's opposition to  lending at 
interest.  The. stage was now set for a new era in  the history of the regulation of c;onsumer 
credit. 
I  . 
B.  The need for regulation on a European level 
.  42.  the first consumer credit legislation concerned ·credit which was combined with the 
sale  of goods  or  the  provision  of services,- but as. the ·provision  of credit became more 
common,  ~onsumer credit  became  a  merchantable  good/  service  in  its  own ;right  and 
sophisticated, techniques were employed to  market it to  consumers as such.  Most national . 
legislation in European Community Member States tended not to  deal with consumer credit 
as  a  whole  but,  rather,  reguiated  various  aspects  of"the  overall  question  e.g.  limited  to 
instalment' sales. or to  particular goods or ·services:  In addition; as  the pattern of consumer 
credit continued to change, consumer credi( increasingly involved new forms of credit for' 
· which no  legislation existed and· for which, therefore,  ther~ was little consumer protection. 
43.  ' As a result of these developments, consumer' credit legislation hil.(l_to  take a  broader· 
approach,  covering  all  forms  of credit  - an  approach  first  used· in  Europe  in  the  1974 
Consumer Credit Act in the U9ited Kingdom.  It gradually came to be recognised that what 
was· needed was legislati-on coverin6 consumer credit as a whole and not different rules for 
personal loans, credit cards  ...  However, while most._Member States recognised. that consumers··· 
should  have  basic  rights  to  information, . particularly  about  the'  total  cost  of the  credit 
agreement (though different methods were used to calculate such costs), differences between 
Merhber States'· national laws had more serious effects on the functioning of the market. for  . 
· consumer credit and the internal market as a whole.  Indeed,_ the very complexity of  the new 
forms and s'ources of  credit was to have implications (or the development of  policy in relation 
to  credit at  European level.  ·  . 
/ 
44.  The  European  Commission's · programme  on  consumer  protection  proposed ·a 
harmonisation of consumer credit in  an EC context and  aimed at the  creation of  a  global 
framework for credit iri general, but. particularly consumer credit..  This approach was new in 
10 .  ! 
.  '  .  . 
so· far a~  it sought to cover all types of credit available on the consumer credit market (with  · 
certain limited exceptions). The motives behind· the Directive which was eventually propos'ed, 
·however, were not so much inspired by  consumer  prote~tion objectives as  by the objective . 
of harmonising the  distortions qf competition -in  the -Common  Market,  The differences 
. between Member States' national laws  (e.g.  on advertising,  the  form  and  content of  cr~dit 
agreements, consumers' right of  c~ncellation  ... ) had  led to distortions of competition in  the 
Common Market, particularly in border areas,· between those .grantors· of credit who bore the·· 
·costs of  compliance with sy<::h reguiations and those who did not.  The ·regulation by ?\lfembet 
States of cert~in .forms .of  consumer  credit  had  not  only  left  consumers  unprotected  and 
limited their ability to obtain credir-in other Member States, but variations in the extent of 
. consumer protection from one State to another had also influenced the nature aqd vohime of 
. credit SO!Jght -by COnsumers,  perpetuating-market fragmentation; limiting .the  free movement 
of goods anc;i  services and affecting the functioning of the Conunon Market.  ·  ·  ·  · 
45.  .  OIJ.e  of the·  tasks  of. the  Europeap.  Union· is  the  promotio·n  of the  harmonious 
development pf  econ~mic activities' and an accelerated raising. of the standard of ljving of  its 
. population.  These economic and soc;ial objectives, together with those of  the Single Market -
.the promotion of  economic gro~h._  an increase in the innovative capacity and competitiveness 
· of industry and enhancement of the .general level of  prosperity - can only be achieved with 
.·the active· participation of consumers.  To encourage 'consumers to avail of these benefits, it 
was necessary to  enable them t6.-do so  with confidence,. secure in the knowledge tha:t  they 
. would have the same level of protection  a~ they enjoyed on their-national markets.  - · 
. 46.  · Given the above and the  increasing volume of consumer credit, it  was felt that the 
establishment of  a common market in consumer credit .wpuld operate tq the benefit of  grantors 
of credit, manufacturers; distributors  -~md retailers of goods and providers of services as well 
as  to  the.  benefit of consumers.  Benefits  to  consumers  would _include  a  wid~r choice .of 
financial services and institutions and lower prices· stemming from increased comp~tition and 
efficiency.  Free9om of  .choice for consumers is not only a legitimate economic right, but is 
of crucial importance .to the ·creation and development of.a single market as only informed 
consumers, with full knowledge of the range of products on· offer and _the various contractmil 
rights and obligations conriected to agreements; will benefit from the .advantages of healthy · 
competition. The. marketplace  itself, to  work efficierttly,  needs consumers ·who kriow how 
prices compare and  who ·act  on that knowledge.  This is· particularly true o(  the financial  · 
·services marke_t where tninsparency.is essential forhealthy competition which, in this sector 
in particular, is crucial to all other aspects of the Internal Market.  _  ·  - · · 
47.  While the emphasis -.yas' on the economic ·objectives of the regulation  ~f consumer' 
credit,  attention  was· paid  to  the  sociill  protection  el~ment of credit  legislation. ·  The 
development of the_ Common Market. wa.S  seen as  likely to  lead to  intensified competition. 
. .  . between financial institutions in the national and 'international consumer credit markets and 
to an expansion of the market as. a whole, with increased pressure from finanCial institutions 
on consumers.  It was  feli  that there· ~as a· greater need .  for,· protecti'on of the  consumer 
entering into credit. agreements· than cash payment agreemen~s; for two reasons.  Ori the one 
. hand, the consumer in a credit  agreement undertakes payment obligations whiCh  he can not  -
_meet  immediately  but only over a  p~!iod-of time.  This commitm.erit  for  future  periodic 
paymerits ...is- undertaken  withou! · any  certainty_ that  changes  in  his  personal  or economic 
sitUation (siclaiess, unemployment, divorce ... ) will not prevent the discharge of  the obligation  .. 
on· the other hand, the consumer needs money and is thus more inclined to acc-ept the terms·  . 
- .  '  -\  . 
. -
i 1 of whoever makes the money available  .. The consumer thus needs protection, not only from 
the traditional (orms of  credit but also from the new forms of  credit or those which are newly 
made available to  him. 
48.  With the above economic and social  objectives .jn  mind, the European Commission 
.began· its  work.  The first  proposals for the  harmonisation of la:w_ in  the  field of consumer 
credit were drafted in  1974, tho¥gh it  was not until December 1986 that they culminated in 
a Directive.  · 
49.  When the  Council of Ministers of the European Communities adopted, on 14 April 
1975,  the  Preliminary Programme of  the  European  Economic Community for a  consumer 
pro,tection and information policy, they emphasised five  fundamental  rights,  orie of Which 
was· the  right to protection of_ economic interests.  They urged that first  priority should be 
given  to  adopting  Community measures to  harmonise  the  general conditions of consumet: 
·credit and_to  protect the consumerfrom unfair c'ondition:s of credit.  . 
. 50.  A Working Party was established, made up of  goyernmental experts from the Member 
States, to  discuss the draft proposaL ·  The official. Commission proposal was published in 
March  1979
6  and  two  years of .discussion  (on  the  proposal'.s  legal  basis)" followed  in  the 
Europ~an Parliament Legal Affairs Committee.  ECOSOC had also been: consulted, pursuant 
'to Article  1  00(2) (since the implementation of the Pirective would  rest;~lt in changes of law 
. in several Mem_ber States) and gave a favourable opinion
7
; as did the Consumers' Consultative 
Council
8
•  The Coinmittee and the Parliam.ef}t then examined the proposals, article_ by article,  . 
and even strengthened aspects of  the original proposa.l, most notably by insisting on a uniforni 
method for the calculation ofAPR
9
•  At the same time, opinions were  expres~ed on.the draft 
bybusiness associations, industry, banks and insurance companies, trade unions and consumer 
organisations, as well-as submissions from national associations to the relevant Commission 
services.  Following~ these  ·consultations,  a  revised  proposal  was  presented
10  by  the 
Commission and discussed in the_ yv.orking: Party of governmental e"perts..  · 
·c. .  The development and aims of the Directive 
Sl. .  Differences in law and _'practice  had led to  unequal 'consumer protection in differ~nt 
Member States.  The EEC Programme for, Consumer Protection. and Inform_ation  therefore 
·provided, inter .alia, that consumers should be protected against unfair credit terms and that 
priority should be  given to  the harmonisation of the"£eneral conditions.  The starting· point 
for  t~e Commission was that there should be a common approach to the calculation of the 
true  cost of credit  to .the  borrower and  to  the  communication of that  information to  the 
consumer..  The Draft Directive contained propos_als for common rules in these areas;  in order 
t<)  achieve some degree of  uniformity and to avoid the fragmentation of  the credit market into 
up to twelve national- 'markets.  Among these were the following: 
5 
6. 
7 
g 
9  . 
10 
O.J.  No C 92,  25.04.75 
O.J.  No C 183,  27.03.79 p.4 
CES  85/80,  31.01.80 
CCC/171/85,  18.09.85 
PE  70.998(fina1), 21.01.83 
O.J.  No C 183,  10.07.84. 
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'  .' .. 
that .the Directive should apply to every ki"nd ofcredit available in the consumer credit 
_ m'atket, sul;Jject to  certain limited  ~xceptions' - Article 2 11'  ·  .  · 
that ·Credit  advertisements which  contain~d figures  relating  tO  the charge  for  credit 
should. SP-ecify the  true cost on an  aruiual  basis, _expressed  as  a percentage (APR)  -. 
Article.3  ·  _  . _  .  .  .  .  .. _  _  .  .  _ ·  '  . 
that creditagreements.should be made in writing, with a copy to·the consumer, stating 
the essential terms and the APR in percentage terms -· Artiqle 4  .  . .  . 
' that consumers should be _entitled to make early. repayment and, ln such cases; enjoy 
a:  reduction in the_ total ~ost of the_ credit granted -·Article .8 _  · 
,•' 
52. · · . - The requirement' of  unanimity for Council decisions, before the eqtry into force of :: 
the Single European Act the follOwing  yea~, and the diversity of  ~e.  startdards ofo protection -
. in  European c'ountries,  meant  -th~t the  original  Commission  prdposal was  watered  dowri, 
le~ving 'iqo _the Member ,States to  guarantee consumer  protecti~n with  regard tQ:  . 
the regulation of the repossession of goods -Article 7. _  . 
the .borrower's rights on assignment ofthe creditor's :rights  ,.  Article'9 
_the .use· of certain negotiable instruments - Article  1  0  · 
subsidiary liability -Article I.t' ·  ·  -
. effective official supervision o( the credit .industry - Art~cle 12 
while ~ong  the provisions which disappeared were joint arid several liability and a role for. 
· consumer organisations.  Member States remained free to adopt or retain more stringent legal 
. rules for consumer.  protectio~ in this fielq, as aresuh of the Clause ft1iriimale (Article 15).  :.  , 
-53.:  The  ~ain difficulties  which  emerged  hi  the  negotiations in the  Working  Party. • 
concerned the scope of the Directive and the problem .of services, joint and several liability .  · · 
and the _method  of. calcl.llatioq of the annual percentage nite of charge (APR).  This latter 
. proved so contentious that the elaboration.ofa cominonformula was .left to a later Direct~ve
1 \. 
amending Directive ~71102. Agreement was reached on the rem~ining areas and the Directive 
was  agreed  by the  Council  cif Ministers,  by  unanimity,  on 22  December  1986.  As. the 
adoption of the -Directi_ve was the result of a compromise in the Councif  of Ministers, and as 
'so much time had passed since the_ original proposal (in a field In whidl-Change occurs at a 
. rapid pace). h.was felt that its operation should be reviewed fiveyears after the-expiry of  the 
:- period for transposition in order to ensure that the Directive was still 'adapted'_ to.its PJ\tposes. 
, This is  the purpose of the present Report.  · ·  ·  - ·_ 
4 
•  ·-
II. 
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Ref~r_en<;es t_o  articles refer to the numbering- in the  finill  text  .  _  . .  . 
. Council  Directive  90/88/EEC  of 22  February  1990  amending  Directive  87/102/EEC  for  the 
approximation  of  the  iaws,. regulatioils  and  administrative.  provisions  of tQe  Member  States 
concerning consumer cre!fit, OJ No  L 61, fo:o3~90  .  .  - -
..... 
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',' . III.  TRANSPOSITION OF DIRECTIVE 87/102 
A.  ,METHODS OF TRANSPOSITION 
54.  The transposition of a Directive imposes an  obligation with regard to results on the 
Member States. It does not inevitably mean that a  law· has to be adopted. 
.  '  .  .  .  .  .  . . 
.  .  .  . 
55.  We  speak  of passive  transposition  when  a  Member  State  considers  that  existing 
domestic law is  already in conformity with the  Directive.  Hence in France, only Article 8 · 
(concerning early repayment) required a statutoryamendment. 
56.  Active transposition means that the Member State adopts a legal instrument.  M~st of -
the Member States opted for this type of  transposition, though using very different techniques. 
Some Member States,· such as _Greece or Luxembourg, incorporated the text  more or less as  . 
is.  Others, such as Belgium, the Netherlands, Germany artd Irelarid (where .it is still a draft), 
constructed a body of law on .the basis of  the Directive, including numerous provisions which· 
are foreign to  the Dir'ective
13
:  · 
'  . 
57.  The Directive h~s-had a catalytic effect in several Member States. This is due to the 
small number of  harmonisation provisions in the Directive and the latitud~ left to the Member 
· States. as  to  how to  attain  the  objectives.  The  mJin  goals  of the  Direl;tive  are  consumer 
information and transparency ofthe market.  Recent laws have taken into accounf the rapid 
development of the credit market and in particular new forms of credit. 
58.  Ex~mination  ·of inter-country  differences  shows  that  th~ ·Directive's harmonisation 
impact has beeri limited. There are few strict harmonisation provisions in the Directive.  On 
the  other  hand,  as  regards  the. Directive's  general  objectives,  the  Member  States  have 
sometimes adopted identical rules: A comparative examination shows that common standards . 
have been adopted in most Member States. Hence, differences between Member State rules 
and between. such rules and ·those of the  Directive do  not mean that the Directive has' been · 
a failure but reflect the impetus generated by the Community instrument. 
59.  Inteq)retative transposition makes  it_  possible to  mitigate the apparent discrepancies 
between domestic law and Community law.  Pursuant to  a landmark Court of  Justic~ riding 
of 8 October 1987
1
\  it is held  ·thatnat~onallaw must be interpreted with an eye to. achieving 
the purposes of the Directive. Even if the Court of  Justice is the ultimate arbiter, the national 
court also has a role to play in interpreting Community law. In doubtful cases the court must, 
. via the mechanism of  preliminary rulings, refer the  matter'~o the Court of  Justice with a view · 
·tu determining the autonomous interpretation which must be upheld. Up to now the Court of 
Justice has not h?.d  to rule on any. case concerning consumer credit. 
13  ' 
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Chapters VII  and IX  discuss the application of the minimum clause 
· CJEC, judgment of 08.10.87,  C-80/86 Kolpinghuis Nijmegen B.V.,  ECR.  1987 p.  3969 
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B.  INSTRUMENTS TRANSPOSiNG  DIRECTIVES 87/102/EEC AND  90/88/EEC 
BEL~IUM 
Directive 87/102/EEC: 
· Directive 90/8  .. 8/EEC: 
DENMARK 
GERMANY 
Directive 87/1 02/EEC: · 
.  Directive 90/88fEEC: 
GREECE 
'SPAIN 
Directive 871102  EEC 
\) 
FRANCE 
Law  of. 12/06/91  (published  in· the· Moniteur  Beige  of 
· 9i07/199l, p.  15203 ft),  as  amended by the  Law of06/07/92 
(published in the. Moniteur Beige of 09/07/92) 
. Royal'  Decree  of 4  'Aug~st 1992,  publish~d in  the  Moniteur 
_ Beige of 08/09/92, as  amended by  Royal Decree. of 29/04/93,  . 
·published in the MB  of 08/06/93 - · 
Law No 39~ of 23/06/90 {published in Lovtidende  13/06/90), 
as  supplemented · by  Regulation  No  830  of  10112/90. and 
Regulation No- 497 of 13/06/94  . 
. Law No 39_5. of 13/06/90,  p~blished  in L  T  13/06/90. 
Regul'ation No 902. (published in L  T of 12/11192)  . 
Gesetz  -i.ibe.r  .Verbraucherkredite;  zur- Anderung  der 
Zi:vilprozeBordn~ng und anderer desetz_e of 17/12/90 - BGBI 
1990 I;  p.  2840 - .  .  .  .  _- . ·  _  ·  _ 
. Erste V  erordnung zur Anderung der Preisanga_benverordnung of ·-
03(04192  - BGBI  199il, p.  846 of 10/04/92 
· Ministerial Decision .P_l-983 of  07/03/91, published in the Greek 
Government Gaiette, Volume B,  172; 21/03/91 
..  !. 
Ley 7/1995 de 23  de marzo  1995 de  Credito· al  Consumo 
_-No.: 7458 BOE N. 7 25.05.95 p.  9370-9375_  - . 
. Directive 87/to2/EEC: '  L(I,W  No  78-22  of (January _1978,  integrated  'in  the  new 
IRELAND 
,  ,  Consumer Code, Art.- L 311  ff,  and certain provisions of Laws 
23/6/89 and 21/12/89; 
Not transposed - see _below 
ITALY 
LUXEMBOURG 
·Directive 87/102/EEC::  · 
Directive 90/88/EEC:-
Co~unity Law  1991  (Law No  142 -of 1·9-February  1992, 
Articles  18~24, published in-Ordinary Supplement No 36 to ·the 
Official Journal-No 42 9f 20 February 1992)  · 
Law of 0.9/08/1993  -_Me111orial AN. 66 du 24/08/93  . 
Cfrand-Ducal  Regulation of  26/08/93 ·- Memorial A  N. 80· of . · 
"27/09(93  '  ' 
15 NETHERLANDS 
AUSTRIA 
·PORTUGAL 
FINLAND 
S\VEDEN  · 
UNITED KINGDOM 
Directive 8711 02/EEC: 
Direc!i:ve  90/88/EEC: 
ICELAND 
NORWAY 
Law  of 04/07/90 ·  + 5  Decisions ,+  2  Regulations  published.-
-r~spectively in  Stb.  1990, 395; Stb:  1991, 515,_516, 549,548, 
550 + Stcr.  1991, 220  · 
· Bankwesengesetz (BGBI 532/93)  .  . 
Konsumentenschutzgesetz(BGBI 140/79 in der Fassung 247/93) 
Verbraucherkreditverordnung (BGBI 36.5/94) 
Allgemeines  Btirgerliches  Gesetzbu.ch  (JGS  94611811  in  der 
Fassung BGBI  656/89)  - . 
.  Gewerbeordnung (BGBI  194/94) 
'Decree-Law 3  59/91  of 21109/91,  published  in the Diario Da 
Republica - I  Serie~A, p.  4998 ff.  of 21109/91 
Consumer Protection Act (38/78) 
Consumer Credit Act 19.93, -as  supplemented and amended by 
Acts  1992/1010,  1992/214,  1993/1214 and  1994/843 
Consumer  Credit  Act  1974  as  last  amended  by  Statutory 
Instrument 1989, published in SI  1989 N. 1125 of 06/07/89 · 
The Consumer Credit (Agreements) (Amendment) RegQlations, 
. pubiished in SI  1984  N~ 1600 of 22/10/84 
Law  N~ 3011993  on consl).mer. credit as  amended  by -Act  No 
101/1994  . 
Regulation No  3  77/1993  on  consumer credit  as amended by 
Regulation No 49111993  .  ' 
Law of 21  June  1985, No 82 
· Regulation of 15  July  1986, No 1616 
C.  MEASURES  ADOPTED .. AGAINST  CERTAIN  MEMBER  STATES  FOR  FAILURE  TO  · 
TRANSPOSE  DIRECTIVE 87/102  BY  28/10/94 
,SPAIN 
Directive 8711 02/EEC: 
Procedure for failure to communicate 
· .-·Case C-390/93 Commission v Spain 
16 19 August 93  -:  Application Iorl'ged for  referral-to the CJEC 
Note in defense of Spain of 28/10/93 _  - - -
IRELAND.  -
Directive ~71102/EEC: 
Procedure- for failure to cmnmunicate 
Reasoned opinion of 20/01/92 
'1. 
'  I~ 
D.  pARTICULAR ASPECTS· OF THE TRANSPOSITION  OF THE. DIRECTIVE . 
- ' 
I--., 
60.  -The application or_ interpretation ~fDirectiv~ 87/102/EEC by  Membe~  States has not 
given  rise  to  m_any  difficulties~ The  main prqblems  encountered  by  Member States have _  --
:related to 'the_ scope ofthe D'irective; to the information which is  ~0 be given to the consumer 
. arid  to the total cost of the credit.  ---
61. .  As regards the scop-e_ of  th~  Dire~tive, some proble~s were encountered. with th~ term . 
_"other  si~ilar financi~ll.accomrnodatiqn" (art  1.2:c).  In relation to hiring agreements,  o~er  · 
and. above the cases covered by Article 2.1. b, there has been some dispute as _to  the extent to 
which leasing agreements fall  within the· scope of the Directive, and whether they could be· 
considered as  "other similar finan~ial accommodation"?  -Difficulties were encountered in · 
relation to agreements for the provision, ·o~ a continuing basis, of.  a service 'or a utility _{art 
t.2.c), and_-also the meaning ofthe term 'exclusively~ in Article  11.-
.  . 
· 62.  Some  difficulties :were  also  Iiriked _to  the  information which is to  be  given t6 the 
.consumer.  ·with r~gard to changes in existing credit contracts, there is some doubtas to how 
· extensive the changes must be-in order t6 oblige _the  render to·  give  information.-about the 
~mriual· percentage  rate.  Moreover,  it is  uncertain  whether the  ..  inrormation· about  credit 
condit~ons must be given on the basis ofthe change alone or on the basis. of  the ne~  complete. 
credit contract 
..  63.  There also app~ar to be difficulties -in knowing exactly when' a bank i~ obliged to give 
information,  for  instance  in  relation  to -sho,rt:.ieim  overdrafts. - In  the  case  of private 
agreements, lenders would appear to  have certain practical' difficulties in ,giving customers 
information about credit conditions.  ·- ·  ·  -- ·  · 
_,  . 
64.- As regm_ds difficulties linked :to the total cost of  the-credit, :some probl~ms have arisen 
with regard to the mandatory indicatioii ofthetotal.~ost in the case of credit agreements _with 
modifiable terms, credit Hnes ~d  fina!leing in ·instalments.  There have also been difficulti~s 
·in relation. to  th~ effective'rate· of charge for advances on current account~. As a question of 
fact, the duration of the credit and the ext~nt to which "the fa,cilities are used are not kriown: 
17 
)  . ·IV.  TliE MARKET FOR CONSUMER CREDIT 
A.·  ·  Ec~nomic Analysis of the Market 
65.  The graphs in the following. pages indicate the development of  consumer credit in-the 
Member States of the EU over the  last two  decade~.  · The figures .have been. taken from  a 
report  prepared  for . the·  Consumer  Policy  Service  of  the  European  .Commission: 
Overindebtedness of  cons~mers. in  the  EC Member States:  Facts and Search for solzitions 
(Centre de Droitde Ia Consommation 1994) and frprri EUROSTAT figures.  As in the report, 
the figures in ECU have been converted at their-'offidal exchange rate on 11  August 1992. 
References, to  the  'European  average'· are  based  on  the  country  data  available  e.g.  four 
countries comprise the average for 1975 while the average for 1990, the  la~est ye~  for. which 
such a wide range of information is available, is that o( ten of the then Member States· (with 
the exception of Luxembourg and Portugal). This European average has been calculated in 
the most simple way: the sum o(the national amounts divided by the number of  households · 
.in  these ten countries.  ·  · 
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66.  As is evident from the graphs on the preceding pages, there is a lack of  complete data 
on consumer credit in -Europe._· While tbere are  spe~ific reasons for this situation in relation-. 
to certain countries, such· as Luxembourg where the amounts are so .low that separate figures 
are not kept, or Portugal where der~gulation of the market was so recent (February 1994)that 
figures  are not yet available, there are other,  more  general factors which contribute' to 'the 
difficulties ·of obtaining comparable data from Member States:  Due to the variety of  different 
categories of credit-providers ahd different forms of credit available, together with the rapid 
development of the  market in  the course of -the  last decade,  the Member States themselves 
~·requentiy have no centralised system for the collection or distribution of such data.  As a 
resu!t, data on consumer credit is often not available to  researchers:  In addition, the use of 
·differin2 criteria and methods of collection and evaluatJon often means  t~at the data is not 
always cornp_arable.  '  ·  · 
. B.  The socio-economic context 
- 67.  Since the adoption of the Directive·, con·sumet credit has  bee-n  evolving rapidly  in  a 
constantly expanding market. The supply-side structure has changed with the emergence of 
new lenders, such 'as large distributors and card issuers,  the  growing involvement. of banks, 
29 which  for  long  had  neglected  this  sector,  and the  role  of credit  intermediar.ies.  Consumer . 
credit has grown in volume. In most countries, this growth has exceeded that of income and· 
this has led to an increase in the percentage of household inc()me spent on repayments. 
68.  The techniques used  have been developed and diversified at all  stages in the credit 
operation. Firstly, new forms of credit have emerged··or expanded, such as revolving credit 
or advances on current account, formulas which are generally associated wiih payment cards. 
The  pas,t  15  years  have  seen  a  veritable  explosion  in  the  number  of payment  cards' in 
circulation in Europe. This is one of  the most striking phenomena. Other forms of  credit, such 
as hire purchase, have·remained in the doldrums. For example, the .French statistics (Banque 
de France - Monthly Statistical B~lletin) show that hire purchase sales now account for only 
26.9% of the tot:\1  amount of credit. 
69.  Deregulation of  the financial markets and the increasingly sophisticated and persuasive 
marketing of personal loans are mainly responsible for these developments. 
70.  As  regards  credit  techniques  as  such,· major  developments  include  better  risk 
assessment by the creditor and a  wider spectrum of  precautionary strategies. In granting credit; 
credit scoring is  curr'!ntly applied to  evaluate the risk of the credit transaction - indeed, one 
characteristic of the  consumer credit sector  is  the growing popularity of databases.  These 
bases are prepared and organised in different ways depending on the Member State. This trend 
ha~ triggered numerous discussions on the advisability and effectiveness of such bases and  ' 
their' compatibility with the principle of respect for privacy. 
71.  Credits are rarely granted without a particular guarantee such as a bond or assignment 
of salary.  Fimilly, .several creditors have reorganised their systems of handling complaintsJ 
72.  In  the  wake  of the  credit  boom of the  80s,  numerous. countries have  witnessed  a 
growth in the number of consumers experiencing ·repayment problems. Despite the absence 
of detailed, regular and complete statistics relating to overindebtedness, it seems that by and 
large the number of debtors with payment difficulties is quite considerable, with an upward 
trend  in  many countries.  Indeed;  several countries have recently adopted or plan to  adopt 
measures designed to deal with overindebtedness. 
73.  ·cross-border credit has been growing more thanks to cooperation between financial 
operators than to particular relations between creditors and consumers. Recent years have seen 
a growth in  the number of alliances; cooperative ventures, takeovers arid  mergers between 
different financial  operators.  On the other hand, the ·volume of credit transactions between 
consumers and foreign-based creditors does not seem to have increased very much. Currently, 
the major barrie1:; are the absence of a single currency, the cost of  cross-border transfers and 
the disparity of legislation relating to debt recovery. 
C.  Payment Cards: 
Problems of  definition:. · 
74.  . One of the major·trends in consumer credit is the use of payment cards. This is why 
this dimension has to be  -Clarified. Respo.ndents were asked if legal definitions existed in their 
30 countries for the following types of card: credit cards, debit cards, charge cards, withdrawal 
cards, cheque guarantee cards, prepaid cards and.payment cards.  The responses, and the 
results of  previous surveys in this;area, reveal serious confusion with regard to any discu~sion 
at European level of paym~nt 'cards':  the same term applies to very different products in 
different countries .. The ni.ost common example given is that of VISA  which, in the United 
Kingdo_m  and Ireland, is a  ~redit card but in  France is  usually a debit card, 'with no  'credit' · 
fac-ility.  -
Situation in the  Member States  . 
· 75.  _  In  an area where; to quote  one  respondent,  'confusion reigns',  the  overwhelming 
majority ofcountries (11/ f7) have no  legal definitions of these cards (Belgium, Germany, 
·Greece, France, Italy, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Portugal, Austria, Finland and -Sweden) or 
only partial definitions- Denmark (Danish Payment Card Act) , France (Article 57§ I Decree  -· 
. of 30.1 0.85),  Ireland  (Draft Law on Consumer Credit),  Norway· (Regulation N"  1205  of · 
· 05.1  0~89) and _the  United Kingdom (Article 2  Credit Cards (Merchant Acquisition) Order 
· i  990,  Article 2  Credit Cards (Price Discrimination)  Order  1990,'  Consumer Credit Act). 
Some of  the countries, however, do  hav~ 'practical' definitions, for instance those used in-the 
banking field or defined by industry Codes of Practice.  Norway is inc the- process of drafting 
definitions-for cards in the  forthcoming ·Act on Financial  Agreements,  and there  may  be 
definitions  in .Sweden  as-a  r~sult of a -proposal  for  new legislation on  payment systems 
(currently with the Payment Systems Committee).  ·  · 
.  .  - . 
76.  G~~erally, despite the  difference~ in  terminology~ th_e  functions o{ the various types 
of cards do not vary from country to country: 
0. 
credit cards 
A  card· which allows customers to  buy  goods and services on credit; and to 
obtain cash advances.  On receipt.ofthe bill, customers may pay in' full or in 
, part (with a  specified minimum), and pay interest ·on outstanding amounts. 
:-Examples include VISA  (UK and Ireland), cartes privatives (France)  · 
debit cards  _  - .  .  -
A card -which c~  be used as a means of payment and an A TM ~aid (to obtain 
cash),  TQe  customer's-account is debited immediately.  Examples include· 
BANCONTACT  (Belgium), swiTCH  (UK)  .. 
charge cards  .  - _ 
.A card which allows· customers to  pay  for purchases (and sometimes obtain 
cash advances).  On receipt of the bill, the customer must pay the balarice in 
full i.e. no credit is·provided.  Examples include DINER's  CLUB,  AMERICAN 
EXPRESS,  CARTE  BANCA!R.E  (2/3) (France) 
_  withdrawal cards  - · -
A card which is used to obtain cash or other services from an ATM machine. 
Sometimes restricted to the (online) A  TMs of the issuing_ banl<. · _  -
cheque guarantee_ cards,  -
Use  together  with  cheques,  this  card  guarantees  payment  up  to  a  certain 
amount.  In  some  countries,  restricted- to  certain  types  ·of-cheques.  e.g. 
Eurocheques.  ·  In fact, this card has an identity function, 
31 payment cards 
Any plastic card which may be used to  pay for goods or services or to obtain · · 
·cash i.e. most of the above 
prepaid cards · 
Not- yet  widely  available  for  financial  services,  these  cards· will  involve 
prepayment  for  goods/ services.  Prepaid  cards  do .  not  involve  credit  and 
th~refore fall  outside the scope Of the  ~ 987 and 1990 Directives on consumer 
credit.  The most well known kind of prepaid card is the telephone catd.  This 
card  is  loaded  only  with  telephone  units  - a  prepaid  card  is· loaded with a 
currency. 
Perspectives! Problems 
77.  As many cards include facilities relating to a number of the above categories, and as 
. new forms of such cards yvill  appear in the  futu~e, any definitions which are chosen should 
be  flexible in order to  permit innovation. 
Problems relating to the use of such cards 
78.  The  importance  of car~s, and  their  use,  at  European  level  lies  in  the  conti!luing 
creation of the  Internal  Market.  Free movement of the  means of payment is a necessary 
corollary to the other freedoms guaranteed to consumers, without which the Internal Market 
can not function to  the full  advantage of all  those involved.  However, means of payment 
\vere in fact shown to be one of the barriers to the completion of this Internal Market
15  and, 
since 1990, have become a policy priority for the European Commission.  This concerns not 
merely cross-border transfers (on which a draft Directive has been published), but also the · 
cross-border  use of cards (in situations where  the  consumer is  himself present in  another 
Member State and· uses  hi~_card for  payment~ but also _situations where he, without leaving 
his O'A-TI  State, uses his card to  obtain goods/ services· from or in another State).  Electronic 
payments more generally
16  are also  an issue,  and two  Commission Recommendations have 
been published on the subject.  · 
79.  Consumers have experienced problems with the use of some of  the new forms of  c~d 
which  have  appeared  on the  market.·  From  the  p.oint  of view of inter-operability .of the 
various card systems, a consumer travelling to another Member States who wishes to use his 
A TM card may face  several problems,  the  first  of which is finding  a  machine which will 
accept his card.  In addition, consumers may find themselves unable to withdraw more than 
a certain sum within a set period.  Consumers who  use  their cards at home: do notr escape 
without problems either- increasingly, retailers are using 'dual pricing', whereby consumers 
paying by_ card a,~ charged higher prices.  This practice arises out of the relationship between 
the card-issuers and the retailers (i.e. the commission! charges levied) and has been regulated 
in certain countries e.g.  Denmark and Norway, where legislation guarantees that the retailer 
does not bear the cost of the use of the card.  The issue is important for consumers in order 
that they know, in advance, the price of the good, regardless of the means of payment which 
they choose to use, and is particularly acute in cross-border situations. 
15 
16 
'  Making payments in the internal market  COM (90)447  final,  26.09.90 
Europe could play an ace:  the new payment cards COM(86)754,  12.01.87 
32 80.  ·The discussion on the  aJ!ocation of costs in  regard  to  payment cards has triggered .a 
..  debate ·on  the  iJ;~Vblvement of tra~crs in  crcdit'di~tributiqn.  Historically,  traders  paid  high 
commissions (5  to  10%) to  the suppliers of credit caras for each transaction involving these 
caids. The argument was that the trader also benefitteq from the operation because it enabled 
him to make a deal, and it was taken for granted that he should also foot part of the bill. The 
arrival of immediate debit cards turns this reasoning-on its head. Some trad~rs' representatives 
.  consider that credit is a private matter between the consumer and his bank and that therefore 
it should not affect the payment made to the 'trader. This fundamentally calls. into question the 
allocation of costs in connection with the use of these cards.'  ' 
81.  Fraud is another ·aspect of payment cards which may raise problems for consumers. 
This arises. where the consumer's card is  stolen and  used,  with the _confidential ·code in the 
case.of certain cards.·  In addition, consumers are increasingly offered the facility of paying 
by credit card over the telephone.  As this practice may  leave the consumer open to  risk of 
. abuse, the Commission proposed to  regul~te this in the draft Directive on Distance Selling
17 
which· is c-urrently  u_nder  discussion.  · 
82.  Another problem which has arisen in relation to  the_ use of cards for payment is  that 
in certain countries such payments are revocable while in others they are not,  and also the 
issue of secondary .or subsidiary liability, as  seen in Article  11. of Directive 87/102:  _ 
•  ...._  f  :  • 
17  Amended proposal for a Counci-l  Directive on the. protection of consumers in respect of contracts 
negot-iated at a distance (distance-selling), COM(93)396  Final, 07.10.93 
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(.,--V.  EXISTING COMMUNITY POLiciES/ PROGRAMMES AFFECTING  CONSUMER CREDIT 
A.  Need (or a Communitv Policy 
83.  Information for consumers is essential if they are to enjoy the benefits of the Single· 
Market.  For. this reason, the  Second Commission Three Year Action Plan in the  field  of 
consumer policy, Placing the Single Marke~  at.ihe service of  European consumers~ emphasises · 
that  information  arid  improved  concertation  are  priorities.  The  Sutherland  Report
18  also 
emphasised the need for an information strategy and other meas\lres to respond to consumer 
. uncertainty and, similarly, the Commission Communication of May 1993
19  aimed to ensure 
greater efficiency in the dissemination of information on the internal market. 
84.  .  A lack of information on the part of  the consumer places them at a ~isadvantage vis-a-
vis  other  market  operators,  restric.ts  competition and ·prevents  freedom  of choice.  Only 
consu~ers with  full  knowledge of the  range  of products  on offer will  benefit from  the .. 
advantage_s  of healthy  competition.  Thus  the  fullest  possible  consumer  information and 
education are important building blocks for the single market.  This is particularly necessary· 
in light of the sheer volume of changes in legislation, standards and procedures required in 
order to achieve the single market - the expected wider choice of goods and services on the 
market will in tum, create a growing demand for information.  · 
B.  Situation in Member States 
85.  The different cultures and traditions of  consumer organisation in the various Member 
States have led to different forms of  consumer representation throughout the European Union  . 
. pifferent government departments have responsibility for conSUJ:!ler protection, ranging from 
the Ministries of Economic Affairs, Industry, Labour or Trade, to the Ministry of Health or 
Environment, with powers occasionally being shared with other Ministries or official bodies 
or with regional authorities.  Still other countries h11ve  entrUsted  consurrier policy and the 
protection of their interests to Ombudsmen or Consumer Institutes.  In Spain and Portugal, 
the protection of the  iptere~hs of co_nsumers  is enshrined in the Constitution. 
86.  In  addition  to· the  establishment of Government Ministries dealing  with consumer 
affairs, consumer organisations have been founded in the Member States.  In some states, the 
information provided by such organisations reaches a large audience, whether they contain the 
results  of  comparative  test  or· general ·  inform~tion  for  consumers.  The  number  of 
organisations involved in consumer information in the different Member States varies greatly, 
from single institutions to dozens of organisations. 
18 
19 
The  Internal market after /992 - meeting the challenge, 26 October 1992 - Second Three Year 
Action P.lan  1993-95, COM(93)378 final,  28.07.93,  paJ:a 24 
For better coordination and  strengthening of  information and  communication policy on the internal 
market, 5 May  1993  - Second Three Year Action Plan  1993- 95, COM(93)378 final  28.07.93, 
para 24 
34 C. ·  Commission. Assistance for national projects 
87.  ·While the  Commissio~'s general.informatior. andeducati·on programmes  incorp~rate 
· consumer policy aspects, the Commission has also tal:en action in specific fields in order to 
better  .jnform  consumers.  These ·,have  inciuded  regulations  ~n labelling  of products, 
transparency of procedures (particularly  in  the  field  cf financial  services) and  support. for 
comparative testing and price sur\reys which  ~elp the consumer to obtain an overall picture 
of the market.  The Commission has encouraged media coverage of consumer problems and 
rights,. has. supported consumer organisations; training and information programmes arid has 
-supported the establishinent of  consumer information and advice centres in cross-border areas,  . 
administered by consumer associations and/ or local authorities.  The number of  such centres 
. is  to  be. doubled over the  next three. to  five  years.  As  part of the  follow-up to the  Gre~n 
Paper on Access to Justice, a pilot project has been established,  financed  by the European 
.  Commission, to follow cross-border consumer complaints.  . Sixteen consumer. organisations 
c:tre  involved  in  bilateral· centres  m .Belgium,  Denmark,  Germany,  Spain, ·France,  Italy, 
Luxembourg and Portugal. 
88.  . An .example  of Commission-supported  public  relations  I  media  campaigns  is  the 
WORLDCOM project (1992-93), a campaign to inform: consumers about tp.e rules which would  / 
. affect them as a coqsequence of  _the  completion ,of the Internal Market, concentrating on I 0 
subject areas.  Consum~r credit was one  of the ten topics
20
•  Comprehensive information 
packs were .prepared on each of  _these  subjects and disseminated through briefmgs in each 
Member  States  (usually  by  a  member  of the  Europ~ari Parliament),· press  releases  and 
background notes for editors, and leaflets for dissemination to the general public.  Experienc.e 
from~  such campaigns and  other ongoing efforts to  generate  information indicates that the 
public is ·generally receptive to messages about.the benefits·of the Single Market and their 
rights,  but that the message must c.ontinue  to  be  disseminated..  To this end, projects are 
being developed for  an  advertising campaign In  the  mass  media throughout the Union,  in 
order to communicate the message directly to a mass ·audience.  As consumers become more 
aware  of their  rights,  there  will  be  increased  demands  that  their  national  goverrunents . 
implement the releyant EU legislation, this indirectly ensuring stricter compliance with such 
rules.  ·  . 
89.  Consumer credit is but one of a number of fields in wh~ch  the Cotnmission is pursuing 
this policy of  increased information for. consumers.  As welJ  a,s_ the projects mentioned above, 
the Commission has .also assisted national and Europe-wide projects dealing speCifically with 
· consumer credit.  ·  · 
The development of  CALS &  CADAS 
90.  ·A project was begun by Institut ftir  Finanzdienstleistungen (IFF) of Hainburg in the. 
mid-1980s~ with the  backing of the  European Commission and  in  cooperation with other 
organisations, to develop an international computer/ database system presenting legislation and 
case law on consumer credit in. a format which would allow debt counsellors and consumer-
..  advisers  in  various  countries·. to  check  the_  financial  situation of a  consumer,  to  perform 
20 
--·  .  -
Travel  and Tourism;  Product .Safety,  Medicines,  Cosmetics,  Food labelling,  Advertising, Unfair 
Contract Tenns,  Banking,  Insurance and Consumer Credit 
35 calculations on different forms of  consumer credit and to check the soundness of  claims made 
. against consumers.  This project produced several programmes and databases,  inCluding 
CALS 
CAD  AS 
(Computer Assisted Loan Services) an expert system for creait 
and debt counselling  · 
(Computer  Ass!sted  Debt  Advice  ·Services)  a  biJdget  and 
financial counselling service,  ~eveloped from debt counselling . 
· services 
91.  With  European Community  funding  and  in  cooperation  with  the  German  Federal 
Justice  Ministry,  advice  structures  in  German  consumer  advice  centres  were  developed 
between 1983 - 1987.  These c~ntres began to use computers to collect legal information on 
jurisprudence-and legislation, with a view to  its distribution; to help consumers to calculate 
their  finances  an.d  credit situation  and  to  gather information from  consumers  in order to 
conduct statistical evahiation as part of .a  campaign to reauce usurious rates and practices. 
92.  As a result of contacts with other European consumer organisations whiCh  revealed 
differing levels of indebtedness and government involvement in different Member-States of 
the European Community, it was decided to develop a  common action to establish protection 
'for consumers on a Europeari level; in relation to consumer credit.  This cooperation began 
in 1990, with the support of the Consumer Policy Service of the European Commission, with 
the  extension  of. the  CALS  and  CADAS  progranimes  to  France  and  BelgiUill.  This 
cooperation involved a variety of  organisations and institutions, inCluding the Region Wallonie 
and Centre Droit de Ia  Consommation (Belgium), the Institut National de Ia Consonunation. 
(France) and the Arbeitsgemeinschaft der Verbraucherverbaende (Germany).  Since consumer 
protection· is organised in -different wa:ys in different Member States, it was decided to develop 
parallel  and  identical  forms  and · structures  in  the  different  countries.  The  airn  of this  .1 
cooperation was to reinforce the efforts of existing organisations ·working in the field and to 
coordinate them on an international level, to develop structures based on the experiences of 
other Member States and _also  to  collect data in the different Member States. 
93:  After  the  adaptation  of the_ programmes  to·  the  French  and  Belgian  legal  arid 
administrative  systems,  the  scheme  was  extended  to  the  United  Kingdom  in·  1992. 
Birmingham Settlement Money Advice Services (BSMAS) worked·with IFF to adapt CAD  AS  . 
to UK conditions, translating and rewriting as necessary (September 1992 - September" 1993), 
while  in Ireland  the  Free Legal Advice  Centres (FLAC) worked on the  compilation of a 
database oflri~h legislation and case law on consumer credit (September 1992- May 1993)
21
• 
In the second phase of the project, Birmingham Settlement aims to integrate the CAD  AS and 
CALS  software,  as  the  two  packages  are  complementary,  and  to  assess  appropriate  UK 
welfare benefits calculation software in order to assess the extent to which that software can 
be integrated into CAD  AS: The system is to be. tested in three pilot centres in order to assess 
the practicalities involved in the use of CALS and CADAS and their wider application. 
21  Phase 2 of the Irish project has been delayed pending the enactment of the Consumer Credit Bill, 
presently before the Dail, which will transpose Directive 87/l 02 and Directive 90/88, as the system 
will need substantial updating to take account of these developments 
36 A/JPlication o[CALSand CADAS 
94.  The main functions and areas of application of CALS and CAD AS are with regard to 
information· and  calculations.  In  tehltion  to  any  consumer  credkagreement, CALS  can 
calculate and. verify the amount qf credit and'can verify  t}J.e  legality of the credit agreement 
.·  according to  the  refevat?t  legislation.  APR is  calculated. by  th~ method  used  in  Directive 
·  90/88 (or, iri the case of Germany and France, by the different national methods presently in · 
use).  In  addition to  a database  furiction  (texts and  commentaries on relevant legislation), 
CALS may also be used to rationalise repetitive work such as form (standard) letters, enables. 
comparisons and analysis to be carried out and incorporated into such texts, arid enables th~ 
forn1ulation of instalment plans, both simplifying and speeding up the advice process.  By 
gathering empirical data from' those who use the· system~ CALS also becomes a storehouse 
of  information on the usual practices  and strategies of  lenders and the most common probJems 
experienced by consume,rs. . This information should lead to  increased transparency on the 
. market  by  revealing  patterns  of lenders'  behaviour,  helping  to  equalise  the  relationship 
betw~en consumers and lenders.· 
95.  CAD  AS  can. be  used  to  check  interest  rates,  thereby helping consumers  to  avoid 
extortionate credit agreements, but its main rol~e is in. managing household budgetary data in 
. order to_prevent debts, in enabling households not to unwittingly overcommit themselves, arid 
iri debt management, by enabling the user to consider a number of possible repayment plans.  · 
lt is also of assistance in the preparation of an 'economising',  stab~e household. budget, and· . 
.  in providing information on how to· apply for· certain·welfare benefhs.  As  with CALS; the· 
_.data collected may be collated for statistical purposes; and maybe ·used as a tool.to lobby for 
changes in a Europe-wide credit  mar~et.  · 
D.  .  Europe-wide projects - FIS International 
96.  Th~re are plans to extend the CALS and CADAS.systems to other Membe~  States and 
also to ·connect. existing national systems, with central coordination by IFF in  Hamb~tg, to  · 
enable ·cross-border situations to  be  checked.  The  originators of the  projects envisage the 
. rein,forcement of international cooperation, increased exchange of national information and 
·  ~heimplementation of common action's on the basis of the common information system. ·  To 
this end, the  European Commission is  supporting. the  FIS  (Financial Information •  Services 
System) . Internatiomil  project  (Phase  l  February · 1994  - February  1995)  under  IFf 
coordination.  .. 
97.  IFF developed a database, origimilly for Germany alone, containing infonriation from 
. diverse sources (legislation, j~risprudence, press and journal articles, published rates  ... ).  As 
CALS  and  CADAS  were  extended  to. other countries,  they  in  turn  began to  gather such 
information in databases and the FIS  (Financial Information Services System) International 
project aims to  create  and coordinate a databank of information on. the financial  services 
sector and indebted consumers .. IFF obtained Commission funding for the first phase of the  · 
project  (February  1994  - 1995),  to  cover  their  coordinating  role:__.- Other  participating 
organisations are INC (France), the Office of Consumer Affa..irs  (Ireland), Recht & Beleid, 
Leiden (Netherlands),  Birmingham  Settlement (UK),  Arbeiterkamnier Wien (Austria)  and. 
. CDC (Belgium).  .  .  . 
37 98.  In this report we have discussed the CAL S-CAD  AS example to show how information, 
aid and advice for consumers in the domain of consumer credit can be realised. lt.is only an 
example, and other very effective aid and counselling systems exist in several Member States. 
99.,  In the United Kingdom, a pilot scheme was launched in March 1993, in cooperation  ' 
with the credit in:dustry, by West Yorkshire <::;onsumer Credit Counselling Service (CCCS) in 
Leeds.  The scheme provides.free.and independent advice to people with debt problems, using 
· trained counsellor~  and a softw_are system for calculation of  repayments.  All negotiations with 
creditors  are  han~Ued by  the  CCCS, ·and customers  who  agree  to  a  ;)ebt Management.·· 
Programme make a single monthly  paymen~ to  the  CCCS  which then allocates the agreed 
proportio'ns to the  credito~s.  Modelled  on  a  US  and  Canadian  system,  (iii  the USA and 
Canada, money advice is largely funded by creditors), the service aims to be  ~elf-financing 
through levying a charge-on the creditor, of •5% of the managed reimbursement, in order to 
fund the. counselling service.  Supported by Barclaycard, GE Capital, Registry Trust, CCN 
and Equifax, the system has been welcomed by  the Office of Fair Trading, as well as most 
of the  larger  creditors  and  trade  associations.  To  date,  over  94%  of customers  have 
maintained regular payments and there are plans to  franchi~e the system throughout the Ynited 
Kingdom.  · 
<  . 
38 VI.  THE OPERATION OF .DIRECTIVE 87/102 
A.  SCOPE 
: A.l  The consumer 
The  prinCiple 
100.  The consumer is  defined as  "a  natural  person  w~o, in  transactions· covered  by  this _ 
Directive, is acting for  pu~oses which can be regarded as outside his trade or profession". 
101.  ·  This. definition ·comprises two cumulative criteria:  the  consumer must be 'a natural 
person acting for-purposes outside his professipn. 
102. - The same definition had also been used in other Community te~ts; such as Articl~ 13 
of the Brussels Convention of 27 September 1968 on jurisdiction and the  enforcement of 
judgments in civil and commercial matters
2
\  Article  5-of the Rome Convention 9f .19  June 
-1980  on the law applicable to  contractual obligations
23
,  and the  Directive of 20 December 
1985
2~ ·to· protect_ the  consumer  m  respect  of contracts  negotiated  away  from business 
prem1ses. 
103.  _ This-definition gives rise to a difficulty in interj,retation: can the consumer as covered 
by  the  Directive  include _persons  who  are  acting  both  for  private  and  for  professional 
purposes,  sue~ as persons who use a motor car both to ferry their children and In the course 
of busiriess?  · 
104.  The draft proposal for a Dir~ctive on consumer credie
5 ~poke of "a  natUral person not 
acting predominc{ntly in a  commerdal or professional capacity". The Giuliano and Lagarde 
_ report on the Convention .on lhe law applicaqle to contractual obligations (which has- the same 
definition of  consumer as the Directive) states that "ifsuch a person acts partly within, partly 
outside his trade or profession the situation only falls within the scope of Article 5· if he acts 
primarily outside his trade or  professio~"
26  - , 
- 105.  The Court of  Justi~e of the European Communities has ruled on several occasions in 
-regard to the notion of consumer. In Di Pinto
27
,  the  Court held that a  trad~r may claim that 
the Directive to protect the consumer in respect_of contracts negotiated away  from business 
-premises is applicable only "if the transaction \n respect of which he has been canvassed lies 
outside -his trade_or professio11".- In Shearson Lehman Hutton, the Court held that the term. 
consumer applies pnly to  final  private consumers who are  not involved in commercial or 
professional 
28  Following  this  logic  it  would  appear  that .the  need  for  protection 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
- - 28 
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y  39 disappears once the consumer is partly acting with mixed objectivcs
29
•  This interpretation of 
the  term  "consumer"  is  also  that of the  Directive on unfair terms  in  consumer contracts30• 
Article  2b  defines the  consumer· as  "any  natural  person  who,  in  ~ontracts covered by this 
Directive, is  a-:::ting  for purposes which are outside his trade, business or profession". 
Application by the Member States 
l 06.  A variety of solutions have been adopted: certain Member States have trar1sposed the 
text verbatim, whereas others have developed or expanded the circle of beneficiaries. Certain · 
Member States extend protection to  legal persons (Denmark,  France).  Credits with mixed 
objectives  ar~ not always excluded. 
l 07.  The definition in German law includes persons who enter into a credit agreemenf with 
. a view to  launching a business. The Danish law applies to credits which are mainly intended 
for  non-professional purposes (Article  1).  In the Netherlands,  protection is  extended to  all 
natural persons, except for credits relating to· goods used exclusively for professional ends. 
In  Belgium,  the Jaw will  not apply whenever private. use  is secondary to  professional use. 
French law excludes only agreements which serve to  finance a professional activity. In the 
United Kingdom, there are proposals to remove all b~siness lending and hiring from the scope 
of  the_ 197 4 Consumer Credit Act, thus restricting the scope of  the legislation to the consumer 
who is an individual, a sole trader or a parlnership31•  ·  · 
Perspectives 
108.  The various Conirrlunity texts define consumers in a restrictive manner, on the basis 
of: the  case  law of  the  European Court of Justice.  The Member States have a far broader 
definition, which radically alters the scope of their legislation.  Without going so  far as the 
Member States that  apply their legislation  to- smail· businesses as well,  the Commission is 
considering an  extension of th~ scope to  consumer· credits whose  purpose  is  to launch a 
business. 
A.2  The creditor 
The  principle . 
109.  A creditor is defined as a natural or legal person who grants credit in the course of  his 
trade, business 'or profession, or a group of such persons.  ·  ·  .  .  . 
Application in the Member States 
110.  Must of the Member States have taken over the definition contained in the Directive. · 
Fr~ce specifies that the professional's credit transactions must be "customary"onhis part. 
29 
30 
_31 
See also paragraph 344 infra 
Council_ Directive 93/13/EEC of  5 April 1993 on unfair tenns in consumer contracts, OJ No L 95, · 
21.4.93, p.29 
. Consumer Credit Deregulatio'n: A review by the Director Gener.a/ of  Fair Trading of  the scope and 
operation of  the Consumer Credit Act 1974 (OFT,  London, June  1994), pp.  28-34 
40 - Thi~· would appear to  re-strict  t,h.e  scope ofthe Directive, contrary to  its spirit,  b~!=cause- the 
definition in the Directive 'in FlO way limits the scope to protection only of-credit- transactions 
which are customary on the part oftP,e creditor:The Danish law applies to credits granted by 
non-traders  provided  the  contract·  ~as  been  drawn  up  or  coiJ.ch.ided ·by  a  professional 
intermediary. 
A.3.  The credit agreement 
The· principle~ 
1 U:  ·_  The :credit agreement is·defined as an agreement whereby a  creditor grants or promise; 
··to grant· to  a consumer a  credit in.the ·form_of a deferred payment/ a lqan or other similar; 
financ'ial  a9commodation.  - .  -·.  - -
112.·  . Th~ clear objet;tive of the  Dire~tive.is  t~· encompass all forms of consumer. credit,  n<;> 
· ··  matter how defined.  · 
.  . 
Application-by the Member Staies · 
113.  Most of the' Member States have adopted the definition contai~ed in Article ·1 (2)  ~c) ' 
of the Directive.  However; German legislation applies only to credit agreements and hot to 
the promise, while .the- Directive  refers  explicitly to  cases· in  which the  creditor commits 
himselr' to granting c:redit.  ·  ·  · ·  ·  · · 
\ A.4  . The exemption~ provided for 'in the Directive 
· A.4.a · Agreements for-the provision-of serviCes  .  . 
The principle 
. / 
114.  _Article  1 . (2)  (c),.  second  sentence;  excludes  from  the  scope: of- the  Directive-
· "agree'ments  fo.r  the  provision of a  continuing  basis  of a  seryice  or a  utility,  ..yhere  the , 
-consumer has  tlJ\!  right  to  pay· for  them,  for .the  duration of their provision,  by  means of ·  · 
instalments  ..  ~'!: 
115: ·  Agreements  covered  by  the· exemption  are  for  example  those  w}Jich  provide  for 
-payment of  ~n irisurante pn!mlum staggered over a 12-month period;· contracts for the supply . 
of energy, contracts i:elating to  tuition fees  or charges for the use of publit transport to be  .· 
· paid in instalments.  _ _:  .  ·--:  . 
Application by  th~ Member- St~tes 
116  ..  - Most countries  have  inCl~ded this  exemption; .only  Germany  and  France have  n~t 
· mentioned it explicitly in their  h~gislation. 
41 
.  'y Perspectives 
117.  The application or non-application· of the Directive to· services of this type gives rise 
to  various problems:  · 
a) 
b) 
in  countries which have traQsposed  the Directive as  is, suppliers of $ervices such as 
marriage bureaux or maintenance firms. consider that their services are exempt; 
t}fe  Cor de Cassation fn  France has ruled that payment of tuition fees  in instahnerits 
is  not a credit transaction, .although the French law applies to  "sales or provision of 
services whose payment' is deferred, staggered or in instalments" (Article 2 (2) of the 
Law of 10. January 1978 ·as amended by the Law of 23  June  1989). 
118.  ·  These  problems  raise  *e question  as  to  what  constitutes  the  essence  of a ·credit 
transaction. What distihguishes a credittransaction from a spot transaction is the existence of. 
a time lag,  namely the time that elapses between the advance accorded by the creditor and  ' 
repayme~t by ·the  borrower.  Following  this  reasoning;  the  staggered  payment  of fees  to 
la\\fYers,_ architects or builders is not considered to' be a credit transaction, since each payment 
corresponds to an actual  performance.  When the  cost of a service consists of. a himp sum 
whose payinerit is staggered overtime, ~e  question as to whether it is a credit transaction or 
not is not easy to  resolve.  ·  · 
A.4.b  Real estate credit 
~ 
The  principle· 
119.  The  ;.:_,irective  does  not apply  to  credit  agreements  intended  for'  the,  purpose  of 
a~quiring or retaining property rights in land. or in buildings or for the purpose· of renovating 
or improving a building (Article 2 1·).  C;--;::2-:t  ;o.greements  or agreements promising to  grant 
credit, secured by mortgage on immovable property; insofar as these are not already·excluded 
under Article 2.1, may  be exempted from the  ~pplication of the provisions of Article 4 and 
of Article 6 to  12  (Article 2.3).  However, Member States may'exempt from the provisions 
·of Article 6 to  12 credit agreements in the torm of an authentic act signed before a notary or 
-judge (Article-2.4).  ·  · ·  · 
Application by.the Member States 
120.  In most Member States consumer credit law does· not apply to  real estate credit secured 
by  mortgage.  How(;:ver,  in  several  Member  States  consumer  credit  law partly  or wholly 
applies  to  real  estate  credit  earmarked  for.- renovating  or- improving  a  building  (Belgium,' 
Denmark,  France,  Luxembourg,  the  Netherlands,  the  United  Kingdom).  Several  Member 
States have specific legislati.on relating to mortgage credits. In. the United Kingdom there is 
the  specific  problem of consum,er  credits  secured  by  mortgage.  This ·type  of credit ·can 
constitute a trap for consumers, 
'  . 
!  . 
Perspectives 
121.  Different .sets of  rules may apply to .one and  -t~e same operation, namely. the financing 
of the  purchase  or  renovation  of a·- building,  depending· on. particular· circumstances  in 
42 individual  countries or even  ~ithin a  given  country.  Gi~en this diversity,  a  minimum· of 
Comm,unity  harmonisation in regard to mortgage credits and. real estate. credit might no( be 
a bad idea. If  the consumer finances renovation work with the aid of  an earmarked-credit, the 
Directive does not apply. B.ut if it is financed by a personal loan it does apply. This situation 
is  inconsi.stent  Purchasing a dwelling is  the  most important consumer act in· a consumer's  ·-
whole life. The paradox·is that Community legislation exists in regard ~o consumer credit but 
not in regard to real estate credit. The Commission is considering expanding the Directive's 
scope  to  loans  for  ·building ·work  not  secured  against a  mortgage and ·is  looking  into  the 
:.advisability of a Directive relating to· mortgage credits. · 
A.4.c  Hiring agre_ements 
The  prinCiple 
122. ,  The Directive does not apply to hiring agreements except wher~  .these provide that the 
,  title wi'll  pass ultimately to the hirer.  . .  . 
APizlication by the Member States  . 
123.  I.n  several  Member States the  legislation .  als()  applies  to  contracts· with a  purchase 
option. 
124.  The  ~ording  of this article has  cre~ted problems  for·certainM~mber States because 
in many countries it is not cleadn law that the tit!e.has to be transferred to the hirer until this. 
has in fact taken place. For example, this applies to hiring  ~ith a purchase op,ticm.  Until the 
'purchase ~ption has been. exercised, nobody  knows whether the title Will be transferred. Hence 
the wording of this article is out of touch with. economic reality;  ·. 
Perspectives 
125.  Actual  practice and  case law in countries which are most advanced in this domain 
show that hire-purchase· arrangements are  generally such tha_t  the value of the  bailed good 
depreciates to. zero over the ·duration of the:contrad. If a vehiCle has no economic value -at. 
the end·of a hire~imrchase contract, the difference between purchasing the property and non-· 
purchasing .thereof is  practically-. non-existent.  This_ is  why  it  is  necessary  to  remove  the. 
exemption contained in Article.2 (1) (f), in order to cover contracts witha purchase option. 
A.4.d  Free credits · 
The principle 
126.  . The  Directive  does  not apply  to /credits  granted  without  any  charge.  Payment of 
_interest is a characteristic of  credit agreements but is not·a sine quf~ non. 
Application bv the. Member States 
' 
127.  Several Member States havenot in~luded-this exemption(Denrnark, France, Belgium, 
etc.)' arid also regulate free credit. Likewise, advertising ofcre~its ofthis'type is regulated in 
several Member States. 
43 ·Perspectives_ 
128.  Free  credit has long been  an  apple  of discord.  Opponents point to  the  unfair .a:nd 
misleading nature of this advertising ploy, arguing that there-!s no such thing a5 a free credit. 
Like all  products, credit lias its price. lt  ·is dangerous to -let the consumer believe that credit 
can behag for nothing. The attractions of-interest-free-repayment charges may lead consumers 
. deeply into debt. Since the seller will recover the cost of his credit via the selling price·,  it is  · 
· unhealthy to pemilise clients who save first and pay cash down. 
,  129.  . The advocates offree credit insist on·issuesof principle: ifthe credit is truly free, why· 
·oppose a practice which-ben(! fits the consumer? A ban would involve disc-rimination vls-a~vis 
other advertising techniques. ~National positions differ o·n the issue of free, credit The debate 
must go  on and hence any Community initiative in this sphere would be  premature. 
A.4.e  Opening of credit lin-es 
The principle  · 
, 130. · :'The Directive does not apply to  credit granted in the form of advances on a current . 
account (Article 2(1)(e))by a credit institution or, financial  institution, other than on credit 
·.card accounts. In the case of  overdrafts, certain information must be provided to the consumer 
; (Article 6):  - . 
the credit limit, if  a.~y; · 
the anh.ual  rate of interest and the charges' applicable frorri the time the agreement is 
. concluded .and the conditions under which these may be amended; 
. the  pr:ocedu~e for terminating the agreement. .  . 
13 L  This  informatio~ may be  commu~ica~ed orally,  but_ must be confirmed in writing.· If · 
the animal rate of  interest is changed during the c<;mtract period or if the charges are altered,  . 
the consumer must. be informed forthwith. This information may be given in a statement -of 
· accourit or in any other manner acceptable to  the._Member, States.  · 
1  132.  In the case of  tacitly accepted overdrafts extending beyond the period .of three months, 
Article 6 (3) of the- Direc'tive provides that the. consumer be  informed of the annual nite of 
interest and the charges  applicable~_and of any  amen~ment thereof. The Directive· on unfair 
terms in consumer contracts
32
. imposes further obligations on the parties. involved in credits 
of this;type. Point 1  __ (j) of the Annex to this' Directive outlaws any terms enabling the seller 
· or supplier· to  alter the lerrris. of a  contract  uhil~terally without  a  valid ·reason  which  is 
specified ·in  the  contract.  However,. poinL 1 (j) is  without  hindrance· to  t~rrils by  whic~ a 
:mpplier of financial  services reserves the right. to  alter the  rate of interest payable by. the - _ 
consumer or due to-the latter, or the_amount- of other charges for  financial ser:vices without 
notice where there is_' a' valid reason, provided that the supplier is required to inform the other 
. contracting party or parties thereof at the  earliest opportunity and that the latter are. free  to -
dissolve the contract immediately (point 2 (b)).  . 
32. 
Footnote 30. supra· 
'44 
·-· 1_33.  A  credit t'irie is a ~anking  inno~ation  whos~  av~ilability to consumers has progressively 
been extended in  tand~m  ·with the growth .  in  consumer credit.  This type. of credit may  be 
defined as  providing  the borrower with  ~ permanently  available sum of money  (possibJy  . 
limited in time), which can be renewed:  ·  · 
134.  One of the essential characteristics of a contract for a Credit line is that the consumer 
may  dra~ on the  credit  in  accordance  with .his  needs.  Flexibility  in use· _and  repayment 
· explains why th!s facility has.hecome so ·popufar.  ·  · 
J  135.  Article· 6  e>f the Directive applied to advances on current.accouilt~ other than credit 
catd accounts, which were governed by the stricter rules of Article 4.  The application ofthe · 
· Directive to credit lines not covered by Article 6 has riot always been satisfactory.  This type 
. of  credit i's available in  many variants and goes under many different names: revolving ci·edit; 
· permanent credit, renewable  credit~ free·credH, etc.; it may be accompanied by a b~  card, -
a client .card or a multi-function card;· a·time limit may or may not be fixed, there may  be 
requirements  conc.erning ·periodic  repayment,  etc.  In  an  earlier  chapter  (Chapter  IV)  we 
e·xami11e~ th·e  range of possibilities of this type of credit. 
Application by·t~e- Member States 
. 136.  In view of the importance.of the  issue it is.useful to  take a look  ..  at how the .Member 
States have transposed these articles of the Directive. In Germany the provisions have· been 
eased for credit agreements uride'r .which a credit institution gives the consumer the right to' 
an  overdraft up to  a  given sum;  in  this  case  there. is' rio  need -for a  Written  tontract arid. 
obligatory particUlars, if no charges other .than interest are billed and·. if  they are not required . 
for a period of less than three montll.s .. However, the consumer must be provided with certain. 
information before concluding such. a contract (the credit ceiling, the rate. of interest at the 
time of  conclusion of the ~ontract etc.). With regard to overdrafts· for a period exceeding three 
months, the consumer II)usf be ·infornied-of.the annual rate of  in~erest, charges, as weil as any 
changes tll.ereto;  this rriay take the form. of a statement ofaccount. ...  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 
.  1-37. ·.  In England, the Director.· General of Fair Trading has the 'discretionary power, under 
Sect~on  ,74 of the Act, to. exempt certain types of agreements from the provisions of the Act. 
The m~in  pu_rpose of  this is to exempt overdrafts on current accounts from the documentation. 
requirements, and  'then~ are proposals to further widen this discretion to cover other categories 
. of  agreemen_ts
33
-•.  In the Netherlands, advances on current accounts are not covered by the law 
if they do' riot exceed a three-month ,period and 'if after this oate the 'bank requires repayment. . 
.  .  '  '  '  - '  .  ' 
138.  B~lgiah law ex¢mpts credit lines which ·are  r~payable within a thtee-morith period for 
amounts less than 1200 ECU. · Specific rules apply to credit lines.  Sp~cial niles also apply 
in France governing revolving credit granted in the form of an advance on cqrrent account 
. or, credit  cards.  The  courts  have  ruled. that  if the  rate  of interest is not specified  (tacit 
overdraft), the rate to be applied is the legal rate  •.  Hence as~a resultof case law the rules are·_ 
more  stringent than those  set  out in  the  Directive.  'In Portugal, if tlle  overdraft may. be 
extended for a·  period of  mgre  th~ three  months, ~the consumer must be informed .of the. · 
33 
·- . 
Consumer Credit Deregulation: A revi(!w by the Director General of  Fair Trading of.thf. scope and 
·operation of  the Consumer Credit Act 1974, (OFT,  London, June 1994) p.  53-57 
45  . aimual rate of interest and the charges applicable, as well as the conditions under which the 
rate of inter~st and  cha~ges may be  modified .. The Danish Consumer Credit Act applies ,to 
credit lines.  ·· · · ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  · 
·139.  In .Germ~y, credit car,ds are not  e~pressly ·covered by  the  law, but neither are they 
excluded.  In the case of credit cards where the consumer has the option of repaying the debt 
in  instalments~ in addition to the contract concerning the caru as such,. a credit agreement is 
. concluded which comes within the scope of the law.  · Hence only cred_it cards which merely 
offer the  client the .opportunity· of deferred settlement are  unaffected by  the  law.  In  the 
United Kingdom/application or  the Consumer Credit Act to credit cards depends on:how the 
Cafd may be  used (cl1ent cards,. bank credit cards, payment cards etc.).  In the Netherlands, 
such cards are subject to the.Iaw if they offer a credit accommodation.  .Otherwis~ the 'law 
. does ·not_ apply to  them.  ·In Greece,  credit cards are  considered to  be  a  "subcategory" of 
consumer credit and credit  may  be  granted  up  to  a  limit of 110 ECU.  In  Denmark~ the 
Payment Cards Act applies to credit cards; .  .  . 
Perspectives 
140.  .  Several difficulties must be  pointed out. If a purchase is  finan~ed via a credit line, 
there are two (or more thari two) distinct operations: on the one hand, the contract for a credit 
line .and, on the other, the. use made thereof by  t~  consumer,' which may be repeated. 
·14·1.-..  These two operations - the conclusion of a  contract for a. credit line and the purchases· 
or withdrawals mad~- are not necessarily close in iime. For example, a consumer may apply 
·  for  a credit card and not use  it for two years.  Hence,  in such cases it is  very important to 
·know· at what stage the  information must be  provided.  ·  · 
<.· 
142.  Since the Directive links the  information to  the credit agreement, if is necessary to 
know whether, legally speaking, opening a credit line  ~onstitutes the only credit agreement 
or whether each use of  the credit gives rise to a distinct credit agreement. The answer.depends: 
on the legal tradition in e·ach Member State; Hence, in France and Belgium it has long been 
recognised  that ·opening  ~- credit  line  constitutes  a  credit agreement  (departure  from  the 
principle of the real ch&racter of  a loan in the Civil Code) and that purchases and withdrawals 
made in this context  ar~ only in performance thereof. Hence, application of  the Directive's 
rules means that the consumer must- be inforiPed at the time when the credit line is granted. 
I  - •  ..  •  '  '  _.  . 
143.  By contrast, in Germany the Ciedit agree::1ent depel)ds on the withdrawal of  the money  . 
that is  ltnt. Hence, every purcha,se or withdrawal must· be considered as a credit agreement 
in  its  own right.  As use  of the term "if possible"  highlights,  German legislation does not 
specify the way in which the information'must.be communicated each time the credit facility 
is- availed of.  ·  · 
.  . 
144.  · Hence, the well..;nigh literal ~ansposition  int~ domestic law of  the definition of a credit 
agreement used in the Directive leads to fundamental divergences. Currently, the vollline of 
credit lines is growing rapidly. Will this lead to a  situatioq. in which a duly informed young 
~onsumer could enter into  one or more  credit line  agreements,' accompanied by cut-price 
credit cards and favourable conditions, for an unlimited period, but would not have to. receive 
any information thereafter?  ·  ·  · -
46 ··. 
145.  To address this risk,n]ore_.rights should be-granted ~o the consumer at the time he IJses 
the credit.  Currently,  the  only provisions adopted  concern changes to  the  rate of interest. · 
However, one of the big snags  is  the lack of information on the cost of credit.  To rendef 
renewable  credit .attractive,  cr_editors  (such· as  car  dealers  and  hi-fi  vendors) allow .the 
·  borrowe~ to  choos~ tht=  monthly repayment instalment: This will therefore form part of the 
·borrower's monthly budget. Unfortunately, the customer may not n~.cessarily know the date 
ori  which  the· repayments  come  to .  an  end,  given  the way. the  instalment  is.  set.  Hence, 
revqlving credit creates the illusion·that one can shoulder debts more' easily hecause of the 
low monthly-repayments.  \5 
146.  The Directive is also silent on the relationship between the opening of a credit·  on a 
current account and the use of a credit card.  The most widespread card system in  Europe 
involves direct access via the card  t~ the current account and the attached credit line. The 
Directive does not exempt credits arising from .use of credit cards but only those UI)der which 
the credit n:tustbe repaid within aperiod not exceeding three months. 
147.  This type of system escapes· controf ·in  two ways: 
a)  either the legislator conside~s that a card is  not~  credit card'unless the credit to which 
. it provides access is pait of the same agreement; in this case most cards_ are de facto . 
exempt from the rules or .  ·  ·  · 
b)  · because credits obtained in this way must be repaid within three months. 
.  - . .  .  .  '  .  '  .  '  .  . 
~  . 
148.  Netherlands law has taRen the  reality  oL~uch credits into accoiint,  which are o'ften 
repayable· in ·less than three  months:- the  bank  must  choose  between the· recovery of the 
.~mount due. after three months and extension of the credit: In the latter case, the creditfully · 
comes Within the scope of consumer credit law.  Most national  laws  restri~t themselves to 
requiring that the credit repayable within a period of less thari_ three months.' 
·~.  . 
149  ..  ·  Given the dev~lopmen~  of  ne,w forms of  credit which encourage consumers to get into 
debt and indeed !ll'e· increasingly associated with overindebtedness, ,moderation is called for, 
while ensuring that such options remain~  attractive. .  . 
.  .  ·,-
150.  Th.is is why the Commission proposes specifying th~ rules governing the use of  credit 
cards, while ·retaining Article 6 in its present fomi, which dooes no cover credit lines linked 
'.- to  a  ciud~  . These changes should concern the  information  concerning costs,  criteria for 
· . determining the minimum  -am~unts to Qe  reimbursed and the repayment·sche~ule. The links 
·  _ between the purchase  agreemen~ and the credit line agreement should also be arialysed (in 
relation with Article 11  and the· discussion concerning the cooling-off periods). 
A.4.f  >Contracts that are exempted as a function .of their value (Article 2 (l)(t)) · 
The principle 
151.  Article 2. (l)(f) exempts credit'agr~ements involving amounts less than 200 ECU-or, 
more than. 20 009  ECU.  Otherwi~~, as regards the lower limit, the red tape overhead would 
·_make  it very. difficult to obtain small loans.  Credi~ for large amounts are considered more 
as cre4_its  for investments in durable goods than as consumer credits.  Since the danger of  -·  .  - .  '  .  .  -' 
'  47. . impoverishment or thoughtless ~qmrriitment on the  p~rt of the creditor is smalier, protection·_ 
is  also not so vital.  ·  ·  · -
152.  · -Article -13(2)  of the  Directive statl!s  that  the· Council, acting on a proposal from the 
Commission shall, at five yearly intervals starting in  1995, examine and, if necessary, revise 
the amounts in the Qire.ctive in the light of  economic and monetary trends i1_1  the Community  .. 
In order- to take account ofinflation since 1987, the limits in Article 2(1)(f)  would require. 
adjustment oLthe bands to  260 and 26000 ECU. ·  ·  ·  .,  · 
Application by the Member States . 
153: .  There are a great variety of national provisions: Many Member States do not lay down. 
a  fi~anci~J floor or ceiling or· stipulate amounts which are different to tho·se  in the Directive, 
or only partly submit these  credi~s to their law.  Certain· states set higher maximum or lower 
minimum limits while others, such as Ireland (draft law); Austria and Finland choose nqt to 
h~lVe either minimum or maxir11um levels.  In Finland, certain national provisions do not apply 
to  loans  under 200 ECU and  there  are  special  rules on  early  repayment of  -amounts  over · · 
20,000 ECU. ·Other states chose no minimum (Belgium, Netherlands) or no maximum level  ' 
. (Denmark).  ·  .  .  .  ·  '  · 
154.  . Of the  respondents,  only  tpe  French  and  Luxembourg  authorities  see· no  call for 
reform
34
:  . All the others felt that some reform was .necessary. In some cases this was said to  . 
be because of inflation and deval.uation (Greece), or  in~  order to maintain the real value of the 
l!mits set in  1986 ..  To date, only the United Kingdom· has suggested actual changes to Jhe 
ainounts  laid  down in  the  Diiective
35
,  proposing. the  increase of the  upper  limit for srriall 
.agreementS-from £30 (40ECU) to  £150 (200 ECU),  and, of the upper limit from £i5,000 · 
(20,000 ECU) to  £25,000 (c.  30,000  ECU) in  order to revalorise the levels set in the 1974 
· Consumer Credh Act.  ' 
155.  Jn,the majority of cases, it was felt  that the maximum limit, in particular, should be 
increased. or removed since tpere are m.ore and mor~examples of goods wh,ich are purchased 
on credit and whose pi-ice exceeds the.existing upper-limits.  It is therefore proposed that the 
limits should be,  at  a ·minimum,· revi~ed upwards,. as  proposed- by  Belgium, Netherlai:ids,. 
Portugal,  the. Unite<:!  Kingdom and Norway,  or preferably .removed altogether. as has b'een 
· done  by  Denmark, Ireland (draft law), Austria and Finland and proposed by  Gree~e, some. 
French respondents and Sweden. .  · 
A.4.g  Contracts excluded as  a function of their duration 
The  principle 
156.  Short-term credit agreements, i.e. contracts that provide that the consu~er must repay 
the  credit within a  period  not exceeding  thre~ months or  by a. maximum nuniber· of four 
payments within a period not  ~xceeding 11 months, are  exe~pted.  I  O 
34 
35 
' 
The French Association of Banks has called for the "removal of Articles 2 and 4" 
Consumer Credit Deregulation: .A review by the Director General ofF  air Trading of  the scope and 
operation of  the Consumer Credit Act 1974, (OFT,  London, June  1994)  · 
.,•  ~  .  .  -
48 - .  -
Application by the' Member States 
157.  Most of  the Member States have not transposed this exemptio_n as it stands: some have 
ign~reCi it,  while others have modified it: ·  ·  ·  · 
158..  The Commission proposes examining whether the derogation relating 'to-agreements 
concerning credits repayable in four instalments is of interest to the Member States wich have 
included it in their nati9nal legislation.  .  .  . 
. A.4.h ·  L~ans at advantageous rates 
'  ' 
The  principle 
--:  159.  ·A  Member  State  may,  in  consultation  with  the  Conmiission, ·exempt  from  the 
application of the Directive-. certairi types of credit which fulfil the following conditions:. 
a)  they ate granted at rates of charge below those prevailing in" the market and 
b)  they_ are not offered to the p:ublic generally.· 
160.  . The.purpose of this prpvision  is  to  allow the  Member  States to  exempt  from  the 
application ofthe Dir~cti'{e certain forms of credit ·which are of a non.::commercial  natur~.- : 
161.  The· conditions.  mentioned  in· the  Directive  in- this  connection· are ·cumulative. 
Moreover, the text of.the/Directive  d~es not refer to :the--tate of interest but to  the rate of 
charge.  - · ·  ·  ·  ·  -
-Application by the  Member States 
\. - ) 
162.  Three countdes have opted for the exemption of  certain-types .of credit at adv~tageous 
rates:  Belgium; the Netherlands and Germany; Belgian law gives the executive the latitude 
of  not applying. certain provisions i_n  the case of credits granted at Ailnual Percentage Rates 
of  Charge (hereafter: APR) which are lower than those prevailing-in the ni~ket: pro':'ided they 
are- no~ offered to  the  pub~ic·. generally ..  A  recent  Royal  D~cre~. exempts from  certain 
proyisions credits .which have a social  objec_tive  and :which  are  granted by associations of 
persons or public institutions of a non-pr9fit~making  nature,~and with annual percentage rates 
. of charge which· are lower than. those prevailing _on  the market and are ·not offered to the  . 
·publiC generally36• .  ·  ·  - ·  · 
163:  The German anq  Neth~~lands law~.also cont~in  .this exemption. Th~ Netherlands law_ 
·exempts  contracts .conCluded-at a rate of interest which  ~do~;:s not exceed the  legal  rate of 
·.  interest and is not offered to· the public in general, while the Oerman law_ exempts oniy credit 
agreements conCluded betweert an employer and' his employee at a rate of interest lower ,_than 
that  pre~ailing.  in the--rilark~t. The Irish bill contains a provision similar to the German· one. 
\  ' 
36 
Royal  Decree·of05.09.94, Moniteur Beige.  17.09,94, p.  23639 
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.· B.  ADVERTISING 
The  principle · 
164.  The Directive contains only one obligation: the annual pen:entage rate of  charge must 
,be  included, by means of a  represent~tive example if no 9ther means is practicable, 'in- any 
advertisement in which a rate of interest or any figures ·relating to the cost of the credit are 
indicated. 
Applicaiion by the 'Member States 
165.  ·Numerous Member States have introduced specific rules. Because the decision to avail 
of  cr~dit is partly conditioned by advertising, the national legislators generally favour more 
informative adverti_sing, .either by mandating that certain  info~ation be provided or, on the,. 
contrary, by introducing certain prohibitions. 
166.  In Belgium, France and Luxembourg, certain particulars n:IUSfbe  included: the form 
of credit to ·which. the advertising  relates,  particular or restriCtive  conditions to  which the 
credit  inay  be  subjected  etc .. The  content  of advertising ·  i~  regulated  iri  some .countries 
(Belgium,_ France,  United  Kingdom);  Hence,  for  example,  three  Member  States  regulate· 
· advertisfng for free  credit. The Irish bill bans advertising for credit targeted at minors. 
Perspectives 
167.  .  In: certain Member States it  see~s that advertising by credit intermediaries does not 
always comply with the legislation in f?rce.  ·  · 
168.  The specific rules adopted by the Member State's are designed more to p:t:event unfair 
advertising.  The· Directive of 1  0 September ;  -1984 ·on misleading advertising
37 
;. as  initially 
drafted,  co~tai~ed a  section  on  unfair  advertising
38
•  Unfair  advertising  was  defined  as 
advertising that "influences or is likely to  influence a consumer [, ...  ~] in any  oth~r improper. 
manner". The focus was on advertising that discredited competitors in any form, the unfair 
appeal  to  sentiments .  of fear,  discrimination· on  the .  grounds of  sex, .. race  or religion,  and 
exploitation. of the credulity and' similar "psychological weaknesses"., of the  consumer~ The 
section on  unfair  advertising  WE!S  abandoned during the  discussions  ..  However, .  one of the 
recitals of  the 1984 Directive sta!es that "at a second stage" unfair advertising ·should be dealt 
with on the.  basis of appropriate Commission proposals. This second  stag~ has not yet been 
"constructed". The concept of unfair advertising is to be found in certain,Comnmnity texts, 
Hence, ArtiCle  16 of the Directive on  cross~  border television
39  is a model application of this 
notion with regard to a particular category, in this case minors. In the credit field the fairness 
.  of certain  (orms of advertising  may  certainly  be  called into  questimi,  such as  ads  which 
encourage  the  consumer to, live.  on the  never-~ever or  pander  to. such  needs,  ads  which 
37 
38 
39 
OJ  No L 250,  19.09.84,_  p.  17 
OJ  No C 70;  02.03.78,.  p:  4 and the amended proposal, OJ  No C 194,  01.08.79  p.3 
. OJ  No L 298,  17.10.89  p: 23 
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emphasise the easy,-rapid or .free nature of the credit, advertising which employs such turns 
of phrase as "accepted even if  refused elsewhere•;;  ~·even if unemployed", etc.  · 
t69 ..  _The Irish bill prohjbits advertising for  ~redit targeted at minors. A similarmle applies 
· ·in the United Kingdom. In Austria, the public authorities and the banking sector have drawn 
up a  code of good conduct relating to advertising, according to which Austrian banks· abstain 
'  from encouraging young people to get into debt and to avail of.overdraft facilities. 
170.  In a similar vein, several Member States regulate certai~ trade practices which-exploit 
~he consumer's vulnerability, such as:  .·  .  .  . 
the  ban  or  regulation  of doorstep  sellil_lg  and  telephone  canvassing · for  credit 
.  ·.  transactions  _  .  .  _ 
·the  ban  on  unsolicited  dispatch-. of credit devices.  This  iule  is  in  line  w~th the · 
Reco-mmendation  of 17  November 1988
40  concerning  payment  systems,  and  in 
particular the relationship between. card-holder and card issuer; point 5 of  whose angex · 
stipulates that ""no  payment device  shall  be  dispatched to  a  member of the  public 
except in  'response to an application from such person".  - · 
171.  In November. 1993  the. Belgian Presidency organised a colloquiuin on "The. young. 
· European  consumer: · responsible  actor .  or  vulnerable  target".  The  conclu~ions  focused · 
·  particuhfrly on unfair advertising targeted_.at young people in regard. to financial -services and . 
specifically in regard· to credits arid payment cards. A self-regulatory approach was proposed.  -. 
The Commission wishes to take up this idea and is considering whether the preparation of a 
. code of cond,Uct relating to credit advertising targeted at young consumers is necessary. 
C.  INFORMATION-
T~e  ·principle 
172.  Article 4 provides. that the written agreementmust include a statement of  the APR and. 
· a statement of the cm1ditions underwh1ch the APR may be amerided. Moreover the Directive 
contains a list of  contractual terms which Member States may require to  be included in the 
written agreement as being essential._  .  f  .  · 
. Application by the Member States 
173.  ·Most of the Member _States have included all or some. 'of the particulars referred to in 
the annex  to~ the  Directiv~.  Certain Men-tber States stipulate that supplementary information 
must oe provided.  i  '  . 
Perspectives 
174.  Professionals and consumers have  very different views.  Professionals consider· that 
coilsume'rs receive sufficient- information,_or even that they" are ,;ovednfo.med" and pay scant : . 
·. 
40 
OJ No L 317,  24.11.88· 
51 '  ., 
~ttention to the information they actually. get. Some professionals consider tJlat·the consumer's 
attention should be  drawn to  his obligations,. and notably the obligation to supply in good .· 
faith  all  the particulars required of  him wh~n he  submits an application for credit. ·certain. 
Member . states  already· have  provisipns  in  their  legislation  to  cover  such  circumstances 
(Belgium, Deniri'ark,  Portugal,  Finland),  whether. as  breaches of contract or good faith  or 
fraud.  The majority of respondents, however, felt either that there was no need for specific 
penalties or that  existing provisions were sufficient.  The reasoning inclucied the French  view 
that rath~r than penalisatior:i; the authoritieS should concentrate on preventing -the difficulties 
in the first place.  ·  ·  · · ·  · 
175.  Consumers often find it hard to  underst~nd  'the tenns of credit ~greements~ It IS  true. 
·that  such  agreements  contain. non-trivial  tec~ical .aspects.  However,  the  teims . of such· 
agreements fall within the scope 'of Directive 93:/13  on unfair terms on consumer contracts
4l, 
Article 5 of which provides that  :'in the case of  contracts where all  or certain terms offered 
to  the  consumer are  in  wr!ting,. these  terms  must always  be  drafted  in  plain,  intelligible' 
language.  Where  there  is  doubt ·about  the  r11_eaning  of a  term,.: the  interpretation  most 
favourable to the consumer shall prevail"
42
._  · 
176.  From the consumer perspective, it is arg4ed that better information would allow better. 
use of the credit, and hen<;e  reduce the risks of 0verindebtedness. The creation of specialised 
services could help achieve this objective.  j  . 
.  .  .  i  ·.  .  .  . 
177.  It is also proposed-that ~he professional  ~e made  re~ponsible for providing advice,  a~ 
in the case of Belgian law.  The attraction  oft~is. approach is that it is basc;:d  oh a prinqiple · 
whiCh is quite widespread in the European Union, ·viz. the obligation of the professional to  · 
provide infonnation to the  ~onsumer. The Belgian legislator ha5 adapted this principle to the 
specific needs of consumers i_n  the credit field:  The professional's ducy  to  provide advice, 
incumbent both on creditors and intermediaries,: is the corollary to the consumer's obligation 
to furnish information. In France,' the c6tirt may take into account the information available 
to  the  creditor· when  grapting  the  credit,  i.e. :whether  the  lende_r  could  reasonably  have· 
· expected  the· consumer to  be  able ·to  meet his  obligati'ons.  In other .states  (Norway and 
Sweden)  w.hich 'do not yet  have  similar  regulhtions,  discussions  have  taken place  on the 
subject.  .  . .  . 
- .  I  . 
178.  Creditor  and  credit  intermediary  must /provide  the  consumer  with  all  information 
necessary, in a precise and exhaustive manrier, d:epending on the credit agreement in question  . 
.  The information to be providl.!d by the professional must relate both to the economic and legal 
aspects of the planned transac;tion. Professionals m4st identify the optimum type and amount 
of  credit taking into account the ~onsumer's financial circumstances at the time the agreement 
. is concluded. On the basis of this information  t~e· credit?r may only-make an offer in respect 
· of which he is reasonably sure that the consumer will be able to meet the obligations arising 
~from the agreei;nent.  Cr.eciit transactions are risk transactions, The .legal onus on the creditor 
·is to take necessary and sufficient ·means to  evaiuate the attendant hazards. These standards 
··  of behaviour are not exclusive to  credit providers but are ·expected of all professionals. _ 
.  41 
42 
, . 
Footnote )0 supra 
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52 179.  -The penalty-for failure to meetthese·obligations resides in.the court's power .to waive 
all' or part}  of the interest on arrears and to reduce the consumer's liabilities to the cash price 
of the good or service or to the amount borrowed, without prejudice to other common li:tw . 
_  5anctions.  The existence of many  concurrent  loans;· a history of defaults,  rescheduling of 
loans, inadequate particulars,' precarious financial circumstances- all these are indices-which-
may-lead to the conclusion that the creditor.or intermediary has been remiss. These particulars 
must be <;:om pared with· the-information provided by the consumer.  ·  -
180  .. - . The Co~issio~  propos~~ including irithe Directive a mechanism designed to.impr~ve  -.  · 
the  quality  of the  contractual  relationship: The consumer  should  be  obliged  to  provide 
· information, i.e: to communicate all particulars necessary for a credit transaction at the request' 
· o'r the creditor. on· the:.o.!her hand, it should be incumbent on to the professional to provide · 
. advice, which means that he must' seek clarification on the borrower's circumstances and duly 
inform· him.  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  - - ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  · ·  ,  · · 
D.  ·.THE FORM OF THE CONTRACT 
Principle 
181.  Apart from. the obligation that the contract mustbe in writing (Article 4), the Directive_ 
makes no mention of  standardisation of the form of  consumer credit  _agre~merits.. Proponents 
of such standardisation argue-that it could facilitate'the creation of a cross-border market for  · 
. ' -- credit, and increase the level of information for consumers, although some argue -that this is' -
· '  better achieved at national level than at European_ level..  ·  - - -_ 
Application by Member States· 
182.  Some countries have already moved in the direction of standardisation  •. In France, 
. there has been quasi-standardisation by means of  models.  and in-the Netherlands the Ministry 
·of Economic· Affairs  p~ovides standard ·contracts<  In  Nonvay,  in  collaboration  with  the 
-Consumer Ombudsman, organisations.have established staild_ard contracts in certain spheres, 
· while in Gfeece, credit card agreements have been standardised.  In Austria·, the subject-matter 
of consumer credit agreements is -largely  harrnonised and in Italy, work is being done on a 
. voluntary level.  .r  "  .  • 
Perspectives v 
183.  The majority  of respondents  to  the  Questionnaire  opposed  the  standardisation of · 
consumer credit agreements.  Among the reasons given were that such standardisation would 
prevent innov'ation and adaptation as the market and products continue to evolve; that lt would 
reduce the range of  choice for consumers by stifling freedom of  contract cind competition;· that 
standard  forms  would  be  unsuitable  for  the  inany  different  kinds -of  credit  and  credit. 
transactions whiCh exist; and ~he different legal basis ~f  agreements under-_different.national 
.Jaws.  Generally,  the  benefits  of standardisation  were  seen  to  be ·outweighed  by  the 
difficulties· involved.  ·  -
53 .  .  .  .  .  i 
E.  THE OPERATION OF THE MAIN  ARTICLES 
! 
Article 1  - Repossession of Goods 
Principle 
\  .  1  •  l  .. 
184.  Member States are to lay down_ the concHtions under which goods obtained by credit 
may be repossessed and  t~ey are to  ensur~ that~ in these cases, reposses,sion does not entail  . 
unjust  enrichment
43
•  .  To  this  end,  account  ~hould be  taken  of the- amount  repaid,  the 
depreciation of the  value  of the goo~s and thei value obtained by the consumer during  his 
period of possessior1.  1  · 
Application by Member States 
185.  Some Member Ste~.tes availed of  the minibum clause in their implementation ·of article 
7, with the result that the level of protection offered to consumers differs from state t~_state. 
Aniong those features common to several states are the following: 
restrictions on the period in which repossession may be commenced e.g. time 
limits  (the  Netherlands)  Of  pe~ceritages of the. price· paid  beyond  which 
repossession is not permitted  (th~ Netherlands) or is  J;lOt  permitted without  a~­
court order (Belgium: Ireland (draft) and the United Kingdom);  -_ 
conditions for  t~e commenceriu!n,t of  repossession e.g. default on. a set number ·  · 
.of  consecutive  payments,  totall~ng  a  certain  percentage  of the  total  price 
(Germany arid  the Netherlands); I  ·  .  ·  · 
a  condition  that  the  consumer  must  have· been  endangering  the  goods  or  ~~­
preparin~ to leave the country  ... {Sweden, Norway and the Netherlands). 
186.  Other St~tes  ~equire the agreeme~t  conc~bing  reposse~~Hon to be in writing or a notice--
.  "  .  .  I 
period  to  be  given- before  commencement'  o~ repossession  (UK).  In  the. Netherlands, 
repossession is  prohibit~d if 3/4 of the price-has been paid.  In Greece, some or all of the 
amount paid may be  withheld if it has been agreed beh'(een the parties that in the event of i 
default, these are to be·treated as rental charges,!  Some countries have chosen to compensate 
_the lender'for the loss of use of  the goods (~bile! in other countries repossession is uncommon 
since used goocfs are of little interest to lenders).!  ·Whatever the solution that has be~n chosen 
by individual Member States, the regulatory. value of Artide 7 ~omits  to  littl~ more than a 
Code of  Conduct - to  en')ure that conditions haye been laid down under which reposses'sion 
may occur, and  to ensure that in such cases  un~ust enrichment does not occur.  · 
Perspectives 
187.  While, generally,-national measures are  ~epoited to function well, problems have been 
reported in certain instances.  Norway reported! that in the case of 'voluntary'  r~possession 
(e.g.  for  bre,aches of contract-),  the  price of  _the  good is  frequently  estimated too  low thus 
providing  the ·lender· with  an  uriintended  economic- g~n.  In  such  case~, more  precise 
.  provisi9ns for the estimation of tlie piice of go9ds are required.  In Sweden, problems have  , 
43  · The European Parliament's amendments during the s~cond  ~eading, accepted by the Commission; 
attempted to expand. the protection so that  whe~e the consumer. had  paid more _than  one third of 
th~ price of the goods, repossession ·could only 
1be effected by court order.  The Council refused 
to modify the Common .Position.  .  i  · arisen' wh~n  the  sy~tem was not used - the system is  volun~y  on the part of the lender, w9o 
-can choose instead to  make-his claim in court. 
188.  It would be advisable  if courts were  given the  power to  review the  finarici~l (and 
-other) circumstances of consumers before making orders for repossession of  good~. 
Articles:  Early repayment-
--Principle 
189-. ··.··.where a time for repayment has· been fixed in the agreement, the Directive gives the 
consumer the right to  discharge his .obligations before that date._ The cqrisumer is, further, 
entitled to an equitable reduction in the total cost of the credit
44
• ·_ It  is, however, left to the 
Member States to decide the amount -by which the total-charge for the credit is to be reduced · 
in those circwnstances. 
Application by Member States · 
190.  ·Certain Member States already had rules on early repayment.  _Indeed,  the difference 
. between these rules was one of the reasons that_no common rules could be-agreea.  _·  Certain 
features, however, _are  common to the legislation of several  Memb~i  States e.g.:  .  . . 
·  Some Member States have laid down a forrriula for the calculation of  the rebate (while< 
others have no'minated the institution responsible for its formulation);  ·  .. 
Generally, charges are to be paid oniy for the duration of the credit.  Some countries, .  .  ) 
however, permit extra charges in relation to ·mortgage'loans, in order fo  compensate . 
.. the credit .institution involved;  --.  .  .  .  . -- .  . .  -.  .  f 
Generally, no penalty is to be levied for early repayment.  However, some countries 
allow (limited) .sanctions· to be .  charged, provided  tha:t  this is clearly state.d  in·  the 
hriginal contract;  · ·  .  ·  ,  .  .  · 
Some countries require the consumer to 'give specific notice of  his intention to repay  · 
· early;  .  ·  ,  ' .  ·  ·  .  ·  ·  ·  . · · 
• ·  .Other conditions are:sometimes attached e.g. that the amount of  the repayment should . 
be a  multipl~ of ~  instalment... 
i  91.  Cer!ain states have extended this right to  mortgages (Germany; Ireland (draft l!iw), 
Sweden
45
), including-mortgages With .fixed interest rates, although extra charges  may be levied 
in  the  case.  of early  repayment  of a mortgage·  loan,  in  order  to · compensate  the. Gredit 
institution.' for the loss of interest on the remainil~1g period.  . It  should be noted that niQrtgage 
i11stitutions are obliged by Swedish law to minimise these costs by reinvesting the prepai-1 sum 
as favourably as  po~sible;  ·  · 
44 
4S 
:An  essential condition. indicated in Annex  I, l(iv) of the Directive  .  . . 
Regulation  1994:30, Financial Supervisory Authority, on  th~ early repayment of mortgage loans . Perspectives 
.  .  I  .  .  .  .  . 
192.  While most'respondents-<;iid not feel that there was a need for reform of  the .provisions 
covering early repayment, or that ,they. did  ho~ have sufficient experience. of  -its openiti<;)n to 
comment, certain proposals. for refonn did emerge: ·  .·  . ·  · ·  ·  .  . ·  ·  ·  · 
·  that  'equitable  reduction'  should  be  defined,  either  by  setting  a.  percentage  .or  a 
formula for .its c,alculation..  For the  Qirector-General of the Office of Fair Trading· 
(UK), a system of settlement calculatiQn on .an actual reducing balapce basis is felt to 
be preferable to  the rule .in S.78 of the Conswner Credit Act  _ 
that the -system  of early  repayment  in  the  case of fixed  rate  mortgages  should be 
examined 
that, generally, consumers need· more jnformation about their rights :in ·this area. 
.  '  . 
I  • 
193. ·  In  the- run-up  to  economic and  monetary  union,  these  provisions concerning. early . 
.  repayment will' be- particularly important.  On·  I January of Phase -III  of EMU,  the rates of. 
change will  be 'fixed for  all currencies ·'participating in this .stage. For certain countries this 
will  probably mean a  reduction in 'the  rates 'of intere~t, ,and  moreover repayment will no 
longer be in national currency but in ECU.  H'ence,  it is  impprtant that the consumer should 
be able to rescind an ongoing credit agreement ahead ofschedule in the context Of a change . 
of monetary,_  unit.  • •  .  .  I  :· ~  .  .  .  .  • 
ArtiCle~  Assign merit 
Principle 
·  194.  The consumer is guaranteed ,that if  thejc~edi.tor's rights are assigned to~  thirdperson, 
-' .the consumer will be entitled to plead against ;that person any defences which were available 
to  him_  against the  origi_nal  creditor (including set-off,  if that is  permitted by the  Member ·.  · 
State).  This provision is  inte11:ded  to  protect ~consumers against the practice ·whereby terms 
were  inserted  in sale's ·agreements to  the effe'd that the consumer· would not be entitled to 
plead the same defences against the assignee. ~~ against the original creditor -.  s~ch terms are 
now prohibited.  i 
Application by Member States  i  - ., 
I 
195.  .All of the Member States have  legislation ·co.vering this subject (some of  which -is 
copied ve~batim  from· the. Directive), usually :giving ,assignees the same rights and duties as  · 
the original creditor, or making null any aiterrtpt to have the creditor waive· his rights against · 
the aSsignee.  ·  ·  -
·Perspectives 
196...  Generally, it appears that Article 9-is not often relied ~pon, either because assignme_nt 
.  . its'elf is  uncommon,  because  delays  in  the  national  legal  systems discouraged .  its  use,  or 
.  because of lack of experience of the legislatibn.  Those_ States which ·do have· experience of. 
its application'  are generally satisfied, and reported" that. existing provisions function well, with 
no need for reform at this time.  ·  ·  . 
56 197.  _  Securitisation techniques aie becoming increasingly popular )n  -sev~ral Member Stafes. 
The- idea -here ·is  to  augment credit- institutions'  o~  funds;  by _allowing  them,  via a thira 
party, to place on the credit m-arket thei'r claims  again~t their  clie~ts. For creditors, the main: 
advantages are  impmv~men~ in the -structure of their balance sheets, reduction in the cost of _ 
credit and  a wider range of financial  products. This should -not  alter the  legal  relationship 
-bet,ween the consumer and- tHe  creditor who signs. the credit agreement. Management-ofthe 
/agreement by, the  assigne~ (the person who collects the claims and sees 'to their performance) 
- should not impinge  ~n the consumers' rights  vis-a~vis the ori_ginal  creditor.  -
Article  10-- Bills-of  Exchange  ,  -
Principle  ..  '--
· 198.  -The_ background to Article J 0 was the_  desire to .protect the consumer against ·unfair. 
practices in relation t9 bills of exchange, promissory notes or cheques.  In.some countries, it 
was  common practice' for  the seller of goods on credit to  require the consumer to provide-
security  for  the  performance of his  ~obligation~ninder the  contract py  giving  the- seller  a  --
-negotiable -instrument  which  the  seller  could  then -present  for -payment  if the  consumer· 
defaulted on the c'ontract. -This led to the unfortunate situation whereby the consumer, if he 
declined to 'pay under the contract ~-f sale e.g.  because the goods were hot delivered' or were 
defective, would be obliged
46 to pay on the  rtegot~able instrument if the seller presented it i.e. 
_  he was obligeq to enter into a second contractual obligation.  In other cases, the seller might 
negotiat~ .the .instrument to a third party who  would then present it  fot.payment,  ·unfair 
·p~actices also  exi~ted ·in relation to  the use. o(such instruments as· means of payment, with 
- consumers at risk if third parties obtained them._ - - ·  -. 
199.  The  original  Commission  ~proposal  wished  to  ban the  use  of bills of exchange or 
promissory notes as either payment or.security, arid to prevent the use of cheques as security, 
---- ·but failing .agreement in Ccnincil,it-yVasleft to Member States to  'eps11fe  that-the consumer 
_  - __  -_  is· suitably protected when using those instruments -in those· way~(. _ 
Application by Member States 
200~  ·  .  At the time of  the adoption of the Directive, six Member States already prohibited (or 
_  favoured the prohibition of) the use of. such instruments in co~ection with consumer, credit.  _ 
At present, the majority ot  the Member States of  the_EEA prohibit the use· of  such instruments ·  · 
· or would favou~ the introduction of such' a prohibition With regard to letters of  exchange.  The  -· 
_use  of such instruments is  prohibited completely in Belgium, D_enmark,  Germany, France, 
Luxemb-ourg, the Nethe~lands and the-United Kingdom.  . Sweden has prohibited the use-of 
these instruments in consumer credit sales.  .Other countries have chosen different methods 
e.g.  Austri_~ which pr~hibits the use of bills to order, although the-legai validity of the letters 
of  .~x¢hange is -not  affected  (as  is  the  c~se also  in  Sweden),  while  Norway and  Finland 
prohibit tfie .use of means· of payment which may limit the rights of consumers.' 
- . 
46  ln. some countries,· it  is  a criminal offence _not  to  pay on  presentatjon of such jnstrumen~s e.g. 
cheques 
. 57 201.  Other Member Sta:tes have not prohibited the use of  such instruinents but have .instead 
chosen. to  ~uth?rise their  ~se, provided special jprotecti~n is  giv~n to  consum~rs using. them. 
Countnes m this category mclude Ireland (  draftrlaw) which prov1des that any nghts conferred 
on· a consumer by the prQposed legislation wou,ld not be prejudiced by the existence of  a biil 
.-of exchange; Italy, which authorises such instruments provided there are specific p~~>Visions 
to  protect consumers; Portuga!, which lays doWn  proc'edures for  the use of the instruments, . 
in  the_ absence, of which (and  w~ere the  consumer is  not at- fault)  the professional will  be 
/  '  .  .  '  - . 
-liable to  third parties.  ..  -J  " 
I 
202. .  In Spain, where Directive 87/102 has no~  bee~  transposed, the use ofthese instruments 
' . is authorised; without any speCific protection fdr conS\lffiers, while in Greece (which opposed  . 
Article 10 from the outset), the use of  promissory notes and letters of  exchange has not been · 
·prohibited, nor are  ther~ any specific provisiof).S for the protection of consumers. 
.  I  . 
-203.  Only four respondents (Greece, Ireland) Austria (pro~idedconsumers are sufficiently 
protected) and the UK) expressed the view that! they should not be prohibited (for security or 
payment).  .  Reports indicate that the  volume' of consumer, credit payments made by  such 
· ··methods is,  in any event, minimal.  · 
204. ·  Re~pondents gave  little  information  on .. specific  measures  for  the ·protection  of 
c~nsumers-- most  felt  that  the- prohibition M  such  instruments  w~s in  itself sufficient 
prote~tion~  Some States only prohibit these iristruments where they restrict the rights of  ·the 
consumers (e.g. to  invoke ·defences against a third party who has received the instrument). 
The main breaches reported are  in. relation to: time-share (Norway and  Sweden),  the main 
areas where bills of exchange .are actually· used; and where banks use them to  achieve early 
repayment (Portugal).  ·  ·  ·· 
.i 
Perspective 
.  - .  .  . 
205.  As most Member· States have either themselves alreaqy gone further than the wording 
of  Article 10, or have expressed their support for further measures, it is proposed to generalise 
their prohibition.  · ·  .  .. 
Article 11 
Pri'nciple 
206.  Article 1 f establishes the link between :the credit agreement and the sales agreement. 
If  there is a legal bond between the grantor of  credit and the supplier of  the goods or services, 
. to what  ~xtent should this have consequences 'ifthe supplier of the good or service defaults 
on.his obligations? .  ·  .  . 
207.  This was one of  the most h~atedly discussedpoints in the run-up to the Directive. The 
initial text of  the proposal included the provisidn of  section 75-of  the British Consumer C_redit 
·.  ·Act by establishing joint and several liability between two suppliers in the event of default 
or incomplete  perforrnan~e of the main· contract. The text that was finally adopted provides 
for· subsidiarity liability when the credit has been provided on the  basis of a "pre-existing 
. agreement"  whereunde-r credit is  made  avail~ble "exclusively· by  that  grantor o.f credit to .. 
customers· of that supplier".  .  .  ·  :  ·  ·  ·  .  .  ·  ·.  · 
5:8 Aeplication 
·208.  Most. of the Member States have transposed Article  11  as it stands. However, several 
countries have emphaSised the ambiguity of the  use  of the. term ·"exclusively"  (Article  11' 
(2)(b  )).  The Austrian· authorities  have  pointed· out  that this  article  is  inapplicable· if "the 
supplier,. if only· on an occasional basis, proposes another creditor"  . 
. 209.  The  Member States which  have  gone  beyond  t,he  provisions of the  Directive have 
adopted one of three models: ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  · 
. France has int~oduced the notion of "linked credie'. A linked credit .exists when the 
document,conceming the _offer o( credit indicates the tise.(earmarking of the credit): 
Germany has  introduced .the  notio~ of an  economic  unit.  An economic unit  exists . 
~hen  the creditor has been assisted by the vendor in p~eparing or·concluding the credit 
agreement.. 
'  . 
The  United Kingdom  has  abided  by  the  principle  of joint and  several 'liability for 
contracts. which are th~ subject of an"arrangement" (Articles 12b and c CCA).  This 
has been the subject of  acriqtoriious debate and the Office. of  Fair Trading has recently.· 
published a report on ·this rule·17•  ·  ·  · 
.  .  . 
21 0~  Most  of the  discussions  on .this .·Article  have  focused  on  credit cards.  If a  card · 
.. belonging to a netWork, such as Visa-Mastercard-Eurocard, may be used to  ptirchase goods 
from a trader, a "pre-existing agreement" must exist betWeen this trader and the card issuer. 
Is· this  pre-~xisting agreement covered 'by Article  11  of•the Directive?  Only the Greek and .. 
British ati~orities have opted for this interpretation. In the  oth~r Member States it seems.that 
the use of crec:lit cards.  doe~ not fall within the scope of subsidiary liability. 
Perspectives·. 
211.  Two types of problems must be addressed: 
. . 
What kind of credit agreeme~ts should .trigger· liability (  ~f  whatever kind) on the part 
of the creditor? 
.  Wha~  kind of liability' should this-be?  . 
'  .  . ·-.....  ~ 
·212.  · To  answer  these  questions;  it is  necessary  to  recall  why  this· particular  form  .Q.f 
protection was introduced. When a  co~umer  purc~ases a good ori  cr~dit, m:ust he continue. 
·to repay the credit if the supplier defaults and, by ·virtue of the  ·~prior agreement" creating a 
business  link between the supplier  al}d  the  creditor,  the  latter  is  in  a. position ·to  obtain 
. repayment  of the  sum  which  has  already  been  paid  to .  the  supplier?  If not  there  is  a 
justification for  the creditor's liability in transactions which constitute an ."economic  ~nitn 
(German wording). ·  · 
.  . 
· 
47  Conne_cted Lender Liability:  ·A  ~eview by the Director General of  Fair  T~ading  ofS~ction 75  ~! · 
the.Consumer Credit Act i974  (9FT,  London, March  1994)  · · 
59 ,  .  I  ,  ·-
2.13.  . A.s  regards  the  first  point,  it  goes  w~thout saying  that  the  lirik  between  the  two· 
agreements provides the consumer-with real  additional-protection which is not afforded to 
consumers who pay cash down· or on  the.stre'ngth of a personal  loan.  If 9ne considers the 
cross-border aspect of  credit card  ·payments~ th!s would mean that the card issuer is' liable for' 
.a_ll 'transactions anywhere In  the wofld.·  Hence, American legislation limits this liability to 
' transactions conducted within a  radius of wo:  miles Of the ·consumer's place of residence  .... 
Nevertheless,  for  clarificaJion's  sake  it. would  seem  necessary  to  remove  the  word 
"exclusively" from the text of Article 11. 
214.  As reg.ti-ds  the  second  question,  the  nature  of the  creditor's  liabilitY  depends  on 
national  legal  tradi.tions  concerning  liabiliiY:  and  exonerating  circlimstances.  Hence, , . · 
harmonisation in this area seems to be a pretty remote prospect. 
Article 12  Implementation/ Sanctions 
215. ·  Article '12(1) of  the Directive gives Members States three options of  supervision of  Ute 
- implem-entation of the Directive:  · 
a) 
. _;b) 
.  - I 
.a  requirement  that persons  o~feriflg_ credit  or· offering  to  arrange  credit 
agreements shall  obtain official!authorisation; or  . .  , . 
. a requirementthat persons granting credit or arranging for credit to be granted, 
shall be subject to inspection  o~ monitoring by an official body; or  ·  . 
the promotion of  the 'establishment of  bodies to· receive complaints concerning 
credit agreements ?r  conditio~S ctnd to provide information to consumers-in this 
regard. 
'  .  .  '  ~ 
216.  While only Belgium, Ireland and Norway chose to use all three options, the majority 
of States chose .to  use a combination -of the options e.g. the United Kingdom, which chose 
. option (a) but where options (h).and (c)  ~e  i~ fact contained in the enforcement powers of. 
the Office of fair Trading.  All Member States have chosen to use, as a minimtim,~either the 
first or second option. .  ' 
-217.  . in their implementation of the various ?Bti011s,  some Member states chose to require 
·authorisation for the activities of intermediarieS, either by the same body or, as in Germany, 
·by different bodies  - the  Federal  SQpervisory. Board  for  the  credit sector  and  the  Trad·e 
Authority for-credit brokers  ... Other Member States chose to establish a monitoring system, 
-~-as in France.  .Others, such- as Denmark and· the Nordic states, combined these options ·with 
.  .  .  I  .  . 
the establishment of  independent consumer· complaints bodies - the Danish Financial Services 
..  I  .  •  .  .  •  .  . 
Complaints Board or the  Nordic  Consumer  Ombudsmen  - while  in  other States  such  as 
· Germany,  this  role  is  tclken  by  the  Administration  itself · thro_ugh  subsidising  the 
Verbraucherzentralen. 
.  .  I  .  . 
218.  Article 12(2) provides that the  authoris~tion  ·referred to in· option (a) is not necessary 
. where  such  pers~ns satisfy  the. definition  gi~en in  the  first Banking  Directive~
8 -and  are 
therefore authorised inaccordance_with that Directive.·  Under the terms of  this Directive and 
.. 
'  48 
. Council Directive of 12/12177., OJ No L 322  17112177  · tp~  late~ S~cond Banking Directive
49,therefore, finan~ial institutions, need only obtain a single 
authorisation.  .  ·  ·  ·  · 
.  ,• 
219.  The Commfssiori is ·considering whether it is necessary to make mandatory rather than 
opti6nal  the . cr.eation  in  each  Member  State  of bodies .  authorised  to  receiv{ consumer 
complaints concerning consumer credit. All that needs tp be done is to  change the wording  . 
<;>f Article 12. ·.  ·  · ·  ·  · 
Sanctions 
220.  . General-ly speaking, the Directive do~s not lay down ~ruictions for ~,nfringe~ents ofits . 
· . provisions. Only A,.rtide  12 foresees administrative sanctions on persons g'ranting credits or 
on credit intermediaries.  '  .  .  . 
'221. .. All the Member:..states' P~9videfor sanction~ for non-compliance with-the COI)sumer 
cre9it laws. These sanCtions are of three types:  · 
.  . 
·civil ~~anctions: annulmeQt of' ~he credit agreement qr only of the contravening_ terms; 
reduction_in the borrower's obligations to the nominal amount l::>orrowed,·reduction in 
..  excessive interest on arrears; reduction of  excessive indemnities, ·non-recognition of 
. ·guarantees ~hen the creditor ha,s  not ful.fiHed  all his obligations, cancellation ·of the 
.  contract and  repayment of the· balance due  in the case of consumers who ·have ·not 
fulfilled· all  ,their  obligations  (for  example  consumers  who  have  provided. false 
info-rmation); · ·  · .  . . .  ·  ·  .  · .  . .  ·  .  _. 
penal sanctiOt)S for  infringements 6f provisions which the  jyfember  States  co~sider 
.essential, such as those concerning mandatory particulars i.n the credit agreement, bans 
on certain practices (for example canvassing), and the maximum rate of interest;  : 
. administrative.sanctlonssuch as withdrawal or suspension of  authorisation to exercise . 
the activities of  creditor or credit intermediary. These may be-set cutin national laws 
on. consumer credit. In the  case of creditors who ·belong  to  the  category of credit_· 
institutions,· the · sanctions  provided· for  in. the .• se-cond ,  Bank}ng  Directiv~ may  be 
··  ~pplicable. .  .  ·  ·  · ·  ·  · 
. ·/ 
222.  Sanctions are. not included. in the Directive because riationallegal systems were felt  .  • 
to be too  di~ferent. to envisage harmonising sanctions, particularly in the ·penal ·domain. 
.  .  .  . 
223 .. The· situation  today  is  somewhat  ~different sirice  (a)  all  the  countries  provide  for 
·.sanctions and (b) civil sanctions. predominate, . so  coor_dination might be possible. -.'  .  . 
.  .  .  . -
Article t4  Mandatory nature 
224.  Article  14  stip~lates  that  the  Directive's  provisions  ate  mandatory.  The  ban  on . · 
circumvention is  a  general  o.ne, · and  the  example provided in the ·Directive itself,  i.e. ·the· 
device of  <;iistributing the amount of  credit  over several agreements, is not exhaustive.· Certain · -~ 
legislator's  ha~e tr<:tnsposed  this example. alone.  .  .  - . 
--49  .. 
. Directive 89/646/EEC  OJ No. L 386,  19S9 
61 The  mandatory nature  o(prote~tion 
'  '  •'  I  • 
225.  All Member States whichhave adopted specific legislation on consumer credit provide 
_ for  mandatory protection of the debtor.  .  i  .  - _  - _  _  - ·- -
- '  - - '  !  -
226.  In  France,  the  L~w of 1.978so  comes  ~nder public policy (Article  128).  Failure to 
comply with, its provisions is  penalised by. nullity  relative,  which ·may  be-relied on by the 
~  '  .  . 
consumer. 
227.  ·The-Belgian law provides that all contravening pr~visions are null and void if  they are 
designed. to  limit consumers' rights or burden them with additional obligations (ArtiCle 4). 
- '  ' 
'  . 
228.- The' same approach is  to  be  found  in  the  Gerinanlegislation (VerbrKrG,  par.  18), 
'  - I  .  • 
which also .contains provisions concerning the form and minimum content of the-agreement 
(para. 6(1 )).  - ·  -
229.  In the United Kingdom, section 173 oftqe Consumer Credit Act declares null and void 
any terms designed to reduce the protection accorded to the debtor. Moreover,· the legislation 
on unfair terms also applies.  -
230.  The Luxembourg law also  ens!trines  the  principle  of nullity  relative of provisions 
which fall  foul of the leglslatipn,. whereby  inv~lidity can be relied on only by the consuiner 
, (Article 17).  - - ' 
231.  The.  public  a\lthorities  in  the  Netherlands  examine.  the  model  credit  agreements 
proposed by creditors seeking authorisation. In :this connection they check for conformity of 
_  the standard terms with the rights and obligations enshrined in  th~  ·law. 
232.  -In Greece,'all terms which contravene th~ provisions of  the Ministerial Decree are null  _ 
and void (Article 13 (1)).  PortUgal also  provide~ for the nullity ofte.rms that infringe the law 
and Denmarkprovides for.the nullity of agreements which are not in compliance.  · 
.  .  .  .  I  .  - -i  .  -
Preventing circumvention·  ' 
233.  Two Member States among those which have adopted specific legislation qncconsumer 
credit have taken a very  global approach,by it:Itroducing  a very broad definition of-credit, 
with a view to preventing creditors from finding loopholes in the rules in the shape of  sp~cial 
for;ms  of credit.  thus, despite" the  absence  of an  express "legal  .provision  outlawing -the 
adoption of particular forms of credit· with a view:to circumventing the  law,  the Member 
~tates wh-ich have opted for- this approach fulfil! the obligations imposed on them by Article 
14 (2) of the  Directive:  ·  ,  . 
234.  Iri France, the number of monthly instalfuents is riot a criterion for application of the 
law. Neither· is there a  minimum amount below which the rules do not apply. 
cf.  page  16 infra 
62: 235.  Likewise tll_e  Netherl~ds have· adopted· a more realistic and less formalistic approach 
by  defining· credit_ in  a very  broad sense:  only  credi~s repayable  within  thre~ months  are 
exempt. 
236.  Other legislators have introduced an express ·and blanket ban on ci~cumvention: 
.  . 
··paragraph 18  ~f  the German C~nsumer  Credit Law provides that the legislation applies 
even if its provisions are circumvented iri any manner whatever;  ·  · 
Portugal also seems to have opted for thisglobal approach. 
237.  Against this, _several  legislators merely outlaw distributing the amount of credit  ov~r. 
·several agreements with a view to circumventing the  law._  In the United Kingdom,  section 
17(3)  CCA  penalises  attempts  to  circumvent  the  rules. by  dividing  the  agr~ement into  a . 
number o.f smaller ones: In Luxembourg~ the law. stipulates penal· sanctions (ArtiCles  18,  5) .. 
on persons who, with a view to  ~ircuriwenting the provisions of the law or its implementing 
regulations,  divide ·or  attempt  to  divide  the  credit  amount  into  several- agreements.  It is 
interesting to note that the mere  atte~pt to  circumvent the :legislation is a penal offence. 
238. _  Finally, Belgium has opted for an original solution, in that it does not fully  exempt 
small cred~ts from the scope ofthe rules, but  merely liinits the provisions which are applicabl~ 
. to  such credits.  '  . 
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'  ' -VII  MORE PROTECTIVE MEASURES ADOPTE.D  BY THE MEMBER STATES 
Summary of  the application o(  the· minimum clause -
239.  Article_ 15 provides that-the Directive shall not  pr~clude Member States f~m  ret~ining 
or adopting more stringent provisions -to  protect consumers consistent with their _obli'gations 
· 1,1nder the Treaty. To this.one may add the penultimate recital ofthe preamble, which specifies 
that  since ·the Directive  provides  for  a  certain  degre~ of approximation  in Member State. 
provisions_ concerning consumer credit. and a certain level of consumer protection, Member 
States. should riot be prevented from retaining ·or kdopting more stringent measures to protect · 
.  ,  •  "- I·  .  -
the consumer, with due regard for  ~eir obligations under the Treaty. 
240.  · Memb~r  States have made wide use of thi
1s clause, both as  r~gards aspects covered by 
.  the  Directive and  aspects which  lie  outside 'its $cope.  After describing how the minimum 
- clause is  ~pplied by each Member State, we pro~ide a conspectus ef the .shared corpus of all 
the  transpositioninstrument~.  - ·  · .  ·  ·  :  ·  . · .. ·_  - _  . 
Approach by Member State
51 
·.Belgium  -
'  . 
241.  The Law 'of 12  June 1991  on consumer  c~edit transpose's both Directive 87/102 and 
Directive: 90/88,  although it  is  based  on  _~Jrepar~tory work  which  dates  back to  an  earlier·. 
period, and in which .the Community discussion~ were  inp_ut.- .  -. 
242.  The Belgian law also  C<?ntains  numero~scprovisions w~ich are more. protective than 
the Directive:  ·  · 
0  . 
Sl 
provisions concerning the credit intermediary agreement; 
the  i~~-does not provideJor exemptions 1for the opening of credit lines, unless they  . 
are: of short duration and for a value of less than  1 277 ECU;  . ·  :  · 
~he law provides for a partial exemption only for small lqans, as well.as those which 
.do not exceed a  certa'in period antl'a cert~in number of instalments; 
t  I' 
authentic acts aie exempted only if the contract amount exceeds 21966 ECU;  , 
.  J 
as regards charges which are· exch.ide_d from dilculation ()f the APR, this exclusion is. 
limite~ to the sole condition that the consumer hav~ a reasonable freedom ofchoice; 
moreover, in calculating the APR, the ncition  takes into account a reference amount 
of 1277· ECU  (50  000  Bfrs,  not 2-000 ECU).  Moreover,  the  charges may  not  be 
abnormally high;  '  · 
for  all  credit advertising  the  law stipulates that certain particulars be inCluded  and 
proscribes certain other particulars;  ' 
Belgian legislation introduces a specific pre-contractual formality, viz. the prior offer. · 
This offer must contai~ dertain mandatory particulars as  set out in certain standard 
forms;  the consumer's signature is subject to certairi fomialities;  · 
the law contains particular provjsions concerning the opening of credit lines; 
· repossession is  subject to· stringent conditions;  notably a court procedure when the 
consumer has  pai~ 40% ofthe -cash  pric~ (unless there has been a written agreement_ 
·concluded after receipt of registered letter); penal sanctions also apply in this area; 
i  . 
See Chapter 111.8,  pages  16-18  infra, for  det<ti1s of measures  of transposition 
J' 
'  : 
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• 
- .  I' the  Belgian.la~_  also contains detailed. prov_isions governing_ early repayment;  . 
in the  event of assignment of claims,  the  Belgian  law provides for_ supplementary · 
· guarantees to protect the. consumer;.  ·  · 
· ·- in Belgium it is forbiq_<ien to use bills of  e_xch~ge and other negotiable instruments 
either~-as a means  of payment or 'as a  se.curity;  likewise. it_  is  forbidden to accept 
cheques as a guarantee of repayment;  .  · . ·  ..  .'  - ..  · 
detailed provisions pertain to  hirt~ purchase designed to forestall recourse to  a:  pos~ible 
·third-party· grantor of  credit (supply of the good.in advance, etc.); .if however this· turns 
ouno be necessary, the law is more precise than the  Directive as regard's remedies 
·  against defaulting suppliersi  ""  ·  ·  . 
.  ·.as in Ge.rman  law,  Belgian' law provides  for a  .  cooling..,off period,  which  is .seven 
worlqng days in Belgium;· if  the consumer ~nvokes this facility,. damages cannot be 
requir~d of him. (Uld  his deposit mus~ be' returned. within 30 days ·of repudiation;  . 
certain credit agreements are .subject to very detailed rules;  - .  _ 
the  Belgian  legislator:  makes  it  mandatory  ori  the  partie's  to  .provide  feciprocal 
informatiqn, and stipulate the  creditor'~ liability -in  granting the credit;· 
the 'law also bans doorstep selling and the unsolicited dispatch of credit offers; .. 
guarantors are protected;  ...  .  · .  .  . 
certain -linfair  terms ·are  proscribed;  such  as  canvassing  for  credit. and  unsolicited 
· dispatch of credit devices:  .  .  . . .  .  .  .  . 
the  law  j:>ro~ides for  facilitation  of repayment;  likewise,  recovery  of debts  is  (!lso 
s~bject_to regulation,  including  rules on  practices which may  impinge on privacy. 
Finally, the_ law contains· provisio11s concerning credit infoi:mation: databases;· 
·the law·_contains  a provision of private  international  law as  regards  application to 
· -.  creditors resident outside._of Belgium, provided th.e  consumer .is normally resident in 
Belgium and that the contract has·been preceded in Belgium by a specific proposal or. 
by:advertising, and that the creditor or his representative in Belgium received ~  request 
for .credit from the cop.suiner.  ·  ·  ·  · 
Denmark 
243.  ,  ~Tqe 1982  Law· on  sale of  good~ by credit _-has ·been  amended,  with a  view  to 
transposing' the Directive, by the 1920 Law on credit agreements, which also fakes Directive . 
90/88 into account. It is,-supplemented, in regard to advertising' ofcredit costs, by the 1.990 
Law on price indication. The Danish law contains several more stringent provisions in favour 
of consumers: 
protected consumers are not just natural'persbns;· but may aiso be legal persqns; 
·the definition of  creditor comprises credits granted by private individuals provided the 
. intermedi~ is a professional;  · · · ·  ·  · .  ·  ·  .  ·  . - .  . 
. D_anish.law does not exempt real estate credit or mortgage credit; :moreoyer, some of 
its provisions are also ·applica~le. to interf!st-free ·loans;  .  .  .  .  ·  .  .  . 
in· the  event of. infringements  of the·  information  requirements  incumbent on the 
.professional within.the·meaning of  Article_ 4 ofthe Directive, Danish law t;?}ovides for 
specific sanctions:· if information on the .cost of  ct~dit is absent, the consumer must 
only pay .the cash price augmented by  the interest tate. of the Bank of':De_nmark,  to 
which 6% is  added  for' the outstanding balance.  When the particulars ·state  a_ 'cost . 
· · which is lower-than the. real cost, only the stated cost rriay be required; pen~  sanctions 
may be imposed in the .event of repeated ~d  ·flagnint infringement; - · 
•  '  (  .  .  •  '  ,Y-
- . 
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.. 
as regards repossession of  goods in the event of  consumer default, Danish law contains 
~ertain  formali_ties.  concerning  re_servation ·-of  title,  as  ~ell as  pre~ise · provisions 
designed to preclude unjustified enriClupent;  _  .  ·  . 
Danish  law outlaws -all  negotiable.  ins~ruments, such  as  bills  of exchange, for the . 
payment. or the payment guarantee;  ·  i  ·  ·  .  ·  · . 
. Danish ·taw contains detailed rules for  certain categories of credit. agreements; 
·Danish law also provides that offers made-to consumers-through' telephone canvassing 
· shall be null and void; 
the Danish. consumer has  a cooling-off period in the event of  doorstep selling or ~ail-
. order sales; .  ' 
detailed provisions regulate the  activities of credifreference  agencie~ (managers of 
·data files);  .  . 
overindebted· consumers may appeal to ;  the courts for rescheduling of their debts; 
theatithority respons}ble for  monitorin~ credit institutiqns plays an important role in 
policing,consumer credit; the same applies to  the consumer ombudsman: 
Germanv 
244.  Directive 87/102 was transposed by the ,1990 Consumer Credit Law. This law contains 
numerous detailed provisions which implementor supplement the Directive. Moreover, since 
the  1990 law amends ea.rlier  hire purchase law,  it· also includes certain aspects· of this  la~, · 
notably the  right or'  retra~tion and the attend$t _formalities,  andits application to distance 
selling..  The  law  cont!lins  a  plethora  of prov~sions which  are  p-1ore  protective  than  the 
· Oirective:  ..  .  ,  .  .  .  .  .. 
it contains specific provisions concerning the credit intermediary agreement, notably 
in regard to remuneration of intermediaries;': 
it· expands the term "consumer" to  include persons who conclude a credit agreement 
~th  a view to starting out in professipnal.life; .  . 
it also applies to  CC?ntracts covering  ~er;vices provided on a continuing basis; 
.. it goes into more. detail on how to  cal~u;late the .financial threshold for application (the 
.  ·cash price, the· net credit);  .  .  i  .  .  _  - , 
' it does not contain a·financial ceiling u~less the credit is granted to an individual with 
a  view to. finanCing  a  start  in  profes~ional life,  in. which 'case  amounts  exceeding 
52 600 ECU are  exempt~d;  '  .  ·  · 
the law does not exempt repayments. in less  th~  four instalments; 
the  law only partly excludes  leasing  ~greements, mortgage  credit and advances- on 
current acqmnt;  .  . 
the German law does not contain  spec~fic provisions on  advertising for the contract;. 
op. the other hand,"' it contains a very extensive list of particulars to. be provided in the 
· contract, contravention of which nullifies the contract or limits the rate of interest to 
.  I  .  .  .  . 
the  legal  rate  in the  event of absenc~ of -information ·on the. APR or the  monthly 
instalments; moreover, costs of which)the consumer has not been apprised must not  . 
be paid;  ·  ·  .  ·  .  .  . 
. in the event of early repayment by the consumer, the German law contains detailed 
· provisions on how to  calculate the rebate in the cost of credit;.:  ·  . 
German law outlaws the use of bills 9r exchange and other negotiable instruments; 
guarantees in the form of cheques are; als~ prohibited;  ·  ·  .  . 
consumers have a seven-day cooling-off period; this period starts to Ill11 the moment  . 
·.the. consumer is informed of the  exist~nce of this facility;  · 
I  . 
I 
66 . if t~e consumer  defaults,  special  rules  apply  to  interest  in. arrears;  moreover, ··au 
reimbursements must first apply to the" capital and only then to the interests;  _ 
German law sets out the circumstances in which the creditor may caned the contract 
·and  ~otably demand payment of the balanc_e,  as well as the associatedprocedures; 
the  law  also  contains ·  spc~ial  r~les  concerniQg  credit . intermediary  agreements 
(information on commission, conditions for payment of this cornril.ission)._- .  '  ~  .  '  - .  '  . 
245.  In addition  to  statutory  transposition, the courts  have  played ·an-important' role ·in 
Germany, notably in the context of  case law on~sury  (credit~ that offend good morals). When 
·transposing the Directive the legislator could have given statutory recognition to the principles 
of case law.with an eye to protecting con-sumers. This approach· was not adopted, and so the 
courts have contipued to  develop case law in a  very flexible manner. However, as a result 
German law on _consl.miet credit is particularly difficult to pin do\v.n>  · 
Greece 
246.  Ministerial  'DeCision  F 1-983. of 21  March  1991  transposes  Directive 87fi  02  and~ 
Directive 90/88. Although the decisionyirtually takes. over the Directive verbatim, it  contains 
certain interesting features: 
.. 
.. 
.  • '  . : 
.. if  the debtor is at least three instalments· in arrears, the credi_to~ may keep the payments 
already effected provided they do not exceed one fifth ofthe total cost of the credit; 
·Greek law contains detailed provisions on ho_w.to calculate a fair reduction in the cost 
. of  the credit/in the event of early  -repayment, stipulates the  ~ssociated formalities and 
specifies .the.day of repayment;  :  .  '  .  . 
in" the case of hire purchase; the consumer may withhold disputed payments pending 
a final court decision;·  .- ·  - ·  ·  · 
credit-prOfessiomils must be registered with the local  ch~ber  of_corn.ffierce . 
- .  .  .  .  ~  .  .  . .  . 
_  247.  However, until recently consumer credit was·subject to stringent restrictions imposed -. 
by the Baruc .of Greece. If  such restrictions had the advantage of keeping overindebtedness at 
. bay, they also limited access ofGreekconsumers !o certain basic consunier pro-ducts such as
1 
cars. The Governor of the Bank of Greece has liberalised consumer credit and the banks are 
preparing a programme of  cooper~tion with-the distributive trades in the field of  c~nsumer 
credit> 
24~. 
France 
'  '· 
.  . 
See paragraph 16_ and-Section III C above. 
249.- The essential principles of  the Directive were tr~sposed  by_ the Law of  23 .June 1989, 
while certain other details were_transposedby the Law of21 December 1989.' However, the  I 
basic text on consumer credit is the Law of 10 January 1978, and· the 'transposition text has  · 
modified  it only  in regard  to  certain points.  This  legislation contains  a  large  number .  of· 
~~ature~ which are more protective thanJhe Directive:  .  .  -
67 .  . 
the  term  "consumer"  extends  protection  of legal  persons,  and  exclu~es only  acts  , _ 
designed to finance a trade; .  ·  j  -.  ·.  _  ··  . ( 
credit agreeme~tsare defined so as.to e~compass both sales or provisions of-series of 
servic~s whose. payment is deferred, staggered or in instalments;  . 
the  French  law  does  I)Ot exempt  interbt-free  loans,  agreements  intended  for  the.-. 
pi.lrppse of rerovating odmQrovin~  a building ifthe amount ·is less than 21  276 ECU, 
leasing·  agree~ents with a purchase option, agreements on overdrafts;  · ·  ·  · · 
the law provides for  mandatory  particul~s  ,iil credit advertising and bans advertising.· 
· for .certain types of credit outside of  bu~iness premises; 
the French legislator has introduced the; prior offer formula;· this must ·correspond  t~ 
a standard model and contain mandatory particulars; in the event of infringement,-the 
creditor- is not entitled to interest;  ,  .  · ,  .  ·  .  ·  :  . , 
I 
the French law goes into greater detail_ concerning advances on running account; 
repossession· in the event-of consumer default is envisaged ocly in the case· of qire 
purchase;  .  .  ·  . 
consumers may make  e~ly repayments without incurring any fees, even on  CJ.  partial ' 
basis. However, in this case the creditors.iriay refuse partial reimbursements. which are· 
less than three times the amount of the 'next instalment due; 
,  "  I  . 
bills of exchange and other negotiable instruments are, banned; 
French law has more detailed rules conc6rning the interdependency between the credit· 
agreement and the main agreement;  . 
moreover, French law-gives the borrower a seyen-day·cooling-off period; 
th~re are rules concerning damages in the  ev~nt of the borrower's default; 
guarantees are protected; ·  _  : . 
maximum jnterest rates are regulated thtough the ban on usury;  ' 
it is forbidden to  keep. files on clients who have .invoked· the cooling;.off clause; 
disputes in the_ field of consumer credit' ~e subject to estoppel after two· years(?). 
Ireland· 
250;  As yet there is no definitive law.  Iiowev~r, the Irish Parliament is currently discussing 
·a  very  detailed  bill  on  consumer  credit,  which- has  numerous  features· which  are  more 
· protective than the Directive:  . - 1  - ·  . - ·  .  .  .. 
I  ' 
the  Irish  bill -does  not  contain  any  e*emption  for- real  estate  credit;  for  leasing 
agreements or for short-term ·credits; there is  no  financial  floor or ceiling;  . 
the  law  contains · more  detailed  provisions  concerning  mandatory. particulars  in 
advertising, as well as rules on the typographiCal' highlighting of certairi particulars; 
the law also regulates comparative advertising and advertising for free credit; the law 
prohibits credit advertising targeted at minors;  .  .  - . .  - - . 
the {rish  law also  c'oniains. more  detail
1ed  provisions  concerning. the  ~ontent of the )  ' 
agreement, mandatory particulars and tl{e  form in which certain information ~ust be 
provided;  . .  ..  · .  .  ·  - . 
advances on current account are also Sl.ibject to  rriore specific rules; ·  _ 
.  repossession. of goods in ,the event of  th~ debtor's default 1i regulated in detail, while 
in othe  case  of early  repayment the  rebate  is  calculated by  reference· to  a  formula 
d~fined by the Central  Bank~  .  -~  .  ,  ·  .  ·  .  . ,  ·  ·  .  .  . 
Insh law does not ban negotiable  ~nstruments, but spectfies that the law s provlSlons  · 
also apply to such instruments;  ·  · '  . 
.. 
.• 0  . 
a:s  regards  the  linkage. between  the  sales  agreement  and  the  credit  agreement, 
conditions. aie less restrictive;  moreover,  the_ law provides' for the joint anq.severar 
li~bility of the vendor and  third-party  granto'r  of credit  in  the  event of failure  to 
perform;  ·  .  _  .  __  . 
·the bill contains·  numerou~. provisions :outside  the  scope of the  Directive:  hence. it 
prohibits di~criminati~n on the basis of sex, etc.; it specifies -in detail the supervisory  . 
powers  1 of the Director of Consumer  Affairs;  it' stipulates  that' agreements  which-· 
infringe its provisions cannot be relied on against-the consumer;·.  · · 
the law also provides a cooling-off period of ten days; it bans unfair tenns in credit 
(lgreemen~s; . the  ·creditor must  inform. th~ consuiner  about  certain  aspects  of. the / 
agreement during  its  lifetime;  the  law also  regulates  situations  in  which there are 
several agreeme~ts between the creditor and debtor as well as written communications 
between the parties (certain parti.culars may not featUre on the envelope);  ·  . · 
· moreover, the law outlaws  ~oorstep selling and strictly regulates pressure selling; it 
. also~ regulates maximum rates of  .inte'rest, which if excessive may be .reduced. by the 
co·urts; it ·limits the creditor's freedom to exact early repayment.and ~ontains specific 
rules governing  ce~ain.  types of, agreements.  ·  ·  · 
· 251.  Directive 87/102 was transposed into domestic  Ia~ by the Law of 19 February 1992. 
While the law is very faithful to the P.rovisi<;ms of the Directive; it also c·ontruns certain more· 
·protective features:  ·  ·  ·.  ·  ·  .  ·  ·_  . ·  ·  .  · ·  · 
. agreements for ·the provision 'on  a continuing basis of services ·are exempted only if 
.. 
a written contract exists and if a copy is handed to. the consumer;  .  . 
· credits repayable in a single payment are exempted only ifthe payment date is less 
•  than' 18 months after conclusion of  the agreement; there is no' exemption for advances 
on current account or for short-term credits or credits repayable in amrudmlll'ii of  four 
instalments; 
·  . generaliy  speaking,· the· law Jays  down. conditions  pertaining  to  transparency  and 
labelling in the financial services field, which also· apply to consumer credit; qtoreover; 
·  information on the .APR must be supplemented by information concerning duration of .. · 
· validity;  ·  .  .  .  . .  - . 
the agreement inust col)tain a realistic indication of charges other than. those included 
· in 'the APR; charges cannot be imposed oh the consumer if  they ·are higher th~  those 
indicated;  ·  ·  · 
' the Italian law contains  det~iled provisions in  the event of absence  or invalidity of  .. 
contractual tenns·  ·  ··  .  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  "  ·  :  .  . ·  .  ·  ·  ·  ·  :·  '  .  .  .  '  . 
.  qnly certain claSses of  economic operators are.authorised to offer .,credit. 
Luxembourg 
.  . 
252. ,:.  Directive 87/1 o2 was transposed by'the Law of 9 August 1993; Directive 90/8.8  WaS 
transposed by Grand-Ducal Regulation of26 August .1993: The following provisions are .more 
pro~ective than the Directive:  ·  .  .  .  :  .  .  ·  ·  · 
. . 
' short-tenn  agreements  ar~. not .  exempt; 'financial  floors  and  ceilitigs  are  more 
comprehensive than the Directive; there is no exemption for leasing agreements; ..  · 
.·.the law applie~nn part to· mortgage credits other ·than those relating to the purchase or . 
r~novation of ~uildi_rigs;  '  ..  .  .. .-
.--
- ' 
advertising must contain certain particulars, whereas other particulars are prohibited 
(free credit); speciaLprovisions apply  ~hen_the  ~redit is granted by the supplier;· thi.s 
is all backed up  with penal sanctions;  :  :  .  _  -
__  in regard to the form of the  ~greement,  [the  L~embourg  law provides that guarantors 
must also be provided with a copy of t,he·agreement;  -
in order to repossess a good  in  the  ev~nt .of the  default,  the creditqr must seek ail 
injunction;  '  ·  ·  · 
--in the case of early repayment the rebate is regulated by a Grand;.Ducal  regula~ion; 
negotiable  instruments  are  o~tlawed;  · credits ·may  ncit  be  secured  by  cheques;  the 
envisaged sanction is reimbursement to  ~he consumer of  all charges incurred under the 
agreement;  _  _  ;·  ·  _  .  ·  . 
although the law's provisions are mandatory, it also lays doWn that nullity can only 
be relied on by the consumer;  '  - ·  · 
Luxembourg la\v  .. contains numerous provisions outside the scope of  the Directive: ban 
on credit canvassing, supplementary rules on credits provided by suppliers (definition 
of  maximum rate of  interest for the margin between the spot price and the credit pric'e, 
restrictions  on  express avoidance  cla~ses,  li~ between  sale  and' credit,  two-day 
cooling-off period). To this one may add the provision of  the  1983  law_ on consumer 
protection, pursuant to which all  adverti~ing or pre-contractual information constitutes 
an integral part of the agreement.  -
' 
The Netherlands 
.  253.  The Directives were transposed by several legal instruments, the most important being · 
''the Law of_4 July  1990 on consumer credit. IJ man:y ways this law is inore comprehensive 
thari the Directive  .. Its main features are as foltows:  -
the law applies not only'to creditors established in the Netherlands but also to those 
who reside in other Member States while offering credit on Netherlands territory; 
the law does not define the term "consurper": hence in principle protection is available 
to  all  natural  persons,- except  for  cre~its- which  relate  to· goods  which  are  used 
exclusively in the course of business, or goods acquired for. the purposes of resale, or 
ifthe.borrower has made' a deClaration tbthe effect that he  i~ acting in his professional 
capacity; 
there is no financial threshold; on the ot,h~r hand, the financial ceiling of  23  4  7  4 ECU 
does  not  rule  out the  application  of certain  provisions  to  credits  that  exceed  this 
amount; neither does the law exempt cr~dit~ repaid in a  maXim~m  of  four instal~ents; 
neither. real estate credits ilor·mortgageJ are exempted;  '  ' 
the agreement musf contain certain man:datory particulars and satisfy certain legibility 
requirements; infringements are  sanctic~ned by'riullity'relative of the contract; '  ' 
' if  the -borrower defaults, repossession is allowed only if  certain conditions aie fulfilled; ' 
moreover repossession_ is  forbidden  if 'three-quarters of the  credit has already  been 
paid; the consumer is entitled to recover the good if he pays up  within a certain time 
limit;  _  ·  .  · 
-.  the consumer inay repay the loan early,; either wholly or in part; in the latter case, .the 
creditor may impose certain conditio-ns';  ·  _  .  . 
bills pf exchange are· prohibited; cheques received may not be used in payment of 
'  .  I  ,  .  . 
thir~ parties;  · 
7o..,-.  . 
.the law contains numerous provisions outside the scope of the Directive: brokcrs'are  · . 
not entitled to  commissions other than those granted by the  c~editor; credit()rs_ musi-
obtain information ori the client.'s financial circums!ances in certain cases; grounds_ for' 
refusal  to  grant  credit  must  be  indicated;  regulation  of maximum  interest  rates; 
oblig~tion'  to provide information during the lifetime of the' agreement; annulment of . 
. the agreement possible oniy on the· basis of a court order;  ·  ·  · . 
mediation of debts is prohibited; .  · 
. the law establishes a consultative committee for consumer ,credit; it also regulates the 
activities. of social institutions which provide credit .to the. disadvantaged;·  _ _ 
a credit registry system, as well  ~~ a system for the protection of personal data, .  are 
provided for in the law; moreover,· the legislatiop. is supplemented by numerous .self-
..  regulatory .initiatives.  ··  · 
Austria· 
254.  --Directive 87fi02- was  transposed  into  Austrian  law by  the  Banking Activities·  Act 
(BGBI S32l93j, the Consumer Prot~ction Act (BGBI 287/93) and a decision of the Federal 
-Ministry  for  .Econoinic  Affairs  concerning  consum~r credit  (BGBI  365/94)  .. Austrian 
legislation comprises! provisions which are· more protective of consumers' interests":  -~  . 
.. 
...  0 
0 
0 
: The Austrian  law also  ·applies  to  ·real  estate  ~redit; to  mortgage  credit;  to  credit -
_agreements for am"ounts of over 20 000 ECU,  and to  c~edits granted in· the form of 
advances on current account.  .  .  .  .  -
The provisioAs  governing  the  fonri  and  content of the  credit agreement are  more 
'  ''  ~  •  '  "'  I  •  " 
detailed.  ·  '  .  :  •  .  ·  ·  \  .  ·  -, 
. Advertising:of credit  agr~ements is.more stringently. regulated than in the Directive. 
Moreo~er;  credit ·institutions  must  display  in  their  premises  particulars. notably 
concerning_ the  APR~ the an!IUal  interest rate and· the standard contract terms.  · 
The corisiune~ must pay cash do~  at least 10% of  the value of the nierchanqise (  9r. 
20% in _the  CCl~e Of agreements for more than 225'ECU). If  the seller transfers the title 
to  the ·  consu'mer  without  receiving  the  down  payment  he  loses  his  right to  the 
pro'p.ortion of the price corresponding to the down payment.  . 
Grantors of credit may repossess goods only ori  reimbursement to  the ccmsunier of 
instalments already made.  The grantor of credit is· also entitled to compensation for 
. depreciation of the good.  .  . 
The consumer is entitled to  rep~y the  lo~  early, either wholly or in part. In this case, 
. the cost of the credit is  reduced.  All contractual tetrns. which burden the consumer 
with charges other than those provided for in the law are prohibited  . 
. However, in the case of reid estate or mortgage:credits; the consumer must inform the 
cred~tor ofhis intention to repay ahead of schedule within a time limit set out in the 
· credit agreement.  - ..  ·  ·  ·  · 
The ·Consumer Protection Act bans the -use  of bills to order in the context of credit 
agreements. 
Portugal· 
255.  The two Di~~ctives  w~re  transpo~ed by the_ Decree-Law of  2 f  Septe~be~ 1991, wpich 
contains a number of more· protective  fea~ures: .  . 
71 ·.  '  .  .  .  .  .' 
·  agreeme~ts involviil& less than four repay-merits within a period of  less than .12 months · 
are not exempted; some of the provisions. apply to certain forms of mortgage .credit 
.  and to authentic acts;  '  .  .  .  -
infringement of the forni of the agreeplent. renders the  agr~ement  null and. void; 
P_ortuguese  law· provides the consumer with a cooling-off period of seven working 
.  .  - I. 
days;  .  _  ,..  ·  .  .  _ 
the law also includes an international private law provision which states that the law 
· applies to contracts concluded by a cor:tsumer whose habitual residence is in Portugal, .. · 
if the offer or the  advertising has  be~n made  in Portugal and if the consumer has  ·  .  ,  -
indicated his wish to conclude an agreement in Portugal. 
Finland 
.  i  ' 
256 .. ··-Law No 38/1978 on consumer protection mainly concerns consumer credit (Chapter 
t  I  .  . 
· 7).  This law was a.rrierided  on 8 January  1993  wjth a view to transposing Directive 87/1 02  .. · .-
.It· contains a· considerable number of provisipns which are more protective of_ consumers' 
interests :  . i  ·  · 
0 
0 
0 
.0 
0 
0 
·o 
.o 
The scope of Finnish legislation is far wider than that of the Directive. 
_  The law also. covers real estate  credit~ P'lortgage credit, free credit, interest-free ·credit 
repayable in one lump sum, advances  on current ·account, credits for amounts of more 
than 20 000 ECU; credit agreements involving a maximum of four payments within 
. a period not exceeding 12 months,  cr~dit agreements in the form of an authentic' act 
signed before a riotary or judge.  .!  ·- ·  ·  ·  .  .  ·  ·  •  - · 
The -granting of consumer credit may not be used as a selling argument; 
. Charges other than those, provided  fo~ in the agreement may not be imposed ·on. the 
.  I  .  •  . 
consumer. 
- I  . 
The use of bills ofexchange and all other negotiable instf)JJllents is prohibited ins·ofar 
as assignment. of  ·such  instruments  t~ a ·third· party  in  good  faith  may  restrict  the 
consumer's r;ight to 'rely  ~m exemptidns  an~ defences in connection with the sales 
agreement_ or service agreement.  ; 
The consumer has the  right to  decide  to  which debt payable to· one ·and the  same 
.  .  ,  I  . 
creditor his payment shall be allocate<i;  .  -
If the  consumer defaults  the  creditor  may,  under  certai'n  cumulative_ and  strictly 
'  .  I  .  ' 
circumscribed conditions; demand earl~ repayment, repossess the go9ds sold or apply 
other specific sanctions,- : ·  .  · 
However,· he inay not take measures a·g(linst  the .  consumer if the arrears. are due to .. 
sickness, unemployment or any other c,ause which cannot be imputed to the consumer, 
unless an alternative course of action pe clearly unreasonably for him (?) · 
·The law contains provisions concerning the fraudulent use of.  credit cards. 
Finnish law provides that the Council 9f State may t*e measures designed to prevent 
· overindebtedness of consumers.  (Corrirnent:  a court procedure for debt rescheduling 
of overindebted persons is provi<ied  for in the Law 57/93).  - -.  •  . · . ,.  f' 
Sw~den 
· 257.  ·Law No  1992/830: ofJ  993 ·on consumer credit (as supplemented and  amended  by 
Laws 1992lt'Oi 0, 1992/214, 1993/1214 and 1994i843) is more comprehensive than Directives 
87/102/EEC and  90/88/EEC  . 
0 
.0 
0 
0 
. ··When a  cr~dit is offered-for the purchase of  a specific good Or service, th~ tradet~l.lSt 
~  indicate not only the total cost of' the credit but also the cash price' (spot payment) 
-The consumer must pay a deposit ,of at least_20% of  t~e cash price of the good.  .  . 
Creditors may not be paid in the forni of  bills of exchange. Creditors are <;1lso  banned .. 
from· accepting guarantees-in the· form of  a negotiable instrmp.ent if the transfer of this 
guarantee to' a persori acting in good faith mfght limit the pUrchaser's right to  rely on. 
exceptions or defences in c_onnection with the sale.  -
·The. borrower is alway~  entitled to discharge his obligations uride~ the_ credit ~greement. · 
before the time  fi?Ced- by the agreement. The, creditor may, provided such a measure· 
is provided for in the agreement, require that the consumer repay the credit·am6unt 
· :in advance:  _  ·.  ·  ·  .'  .  . 
if more thap one  month has  expired  since  the  time  limit  for  an instal_ment 
.  0 
equivalent to  rriore than 1/10 of  the total credit amount or  .  ·  .  . 
if two  instalments,  corresponding to  1/10 of the  total credit' amount,- are ,in 
. arrears; 
Swedish legislation contains detailed provisions for calculating equitable· reduction of 
. the cost of the credit. .  .  .  . 
o .  The creditor may not allocate  instalments  paid.  by  the  purchaser  in relation  to  a 
specific credit to  repay another debt.  '  .  .  . 
b  The creditor is only entitled to repossess goods in the  ev~nt of default by the debtor 
. under  certain conditions  arid  provided  the  contract  contains  a  reservation of title 
clause.- However;  if the reposse'ssion conditions provided for  in the iaw are ·me_t,  he 
may seek aid  fro~ the local authorifies to  obtain repossession ~of the goods.  . · 
. Detailed  provisions  also  inqicate  how\ 'the . accounts  betweeh the  parties· shall ·be 
calculated so as to  avoid  Wljustifi~d· .enrichnient.  Finally, the consumer may recover 
the goods if'he pays up within fs days.  ·  · 
o  Strict rules govern the debtor's liab-ility  in the  eve~t of fraudulent use of his credit.·. 
card.  ·  ·  '  ·  ··  ·  · 
The  United Kingdom 
· 258.  In the light ofthe·1974 Consumer Credit Act, British law only  had to introduce minor 
amendments-to transpcise the Directive. In reality, apart from  certai~ technical aspects, the 
miniinurn clause  was  invoked  ~iri  order  to  maintain  the  existing  protection· mechenism. 
Currently however, in the context of  the deregulation movement in the United Kingdom, the . 
law ·is  being examined with a view to_ yerifying its effectiveness 'and utility and it  will be  . 
· int~resting to·see whether the fact that.the Directive 'is less protective than existing British law 
will be used as an argument in favour- of deregulation. Pending a possible _reform, the more 
protective elements in the British law are as follows:  .  . 
protection is ·not limited to "consumers"' but applies. to all natural persons;  . 
· certain supplementary information mu~i  be-provided in regard- to the APR (indications 
0  .· 
of'changes prior to conclusion of the agreement);  .  . 
'  .,  '  '  .  . .  ,~· 
.73 .-
.  .  I  .  .  .  .  .  . 
the law also applies to leasing agreement~; in certain circumstances specified in British 
. law ·contracts relating to  the  purchase  of real  estate are  also  covered;  advances on 
running accounts are not, exempted; ·credits secured by a mortgage or real  estate are 
.·  only exempted in certain circumstances; ~there is no financial threshold, even if  certa'in. 
•  •  .  •  .  '  I  .  . 
provtstons are not apphcable to. small loans; · 
British law contains detailed provisions concerning the content of advertising; 
in the event of  early repayment, the professional must make the nece'ssary calCulations  · · 
.  !  .  .  . .  . 
at .the client's request';  , 
the  liability  of ·third-party  grantors  of, credit  provides  the  consumer  with  greater 
protection.  In  reality,  the  law  provides~ for  joint and  several  liability  b.etween  the 
.. vendor and third-party credit providers (rhoreover, this provision also raises the ceiling 
to  38  119 ECU);  .  . 
moreover, British law covers domains outside the scope, of  the Directive, notably ~ules 
governing canvassing, the ban on advef\ising targeted at minors, ban on unsoliCited 
provision of  credit devices, obligation on the consumer to provide information on his· 
financial .circumstances, debt rescheduling, rules governing credit intermediaries, credit 
advisors and debt recovery agencies;  the~e are legal remedies in the case of excessive 
iriterest rates.  ; 
Iceland 
259.  · Consumer credit in  Iceland is  governed by  Law No  12111994  on consurrier credit 
(consolidated text ofLaws 30/1993and 10111993) and by Regulation 377/1993 asamended 
by  Regulation 491/1993.  ,  ·  ·  .  · 
260..  In addition to the provisions contained in the Directives, the legislation includes more  . 
proteCtive ele'ments:·  .  ·  .  ·  .  · 
.  .  .  .  . 
·  o  The creditor is  defined as any  natural or legal person or any. group of persons who 
grant credit. ·Hence, occasional grantors of credit are also covered. 
o  · When a credit is offered for the purchase ~fa  specific good or sel'Vice, the trader must 
indicate  not  only  the  total cost  of the  entire  cred.it  but  also  the. cash  price  (spot 
payment).  ·  , 
o  The creditor may not require payme.nt oflcharges other than those provided for in the 
credit agreement. .  . .  .  .  . 
o  Repossession of goods in the event of t}J.e  debtor's default is  authorised only if the 
. agreement contains a reservation of title :clause. 
Icelandic legislation includes provisions aesigned to avoid unjustified enrichment of. 
the creditor. In this context it provides th:at in the: everit of disagreement betwe~n the  · 
parties concerning the value of the  repo~sessed good,  its value shall be  assess~d by 
two independent .individuals appointed by the court. 
· When one and the same credit agreement relates to the financing of  several goods and 
the_ creditor wishes to  repossess the .gooqs,  the consum·er may choose to return only · 
part of these goods, provided he pays upJ  However, this facility applies only if there. 
are a group of goods whose separation would lead to  a substantial reduction in their 
~~  . 
o ·  · Vendors or service  providers who  granti credit to a  consumer against a  negotiable 
instrument must insure themselves financially against' defences which the consumer/ 
may rely on by·virtue of the basic agreement. 
! 
74  I · Norwav 
261 .. ·Consumer credit in Norway is governed by Law No 82 of21 June J 985 on credit sales 
-and by _Regulation i 616 of 15. July 1986 based.on this law. Norwegian legislatiori was to  be 
extended :in  1992 in the context ,of the EEA agreement to credit .agreements intended for the  . · 
· provision ·of services.  Finally, a· bill _designed  to transpose the Directive in  its entirety was 
drawn up.  ·  · 
262.  In addition to the provisions-contained in the  Dlre~tive,-.the legislation includes ~ore 
protective.·features:  · 
o  Norwegian legi.slation covers credit agreements for financing mov.ables .or  a service 
irrespective of fu!tount, duration and repayment arrangements. Agreements concluded· 
_in  the course of business and mortgage credit are also covered.  · 
o  The creditor must provide the consuin:er with pre-contractual information, mainly as 
regards the cash price of  the good; the cost of  the credit and  the! assotiated formalities:  .. 
This info_rmation constitutes an  integ~al part of the agreement.  :. 
o  The law allows the King to take measures man9ating the borrower .to pay 25% of the 
· price as a down payment.  .  .  . 
o  Use  of bills· of exchange  is  prohibited.  This  also  applies  to  any ·other negotiable 
instrument -.whose.  assignment to  a third party· in  goqd faith  might. compromise .  the· 
purc:haser' s rights.  .  :  .  .  · · 
o  The 'creditor may not  allocate _an  instalment made in repayment of  a specific credit to 
. another debt iricl;lrred by the _borrower.  .  ·.  .·  .  ' 
o  ·Norwegian legislation circumscribes the borrower's liability in the event of  fraudulent 
r  use of his credit card.  ·  - · 
.· 
75  . .  .  .  . 
VIII  OPERATION OF THE MARKET  ". 
A..  THE COOLING-OFF PERIOD 
263  .. /  Th~ co~ling-off pe~io~. _or  period  f9r  refl~ction has  become  a ·classical  feature  of 
consumer law, under which the consumer may withdraw from a hasty engagement and reverse 
a  decision· t~en in  circumstances  ..  in  whi~h the  vendor's  pressure  selling techniques  or 
.  blandishments undermine the consumer's free and enlightened consent. The c_ooling-off period  · 
ha5 given rise to  variou~Jegal constructions;.  .  .  ·  ·  .  · ·  · ·  . 
264.  Tl}e  Directive does not contain any provision alloWing a cqnsuiner to back·out of a 
credit agreement. Nor does it provide for a ~time limit between signatur~ of the credit offer -
_  IDtd signature of-the. credit agreement. The annex to the. Directive lists ainong the, terms which 
Member States may- require to  be includedj in the  written  agreement'~  'being  es~ential em 
indiCation of "the cooling~off period, if anyr'  (point 1 (vii), point 2 (iii), point 3 (iii), point · 
4 (iv)).  .  .  · 
265.  So~e  Membe~  States (notably Bel~ilfm. Denmark, Germany, France, Ireland(bill riot 
yet adopted),  Luxembourg,  Portugal  ':ffid .the  United  Kingdom)  provide  for  a  cooling-..off · 
period -in  one. shape or another:  '  ·' 
.. 
266. 
a) 
b) 
the cooling-off  period rnay apply to a~l credit transactions or only to credit transactions 
concluded in' certain- circumstances,  ~uch as  canvas~ing;  .  .  . 
the cooling-off period. may start to  r~n: after signature of the offer or signature of the 
_  agreement;  . 
the period range~, from two to ten days;  ·  ·_  .  - ·-·  ·,  ·  · 
·determination of the cooling-off'peri~d may be specified in detail (working d'ays, day 
on which the cooling-off period begins to run or terminates,' etc.). In some countries, 
the law contains rio  such details;  - !  - -
·domestic  law  may  specify. how  in~oking the  cooling-off period  affects  the  sales 
- agreement, for example it may nullitY it. The law may specify the .consequences of 
invoking the cooling-off period (repayment of  amounts borr_owed within a certain time 
limit~ plus  interest,  recqvery  of de~osits, ban onjequiring that  the  consumer pay' 
damages, etc.). 
A  cooling-off period in eight  Memb~r States raises the problem of:  .·  ._  . .  · 
the -client ofa bank who wants to  us~ his credit (or credit line) rapidly (instantly)  ~o · 
settle an ilrgent purchase;  . 
, monitoring of fraud~ regarding the dates entered in the  ~ontracts, as a result of the 
. foregoing.  ,  - .  - -
The Commission proposes studying  wheth~r the introduction of a hanlJonised  cooli~g-off 
period for certain forms of  credit agreements is important for the protection of  borrowers and . 
how compliance with the provision can be  inonitor~d.  · 
' 
i 
i 
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8.  NON-PERFORMANCE OF THE CONTRACT 
B.l  . Financial consequences of non-performance 
.  267.  Creditors inc;lude  a contract  ter~. alfowing th,em  to  apply  p~haltie~ and  inter~st on  . 
.  arr~ars in  the· event of default.  Creditors may  also,  in  certain circumstances,.  termin~te the 
'Contrac't.  Some 'countries have  imposed restrictions on suc]l terms:  ' '  ' ' 
0  ' 
0  . 
limitation of damages; the.courts may be entitled to reduce them;-
maxiinum rate. for  int~r:est on arrears;  _ 
specification  of the  circumstance's · in  which  the  creditor may cancel  the  contract: 
· minimum delay iri payment,. mii~.imum balance outstanding; · 
calculation of am()unts to be paid by the consumer in the event of termin_ation of  the ' 
contract; 
ban on compound interest. 
.268.  In 'view of-the difficulties  encount~red by a growirtg·-number of debtors in meeting 
.. their:  commitments,- the  Co_mmission  is  considering  P!Oposals  designed  to  achieve· better 
equilibrium in r~gard to the consequences of the'consumer7s failure to  perform. 
- B.:Z ·  - Recovery praCtices  .,  ' 
~69. · . Certain recovery practices may infringe the  debtor'~ privacy. Certain Me~ber- States 
· have/ regulated these practices (France, Netherlands, Ireland (bill), Belgium)· specifically: 
,  ,.  ban on debt. recovery agencies, Le. persons who  organise.payme~t of  debts to c;reditors 
a:tthe  ~ebtor's expense (?);  ·.  . .  ·  - . .  •.  .  -- · 
. proscription. or restriction of recovery charges;  .  .  ' 
regulations governing communications to  the  debtor:  ban on threats,  indications on 
envelopes sh<;>wing  that the debtor is  i~ arrears, etc. 
270 ..  •  Debt recovery is a·verysensitive issue  f~~ co~sumers. The .Commission is examiniftg 
the possibility ofhiying'  down ·groundrules, for exaqlple in  the shape. 'Of a code of CQnduct. 
'This  wouJd  concern.· the  practices  of the  creditors. themselves  but  also  those  of·  firms 
. specialised· in this area (recovery  agenc~es, etc.).  · 
8.3  · ·Assignment ofw_!lges. 
· 271.  Assignment_ of wages  is  a  wi~ely used technique in the event of default.  The rules 
gov~ming this procedure·vacy from ·one country to another. In some cases the courts h11ve  a 
say, in others not.  · 
272.  For  professionals,  this  procedure  is  rapid,  effective  and  inexpensive,  particularly 
where a court order does not have. to be-obtained in advance; Consumers argue that employees 
who agree "to assign their wageg are not '.always fully aware of  their rights, or' underake such 
agreen:t_ents because they ·have no alternative. Assignment may affect employers wh.o do not  ·. 
· wish to act as· a recovery agency or who feel that the trust  betwee~'  them and their staff has_ 
· been  compromised  by  virtue  of: the.  assjgnmen!.  Assignment  does  not  permit  collective 
regu~~tion of debts, but gives a short-term advantage to an individual creditor. 
77 C.  USURY 
Definitions 
.  . 
273.  All  creditors  choqse  their clients, ~and  select~the risks  they  are  willing  to  assume: 
Borrowers. who do not pass muster may  obt~in credit only if they pay the price, the. price of 
risk. High interest ·rate· loans belong to a fringe or even marginal market They are offered by 
establislunents specialised in this type of loatt.  From the economic  viewpoint~ a rate may be 
~onsidered as  usurious  ifit. is  ;'non-market",  i.e.  if it  exceeds compensation ·for·the risks 
:  as~umed by creditors working in the risk end. of  the market52 • 
.  ,  I  I 
- I  . 
274.  Fro,m the legal angle, a usurious rate is  an abnormal rate by reference to a maximum 
rate laid,dom:t by the legislator, or an overri<Fng ethical rule such as public policy, morality, 
· or fair trading. The usury rate may be determined by an objective metric, i.e a rate in excess 
of the one laid down by  the authorities.  It  ~s up  to  them to police compliance. It may be· 
subjectively  determined,  if -.  depending  on:  the  circumstances,  such  as  the weakness  or. 
ignorance_ of the borrower - the rate is  unfai'r and contravenes an overriding ethical rule.  It 
is then up the courts to decide whether the rate is usurious under the circumstances. 
Application in the  Member States 
275.  While subjective controls on usury ex:ist in many Member States, fewer  co~ntries  lay 
dOWn  maximum rates Or  USUry  rates
53 
•.  . 
276.  Th~ first  group  of countri~s include! Germany,  Spain,  Italy,  the  United  Kingdom,  . 
· Finland and Sweden. But application varies! considerably  from  one country to 'another.  In 
· Germany, usury constitutes an abuse whose  ~ssessment is left to the courts. Over the years, 
case  law has. deyeloped  standards  for  asse~~ing l:JStirious  situations -.for example; a  hire-
purchase agreement or a personal loan may ibe· declared null  and  void if the rate sought is 
· more than double the  .. average rate for  credit~ ofthis type.  ' 
277.  In the United Kingdom the courts may penalise clearly extortionate rates. Assessm~nts  · 
. involve comparison with the market rate and: the borrower's characteristics. But case law· is 
···far  mo~e rudimentary than in Germany.  · 
I 
I 
· 278.  In Italy, usury is a penal infringement, but the law is largely a dead letter. A loan is 
considered  usw:ious  if the  creditor,  acting ·in  full  knowl~dge of the  facts,.  exploits -~the 
borrower's plight to impose on him rates of .interest which are flagrantly in' excess of those 
prevailing in the market. However, it is so difficult to. enforce this provision that a ·new bill_ 
.  is currently being discussed in Parliament  i 
~-.  .  .  .  .  .  . 
279.  The second group of country includes Belgium, France_ and, to a .certain extent, the 
·Netherlands.  Netherlands  law  makes  po  ~pedfic  reference  to  usury,  but  there  is  an 
administrative regulation governing the price' of consumer credits. This regulation stipulates 
.  .  I  .  • 
S2 
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,  ,  I  - .  ,  ·-
/  ' 
C~mite des.usagers du Conseil National du  ~redit: La refqrme de Ia legislation sur l'usure:  un 
~  . 
premier bi/an, (Paris  1992)  i 
. Response  ~f Commiss.ioner  Scrivener to  Written  Qu~stions E-3751/93  (2  March  1994) and  E-
'387/94 (I  March  199!-l),  OJ No C 349 09.12!94 
78 a grid of maximum rates d~ependlng on the duration of the repay'menrperiod and the credit 
amount.. This  scale  is ·determined  by  three  components:  one  concerning  the·  refinancing 
conditions,. one .  concerning  variable  handling  chan~es .  and  one  concerning. fixed  handling 
.charges.  ·  . · · 
280.  · in  B~lgiun{the law ~mpowers the King to lay down, at least once every six months, 
the m8.f{imum APR depending on the type, amount and. duration of the.credit;after consulting 
the  Consumer Council and the Natiomil"Bank.  The  administration proposes the maximum·. 
rates, in accordance with a metlwd which is  not disclosed.  Wheri  a creditor grants a.credit 
exceeding the maximurp rate, h,e  may be subject to periaLsanctions, administrative sanctions 
and civil ·sanctions.  The effect of the  civil sanction is  that the  borrower's obligations  ~e · 
reduced by fights to the cash price oft~e good or service financed or to·the amount borrowed. 
281.  French law defines as usurious any loan granted at a globalpercentage rate which 
· . exceeds by· more than one third the current mean percentage rate for the preceding  q~arter · 
applied  by credit  institutions  to  operations  of the  same  kind  involving  similat risks.  In 
application of this  law, ·a decree  has  been adopted that de.fines  the  different categories of 
credit, each of. which has. its  own usury  rate. Usury is  subject to  penal and civil sanctions 
(reimbursement of excess pa:xments).  · 
Application of  national regulations to  cross~border situations 
282.  Rules governing usury are not designed solely to protect borrowers. They are market . 
groundrules  ..  They are  generally  considered  inseparable  from  public  policy.· In regard  to, 
Community law, they fall within the category of rules in  the general interest. Hence, foreign 
creditors must comply with the"tisury legislation of the.host country.  .  .  . 
· 283.  .In the context of a dispute over a cross-border  agre~rherit, what rules will apply? If 
the contract is subject to a  legisla"tion which ·lays down· maximum rates which exceed those. 
of  the legislation of  the country in which the court hearing the case is established (the country 
of the court to which the _dispute has been submitted), the fa:ct that usury rules belong to the 
domain of public policy should mean that the lex iori applies.·  ·.  · 
284.  Two court rulings illustrate the difficuii:ies invo.lved in resolving problems o.fthis kirtd. 
A Luxembourg court
54  had to  rule on a dispute concerning a credit agreement governed by 
Belgian law.  The rate of  the credit agreement did not exceed the maximum rate prescribed 
by. Belgian law but· did  exc~ed the r,ate  laid dowri by the Grand-Ducal Regulation: "In view· 
of  the disparity between the Belgian and Luxembourg texts, it  is necessary  to analyse whether 
··  ·the Luxembourg text. takes precedence over Belgiru:I law and hence imposes a reduction in the 
contractual rate of interest. An analysis of the two texts in question shows .that both have the 
. same end, namely consumer protection, and that the two legislations adopt the same.approach, 
i.e.  lay  down a  maximum  rate  ofinterest. The only  difference  between the. texts  is  the 
maximum rate of interest as  such.  The difference,  of the  order of 0:14% monthly,  is  not 
however such as. to jeopardise the essential· cpriditions of  .sociaJ  life- in the Grand Duchy,, as 
·conceived front the  poi~t of view of the Luxembourg economic, political or moral order." 
S4 
Tri.  Arr. Luxembourg, 5 June  1991 
.. '~79 285.  A  credit agreemen-t is concluded in  Fra~ce and subject. to  French  l~w. The; borrowers · · 
move to Germany. Jhey stop paying. They are ~ummonsed  before a German: court. The St.ade. 
court held. that an interest  r~te of 15.9% contravened German  p~blic policy, even without. 
reference to the French law on usury. The Cellb App~llate Court set aside the ruling with the· 
argu~ent that application ofthe foreign law, in this case French, was not "intolerable" from 
the viewpoint of German law.  ·  ·  · 
286.  Differentials in  credit· interest rates currently have a basis in reality:  the cost of the  · 
reso~rces·  (the raw material) varies from  one country to another. In the context of  monetary 
' union,  the cost of the  resource will  be  the  same  in  all  countries which belong to -the  third  . 
phase.  Since  ~he cost of the raw material will ·be  the same,  is it proper that the _maximum· 
authorised price (the rate of usury) -should really differ from one country to  another?-
-,  .  i 
Perspectives . 
'  .  .  .  .  . 
287.  Usury has been widely debated in recent years in a number of  countries. In the United 
.  .  .  I  .  I 
Kingdoni
55
,  it  ~s by no means unusual for agreements concerning small amounts to have·an 
.  •  .  I  ,  . 
APR of 200%. ln Italy, reform of usury, law is currently being discussed in Parliament. The 
Fn!nch.and Belgian laws were amended in  19~9 and  1991 respectively.  The-Irish bill  lays 
··.down maximum rates. In Sweden, the issue has bee!ll}nderdiscussion for several years.  Th~re 
is  good compliance with the rules governing  i~formation on the rates.  However, loans with 
rates of 45% have._been  gr.;mted,  to  the clients'  satisfaction.  Such loans generally concern 
small' amounts and are rapidly- repaid. For the Sy.redish government, this is a complex subject 
which goes btyond the rriere  question of the rate of interest applied.  ·  .. 
I  '  - ! 
288.  . Usury has also been discussed in the United States, where rules governing usury  ~e · 
laid down by the  indiv.idu<J.l  states of the FederCJ,tion.  For the issuers of credit.cards; it is the · 
legislation of the state 'in which the·head office! is .located that applies, npt that in which the 
consumer resides. Hence all the large American card issuers have their head office_ in a  r~ral 
state  wit~- no  usury statutes. .  . 
289.  Opponents of USl,lf¥ laws argue that idslenough to provide info~ation on the actual. 
rate applied. The Dir:ective  mandat~s indication. of the.  APR. By comparing the information 
the  consumer  can 'ch.oose  the  best  b~gain: Bui ,this  mechanism  functions 'only  if two. 
conditions hold: firstly, the information must b~jcoiTect, and secondly, the consumer' must be 
free  to  choose:  However,  loans  at  extre,mely  l}igh  rates  are  most  frequently  found  in  the 
fringes of the market, and are granted to consumers to whom very few options. are open: 
·290.  Usury affectspeople i~ socially and finarlcially precarious circumstances.-While "low-
risk"  borrowers  (whose ·economic  and  social  bircumstartces  are  stable  and  who  _are  very . 
unlikel.y to'default) enjoy low rates of interest, "high-risk" -individuals (whose circumstances' 
are  unstable  and hence are  quite  liable to  def~ult) are. subject to  high  interest rates.  This 
differenceis arguably "iinmoral"
56
• Credits at usurious rates have negative social externalities  .. 
These _externalities reflect the growing marginalis~tion  of  "high-risk" borrowers: homelessness, 
ss 
56 
Unjust Crec/it  Tran~aci{oris: A Report bythe  'Dir~ctor Gen'era/ of  Fair Trading on the provisions 
ofseciions 137-140 of  the.  Co~umer  Credit Act.1974, (OFT?  London,  1991) 
Comite des usagers-du Conseil National du  Cre~it: La niforme de 'fa legislation sur l'usure.:  un 
premier bifan. op.cit.  p.  8~9  . 
80 unemployment, great~r ris~ of  dis~ase, higher crime·rate:  ~tc. - all  phenomena which require 
. a collective shouldering of  .the 'burden,.  - .  .  . 
.  ,. 
:291.  There are  various remedies to  control ·usury.  In. most countries- it is  the task  of the' 
courts, but this means that the debtor must-take the initiative. The work ofthe courts does not . 
necessa~ily lead· to  regulation .of  the market. '  '  '  '  .  ' 
292.  . Invoking the creditor's liability. would punish those who have granted a loan, even 
though  they  could  reasonably  .have  assumed  that  tlie ·borrower ·could  not  satisfy  his · 
·obligations.·-
293~  Rules 'governing recovery-procedures constitute .a thihf-potential-instrun1ent. Loans a! 
extremely high rates work be·cause the. creditor is more  eff~ctive in recovering the111.  Certai~ 
practices may constitute an infringement of  debtors' priva(:y, or quite simply their dignity. If 
·these practices· are restricted,· there wilfbe fewer loans with usurious .conditions.' ·:  · 
..  294.  The most effe~tive approach i~-probably to lay doW!l Jl1aximllin.rates,  eve~  iifthisJ!lay 
be  technically complex.  · ·  · 
295.  A number ·of criticism~ have been le\fJlled at usury regulation·,  notably  th~ argument 
·that the cre.dit market isthereby  restricted~ Sceptics coritendthanhe credit mar~et will be shut 
·to those who rieed it most;  to  groups who need credit· to  survive, to  persons ,whq could not 
set  themselves  l:!P  without  taking  out  ~ credit at a very  high rate  of interest.  Regulating 
. maximum rates would be tantamount to outlawing credit for risk  individuals~  . 
296.  · This critiCism raises.· the question: of  cr~oit's function in society:  In certain situations . 
. credit may compensate for a lack of  purchasing power but it c~never  make good a;gtructural· 
lack of resources: Hen-ce,  we must ask whether there exists a level of credit ch~ge which is· 
. normally  unacceptable.-In .  other  sectors similar_ notions  also· exist,  such as  the abuse .  of a  . 
dominant position  (from' the  firm's  viewpoint)  or the·  abuse_  of a, weakness. (frQI)l  the' 
consumer's angle).  '  '  '  -
297.  . The. Corrimission .would  like  usury  to  be  debated  at  Community  level._, In  the 
framework of  monetary union, i.e·. when creditors will be dealing in ECU, it follows logically 
that any rules on usury, should the be necessary, must apply at Community levd. · 
D.'  CREDIT INTERMEDIARIES 
- 298.  ·• · Credit intennediaries do not exist in all Member States a11d exist in different forms in· 
certain  states.-·_  In:  general,  they' occupy  an  'intermediary'·  position  betweell the  financial 
. institution· which supplies the credit and the recipient arid inelude, in .certain  countries~ the 
professions of credit-brokers.  Generally,. they arrange credit agreements with the institution 
in question.  ·Article 12 of  the Directive applies both to  credit offerers· ruid  those 'offering 
to  arrange  credit' agreeme!ltS'' ~and M~mber States 'aie  therefore  obliged  ~ither to  require 
official authorisation or. monit~ring of their activities, or to establish 'appropriate bodies to 
recdye complaints .concerning' the  activities  of credit .intermediaries as  well  as of those 
Offering credit. 
81 ·299.  Most Member States have some regulations on the activities of credit intermediaries. · 
.  - ,.  .  .  I  .  .  .  .  -
· In  some  cases,  as  in  Germany  and  Sweden,  Member  States  extended the· scope of thei~. 
national legislation implementing Directive 87/102 in order to cover them.  In other cases, as 
in the United Kingdom~  ~redit intermediaries (inchiding credit' brokers and d<:bt collectors) are 
subject to licensing as banking activities or an¢!llary _credit businesses, and are .also subject 
to  regulation~ on credit  adver~ising and· charges.:  In Austria, the relevant Trading Code Order 
regulates credit. intermediaries, requiring a licence from the Federal Ministry of Finance:· 
· 300.  · The level of  regulation by Member States varies in strictness and scope: some M¢mber 
States merely regulate th~  levels of  commission :Which intermediaries cari charge, while others 
. regulate  matters  such  as  their .  training,·  co~ditions  of operation  and. -matters  such . as 
transparency and information:  For instance, in Belgium, aspects such as advertising and levels 
of commission are regulated, tut not-training.  In the Netherlands, a Decree on Cor:n.ffiissioil 
for credit.inteimediatiori-regulates the amount of commission and the method o[Jts payment, 
while'in Norway, the relevant legislation lays down minimum requiremel').ts With regard to the 
' information whi~h intermediaries .are to  give to consumers.  -
,  .  :  -- '  . 
301. ·  The  majority  of respondents  felt  either that  intermediaries  do  not  pose  any  teal 
problems,- or that no further regulation was needed.  In some cases, this was due to recent · 
revision ofthe rel~vant' laws or, according to  ~ German respondent, because 'the number of 
intermediaries  had  fallen  due  to  the  legislation  ~n question.  However, 'the  areas  where 
. regulation was  felt to be  necessary  were  training,  credit advertising,  and  transparency  of· 
. operations.  In 'addition, one rrespor:tdent proposed the establishment of a·'Register' ofcredit 
intermediaries.  ~other.  respondent questioned the need for credit interm~diaries due to .the 
additional cost of credit obtained in this manner. 
.  I 
302. .  The  Commission  intends  to . commission  a  study  on  problems  encountered  by 
consumersjn their relations with credit intermediaries. On the basis of  these practical. aspects 
it will be possible to determine 'precisely whether provisions to protect_ consumers are being 
effectively enforced.  ·  .  · 
E.  THE CREDIT CONSUMER'S PRIVACY 
:Protection of private data 
E.l  The· importance of privacy 
303.  Protecting privacy .has  two aspects.  Firstly,  the  need for  a protected domain within 
which the' citizen will find  refuge againstall assaults ·on his tranquillity. This is known. aS'  . 
"internal privacy". Second aspec~: information ~oncerning citizens and the use made thereof.  · 
~ere we  speak of "external privacy". 
.  I·  ,  .  .  .  . 
304·.  Cr~dit transactions  generate  a  signific@t' amount of data on citizens' "private  life. 
Income, existing debts, ptofessiorial and farnily!history, defaults, repbssessions- all these data-. 
are used by credit professionals an& circulate amongst them.  ·· 
'  '  .  '  .  . 
· 305.'  To obtain a loan,  consu~ers must tenqer certain information so tl)at the lender can 
assess the'borrower's solvency. Should there be restrictions on such investigations? Are there 
~irriits on the economic objectives of the  cr~di,or's activity?  · 
82 
I 306. .  In certain circumstances, creditor~ will pass <m data em borrowers to various persons: 
a recovery agency, a: marketing firm, a credit insurer, a central database of  defaulte~s, etc. Are  .·.  · 
all these addressees legitimate? Should one distinguish between.dossiers intended strictly for 
.  internal  usage  and files. in  respect of which  certain  da,ta  may· be  disclosed? What ·are the 
implications of  this distinctio~? Under. what conditions inay third parties use the borrower's 
personal  data?  Does  not  a  database·_ of defaulters  risk  ,becoming  an "economic  criminal · 
.. record"?. 
307;  The data· used ·or  com~unicated·  by the creditor may affect the borrowers'  financial 
image, if they are incorrect or irrelevant. What rights do citi.z€ms have relating to  thes~ data? 
What remedies may they reiy on'!'  ~- .  ·  .  · 
308.  These questions fall outside in Directive 87/102. It is true that  pf~fection ofprivacy 
'  in  consumer-r.elations  goes. far  beyond the  SC9.Pe  of consumer. credit.  On the  other harid, 
consumer ~redit databases have witnessed a bootri in recent years._ Rather, they come within 
the scope of  the  Direc~ive on the protection of individuals with regard to the .processing of 
personal data and on the free movement -of such data, in respect of  which the Council adopted 
a co~on  position on  '20 February 1995.  .  -
· E.2  •  Applicatio~s-
A.  Credit'  information centres 
Situation in the Member States· 
309.  . Credit infoimation systems in Europe vary greatly. In certain countries, such as the 
United Kingdom, Ireland and Sweden, credit inforrri.ation  is  pr6vided by fiWIS  acting on a 
. purdy commercial basis:  c~llecting the information is_a ~a,rket activity. Generally, such firms . 
are not subject to any specific. controls and their activity is not  necessarily confined to keeping 
tabs on credits. This explains ·why  in certain:  CO\liltri~s several systems are in. competition. 
· Given thei~ cbmme~cial nature, their main objective is not 'consumer protection. 
310.  In a second group of countries, the systems _are  managed by professional bodies or 
private organisations, which are  g~nei"ally non-profit-making institutions. Examples includ~ 
the ''Bureau Krediet Registratie" in the Netherlands, the Austrian "Kreditschutzverband", the 
· " -"Schufa" in Germany, and the Belgiaq. "Mutuelle d'information de L'uQion· Professionnelle 
du credit"~ These systems resporid to the ·finance sector's need to defend conurion pt:ofessicmal-
intere~ts: data on ongoing credit commitn:tents are collect'ed by a  professional body; access .to 
. thr. information collected' by the participants is an important source of  information con~erning . 
the credit.applicant's solvency.  -
· 31 L  Finally, in.other countries such as Belgium or France, the legislator has' intervened to 
regulate  credit  information  systems,  '•  although  private . systems  already. existed  in .these 
. countries. The reason for  l~gislative  ·  interventicm w~  to prevent ·private overindebtedness  .. 
. 312.  ·_.  The-~peration  ofth~se da;abases, managed. by the C~ntral B~,-is  strictly regu_lated. 
The legal basis offers certain privacy guarantees, and also has the advantage that alL creditors 
are .obliged to participate; which m~ans that the system is exhaustive· and reliable.· ·  · 
.. 
83 Positive and negative centres 
-313.  Credit i~formation systems in Europe are pven more varied as ~egards the kind ofdata 
collected.· Records are called negative if only- payments in  arrears are taken -into·  account. 
. Records are called positive when all credit agredtnents ;:rre co-vered.· :Positive centres exist in 
Germany,  the Netherlands,  and the -United  Ki~gdom; whereas  Belgium~  and France  have 
·  ·~ negative information _centres.  ·  -
.  -
'  314 .. ·The ~hoice between the two systems has peen the subject of_a va5t debate. ShouJd all 
•:redit agreemepts be recorded at thelime of  conclusion, in order to prevent overindebtedness? 
Advocates say yes,  because then creditors will. have a- very· broad view· of the consumer's 
financial  circumstances  .. This  would  also . be  ~ way  of making  creditors  behave  more. 
respon~ibly. Their liability .could easily be  Invoked in the event. of default on an agreement 
granted  concurre~tly with other agreements.· 
_·  315.  Opponents perceive a thr:eano privacy ~d  have. misgivings as to the ~ffectiveness of. 
such a  system,-since many liabilities would go 'unrecorded (energy, rent; tax,  etc.).  There 
. would be no need for ·a. positive. centre if the consumer told _the  truth and  the whole truth 
. about his ongoing commitments.  .  -·  · 
316.  In  France: the-parliamentary assessment  r~port on  the  Nei~rtz  Law on overindebtedness 
proposes the creation  _of  a  positive. list  which: would  be  "a· genuinely  effective  way  of 
combating qverihdebtedness resulting from the  ~cc_tunula:tion of debts from different credit-
institutions57•  ·  · 
B.  Credit scoring 
Definition·-
317.  Credit  scoring is· an attempt to rationalise the use of  information collected by the credit _- · 
institution in order to assess its debtqrs' solvency. It involves allocating a number of "points"· 
to each data element; which are. then added and compared to  a statistically pre-established 
grid, on the basis ofwhich a credit is granted or refused.  ~  . 
The  advantages . 
'.  I  •  .  ,  ,  . 
318.  The objective of credit scoring is 'to minimise_ the -risks- associated with the granting 
,  I  .  -
of  credit~. This system makes it possible to:  ! _/  •  - ·  ·  _  - , · 
decentr~  '-~se the decision;. 
process requests for cre-dit more speedily;· 
- reduce the cost ()f applications for credit;  .  . 
· · learn in  ore about the di<!ntete and bence finetune commercial strategy. 
51  - -
R  Leron:  Rapport sur  Ia  loi  relative a  Ia  prevention  et  a~ reglement _des  difficultes  /iees  au 
sur~ndettement des particuliers et des families,  Publication du Journal Offlciel de Ia  R~publique 
fran9aise (1993)  ·  ·  -
84 i 
I ... 
Critical assessment ·. 
·  · 319.  .·  Two types of criticisms ar<?  l~velled  -at credit ·scoring: 
it inCludes discriminatory' criteria and 
. . 
the decision· is based purely on a~tomatic information  proc~~sing  . 
320.- The criteria utilised discriminate in that they make it possible to rank the degree of 
risk of the envisaged operati'on. Persons living in one city may score fewer points  than those 
living·  in  another;  q~arried  people  rate · higher· than  unmarried  women.  Where  does. · 
.  diff~rentiation ~nd arid discriffi.ination begin? 
321.  In the United .States th(!re  are speCific  statutes which ·prohibit 'discrimimition. in the, 
granting of credit
58
;  The criteria used aie based, on statistically pertinent data co-ncerning the 
·borrower's solvency.  ·  · 
. 322.  Credit scoring  ~stabllshes a borrower profile. Jn regard to freedoms, th.e  cre~tion of. - .. 
profiles is qften ~o~sideredto be one' of the major risks of information-'·technology;.'  . 
323.  Several  countries  have  introduced  specific  provisions  on  automated  individual 
_  decisions.  · . 
324..  In France, notably Article 2 of  the L~w  of  6 January 1978 on information technology, 
·data .files  and  liberties,. provides  that "no  decision  involving  an. assessment  of human -
.behaviour may.be based  pur~ly on automated data p'rocessing providing a definition ofthe ' . 
interested party's profile· or personality". A confidential· annex indicating for each variabl~ 
utilised a range ofextreme values must accompany the declaration, allowihg the Cotrimission 
national  de  l'informatique ·  et· 9es  libertes  (CNIL)  to  correct,  where  necess~, excessive · 
.·discrepancies which could lead.to discrimination (between french citizens born ih France and 
those· born 'in French overseas territories; for example).· 
'-
.  325. .  Several complaints relating to conditions for the gr~ting  of  ~redit  have been  submitted 
·to the CNIL; "It emerged that the· stability criterion was. more important than the solvency 
criterion.  For example, a newly: wed young person in his/her first .job and ·living· in a  new 
apartment wa5 refused a credit for a srriall amount by comparison with his/her income because· 
that person combined all the neg-ative criteria"
59
: 
346.  ·  Following a  number of investigations,  the  CNIL  published  a  rec:6mmendation  on 
measures which must be taken  to-inform clients stating,  n~tably,'that. "all persons who are  . 
refused credit must be informed in 'Writing or oralJy ofthe.reasoris for refusal iii~ sufficiently 
explicit manher"
60
•  This recommendation· has"been amended. The requirement 'that grounds  · 
be indicated no longer applies in-'all ·c~s  because .  .:.  so the argument runs  : since there is no 
such thing as a. right to credit, t_here is no justification ·for insisting that grounds_ be indicated  . 
. But the issue of a· "right to credit'; is irrelevant.  Th~ sole objective for providing gro1.1nds for 
.  ·.  .  '  .· 
ss 
S9 
'60 
·  Consumerj:Jrotection in the field ofconsu,;,er credit; Report by the Consumer Policy Committee 
(OE~D  (1977). p.-23  .  ..  .  . .  .  .  .  -
_ CNIL: Dix a'ns d'informatique etlibertes, Paris, Economi.ca (1988) p.  95 
CNIL: 6eme rapport d'activites (Paris,  1986)  p.  298 
.  '  . .  .  /  .. 
85 refusal is  to  make it  possible to  check on the  information underlying the- bank's deCision . 
. Shoul.d transparency work only in favour of those who  can keep it at ai-m,.s  length?  .  .  .  -...  '  .  .  . 
I  . 
327:  The professionalsfear that, by providing gtounds, people could learnho~  the-sc~ring 
system works and hence manipulate. it.  Is it 'proper ~hat the modalities underlying a decision 
should remain unlplown to the person  conc~rned? Does not the professional's obligation to 
provide information mean that the consumer· rims(be informed about how the credit scoring 
system .works, as recommended by the Office of Fair Trading ·in the United KingdoQl? The 
OFT argues tliat the creditor should .inform. the  ~onsumer of  _the  application and mode of 
operation ofthff scoring system and serious factors affecting the score
61
•  .  .  .  · 
--,  .  I  •  . 
c.  Use for business purposes 
I  . 
I 
328.  The information obtained _by a financial institution in connection with the granting of 
credit ot in conne9tion with· performance of the  agreement casts light on· its d~etitele and 
influences the firm's commercial strategy. In principle, nobody contests the legitimacy of  such 
an appr.6ach.  1  · 
i 
329.  In  the  context of its  activities,  it  would ·!seem  normal  that  a  firm: should ·use  the. 
information  in  its  possess{on  to  tune _its  comme;ci~l offers  to  different types .of clients
62
• 
Information on citizens' incomings _and  outgoings can be put to good use by a wide variety 
of  professionals. The question is whether these data may be u~ed for purposes other than those 
which they have been communicated. .  · 
. 330.  Hence in Belgium a case occurred in which a bank kept tabs on  insurance premium 
transfers and proposed to the· holders policies that ke.·e being sold by the bank. This practice 
was severely criticised by the Commission. de. Ia '{ie Privee ·(Privacy Commission) and was 
penalised  by the  courts.  In the  United  States  databases  have  been  established  containing 
information from credit institutions ·and. card-issu~rs
63 • The score obtained by_ the American 
borrowers is a datum whicJl can easily be circulated in the databases. The American Congress· 
has recently considered banning the communication of this information. 
.  .  1  . 
'  •  I 
D.  Protection of the private sphere 
331.  Protection  of privacy  is  not  the  same  ras  protection  of personal  data.  It. also 
encompasses respect for the consumer's private sphere (internal privacy). In this regard it is 
interesting  to  note  that  Belgium  and  Luxembourg  have  introduced ·a- specific  provision 
. governing con~mner  privacy, insofar as the qonsu~er's private space .is concerned: hence, the 
law prohibits the conclusion of credit agreements !via doorstep canvassing. 
61 
62 
63 
'  . 
Credit-scoring, (OFT,  London,  1984)  p. 22.  See also infra, 
c:N.LL.:  12eme Rapport d'acti'vites (I99l) La  Documentation frant;aise,  Paris, (1992) p.  i 12 
The m9st ambitious project to date was proposed ~y Lotus Development, a Massachusetts-based 
software finn which had proposed the creation of  files on the private life of  SO million Americans: 
. Details  on  their  lifestyles,  income,  state  of health,  purchasing  patterns  and  ~ host  of otlter 
infonnation were to be registered on compact disks: In the face of  a" barrage of  protect, the p~oject ·  .  .  . 
was abandoned. 
86 
I. _332.  .  Certain Member States
64  regulate  the  way. in which debts are  recov~r~d.  Recov~ry· -
procedures may_ offend privacy; for example, if the enveiope bears particulars showing that 
. the addressee is in default,'  or if  the debtor's neighbours, family or empJoyer are· approac~ed 
in connection with recovery._  · 
·  E'.3  Perspectives 
333.  :The  borrower's privacy  ~d  financial  reputation are protected'_ by general  laws on • 
protection of private data which exist in most ·Member  States.  Currently, a proposal for a . 
directive is being discussed at European leve_l.  The common posi~ion on this- proposal for_a · 
Din!ctiv_e
6
'  contains certain provisions-which. will be  apply specificaliy to the-credit sector. 
Hence, Article. 15·Jocuses particularly on credit scoring  technique~:  . 
·~  Automated individual decisions 
1.  . Member States shall  grant the  right to  every. person not to- be subject. to .  a 
dedsion which  produces legal ·effects concerning him  or significantly  affects him. 
which is based  ~olely on automated processing of data intended to evaluate certain. 
personal aspects~relating to him; such as his performance at work, such as professional 
.competence, creditworthiness, reliability, conduct, etc.  ·  ·  · 
2.  Subject to the other Articles of  this Directive, Member States snail provide that 
a person may be subjected to a decision of the kind referred to in paragraph 1· if that 
decision:  ·  •  ·  .  .  .  . - .  .  · 
a)  is  taken jn _the  coilrse  of the. entering. into  or  performance  of a. contract,. 
provided the request by the data subject has  been satisfied, or that there_ are 
.  suitabJe measures to  safeguard his ·legitimate interests,· such as ·arrangements 
allowing him to defend his poirit of view; or 
b)  ·is autho-rised  by a law whichc also lays -down. measures to safeguard the data.· 
_  · subject's legitimate interests." 
.334.  Article  12  allows  the consumer to  obtain a '"certain"  knowledge  of the  reasoning 
applied. in credit scoring:  . 
··"Member Sta!es shall guarantee for  every data subject-the right to obtain from. the . 
· controller  ...  -~owledge of the  logic  involved  in  any automatic processing of data 
·. · concerning him, at least in the case of the automated decisions referred to in Article .. 
. 15  (i)."  . .  .  .  .  - .  .  .  . - .  .  -
335.  · Again~ Article  14  grants  each data  subjecLthe  right  to  object  at  any time to  the 
processing of  data relating. to him on "compelling legitimate. grounds relating to his particular 
situa~ion". .  ·  .  · · 
336.  These  regulations  - either  a_lready  in force  or at  the_ drafting_  stage  -·cover data 
ger1erated by. credit transactions. 
64  See_ also the Debt Collection Practi~s Act in the United S~ates, 1S USC, p.  1601  ff,  whi~h entered  ·. 
6S 
· into effect on  1 July 1986 
Common, Position 20  Feb~ary 1995 
87 337. ·  However, the  gen~ral nature of the rules does riot always allow an:adeq\,late response 
· to. the specific problems enco·untered  in  th_e  cr~dit fidd. The problems include: 
'  '  ' 
data which may be .recorded; 
persons who may be apprised ofthese·data;. 
the creatio'n of  profile~ on the basis of, the data; 
use of the data for  purposes other than credit transactions;' ' 
protection of the consumer's private sphere;' 
· lifespan of the data; 
handling of complaints.  . 
338.  While cet:tain countries have adopted a regulatory approach, others have established 
' ' codes of  good conduct Whatever ~eans  used, 'here seems to be a'need for better organisation 
of  the processing of personal datain the credit-field. It will be up to the Member States to 
apply. 'to  the consumer credit sector - notably as  regards credit scor:ing and credit reference. _ 
agendes - the  provisio~s of the framework Dire~~ive.on the protection of personal -data . 
.  .l  ~  ' 
" 
F.  GUARANTEES, 
;  ,  .  I  , 
339_.  In some cases where consumer credit agreements are being concluded, the consumer 
may be obligeq to obtain a guarantee from a person who is willing to· act as guarantor of  their 
. debt.  Individuals who assume a guarantee .(o~ other form of liabilitY) for the debts of  third 
parties are, in ·effect, .accepting liability in the !everit of default by the borrower.  However, 
guarantors often have  less· protection thap  th~  ·consumers who$e  loans they  guarantee,  and . 
often  fail  to  understand  or  receive. sufficient  irtfoimation  on,  the  consequences  of their 
coll').mitment,  and  are therefore  in.  need of prbtection.  This  is. particularly true where. the 
guaranto~ is  a relative or in some, close relationship to the  borrow~r;  ' 
.  .  .  .  ~  . 
66 
Law No 89-l  0 I 0 of 31  December 1989 
8~ .. ~42.  ·.,n  order .to. protect. family- member_s  acting  ds'_ guarantors· -f~om undue  burd~hs,  ':the 
German courts have developed ·principles  __ whereby the. guarantee/ joint li(lbility ·is in certaip · 
.circumstances considered to be cohtrary to good morals and  ther~fore null- and· void.·  ,  There: 
·.have also been .voluntary Recommendations from associations of:credit institutions.  .. 
•  •  ~  •  •  •  •  •  •  .- •  j  •  •  - •  ' 
.  ·  ....  343'.  . While. some responden'ts felt dtaf the' guarantor is 'sufficiently  p~ote~t~d by  existirig . 
. . regulations,  or-stated that. guarantees  do  not tend, to  be  used  for_ consumer'_loaris  in  their 
·-countries~ there  were some. suggestions .for  reform .. Aritong  the· 'ideas  proposed were_ the 
. introduction .of  credit-·scofing  for- ·guarantors (as  _propose~ _by  Sweden); the introduction -of . 
· particular prot_ection for--faJ11ilY members, as has beeh done by the German courts; the pla_Cing 
of a ceiling, ori liability, or ·an  ~ntitle~ent to 'Yaive  liab~lity. after a_ period of time.  ·.  · . 
344;  . A.'ca.se involving all the legal problemsassbciated with guara:ritees was referred to.the 
EuropeaJ1·couit of  Justice.for iprelimiriary ruling
67 
•. This case JI.as sif)ce been withdrawn. Mrs 
·  X,  a  teacher~  h~c;l  assumed  a  guarantee  for -her  husbiu~d,  in  the ,  .  context' of the  la~ter' s 
professional activity;  Mrs X'  s signature  w~s obtained in  the  course of a short visit. to  her 
.. ,  husband's offi¢e. The German court  a.s~ed whether the provisions .of the Council-Directive 
' · -·  on contracts negotiated away from business premises (85/577/EEC)
68 applied to this contract.·. 
. Hence, this concerned a  consu~er'  who ha:d  assumed a g4arantee ·for a credit agreement for .. 
.  professional purposes.- Was this a consllm.er ccinfraci  wi~hin the ·me~~rtg of  ihe ·Directive?. 
· · 345 .. Although Directive  ~7/102 does not  ~over guarantees; provisions have been enacted 
in  several  Member  States.  The  Commission- -proposes  extending' to  guarantees  certain . 
·.  infoFiilation obligations_ provided. for· in ,the  Directive  ... ·  ·  · 
.  G.  CROSS.;BORDER' CREDIT 
<G.l  The law  and·contr~ct~ 
346.  Adopte~ orfthe basis of Article.l.OO,  prior to the.enuy into._effectof the Single Act,  ' 
.  .the 'Consumer Credit Directive has  as. its· main  objectiVe-~the  elimip.~tio~ of distprtions· to . 
competition resulting from_the.wide disparities· between thelawsofMember.States in the field 
· of  consumer credit. 'In its· recitals the Directive refers explicitly to difficulties encountered as 
. a result _of these'  disparities. by the. various economic agents wishing to enter. into  con,tract~al 
'relationship~ With·parties.·established abroad, be if in respect of credit agreements or purchase 
contracts insofar as suchcontracts are.·stimulated th;;mks  to eaSier access to' credit.·  . 
. 347.  More ba,Sic~lly, ·in the Comm~ity  context;·it goes without saying that  all Community 
· initiatives  ~hotild cover. not only natiomil. situations, .but  also· cross-border sitUations.  ·The 
Directive  i~ silent in· regard to the  specific problems ·aSsociated with cr_oss-border situation~ ·. 
as  such,  both as regards the Mepiber ·state with ju.risdiction over the  di_spute ·and  the  law 
· applicable to the dispute.  · ·  • ·  · ·  ··  .' . :  ..  .  .·  . .  .:  .  ·  ·  · ·'  ·_ 
'  '  - .  - :  '.  .  . .  .  .  . 
'. 
·case C-24193 Commerzb~nk,.reil).oved from  the register by-order of 13.09.93. 
See  f~otnote 24  .  .  .  ,  ·.  .  .  · .  . 
•·. 
.  '  ~ 
.  /! G.l.A Conflicts Of jurisdiction 
a)  The,  Brussels Convention,  Article  I  J 
348.  The Brussels Convention of 27 Septemb~r 1968 on jurisdiction and the enforcement 
.  .  .  l  .  .  .  .  .  . 
of  judgments  in civil and commercial. matters est~blishes a special regime for the sale qf  good. 
on instalment credit terms and any other credit fuangements entered into in order to finance 
.  .  I  .  '  . 
the sale of goods (Article 13).  ·  · · 
349 ..  A consumer may bring proceedings againsrhis creditor either in the courtsofthe state. 
in  which  the  creditor  is  domiciled or in ,the .  ~ourts of the  sta~e in  which 'he  hlmseJf is 
domiciled.  However, the creditor may bring proceedings against the consumer only iri  the 
courts of the state of the consumer's domicile; Any clause concerning jurisdiction, cpnchided 
before the dispute. arose and  which derogates from the  principles of Article  13, caruiot be 
relied on against the C<?nSumer. 
- .  .·_  .  -
·b)  The  Brussels Convention,  Article 2 
I  . 
350.  H~~ever, Article 13  applies only if there is a .link between· the credit'  and. a .product., 
Hence,. many forms of-credit, such as .over~rafts, are ()Utside  the scope of tl1is  Article._ For· 
these  forms of  credit,  the  follo~ing regime  will  apply:  in  principle  (Article  2),  persons 
domiciled in· a contracting state may be sued only before the courts of that state. However, 
-the cons~mer will be free to choose. the jurisdiction if:  . 
tt~ concltision of the contract was preceded by a ·specific invitation address to him or 
by advertising and  ·  ·  . 
the consumer took in  that State all the  s~eps necessary ·on his part for the conclusion 
'of  ~he contract. .  '  .  ' 
3  51. .  .  Hence this aiso covers the stationary. consumer who receives an offer and who, without· 
moving, accepts it iri  th~ context of a credit transaction at· a distance.  · 
c)  Clauses  attributin~  jurisdiction 
352.  The consumer;s .choice may 'never  be  vitiated  by  clauses  ~hat attribute jurisdiction 
unless they:'  ·  · 
wer~ entered into after the dispute has  ~risen or  ' 
allo~  the consumer to bring ·proceedings in  'cc1urts other than those indicated in  ·Articl!! 
13  or  · 
have been concluded-between a consumer·andt~e other party to the contract, bot!: of 
whom are at the time of conClusion of the contract domiciled or habitually resident 
in the· same contracting state and which confer jurisdiction ·on the courts of that state, 
provided that such agre~ment is not contrar:; to t}le  law of that state. 
.  .  .  (  .  .  ..  ..  .. 
90 ·G. LH  The law. applicable to. cross-border ·consumer credit 
.:/.  The principle 
.. 353 ..  · ·In the absence of standardised ·rules  il)  th~ consumer credit Directive, it.is 'the  R~me 
Conv~_ntion ofJ 9 June 1980 on the l~w  _applic~bh~ to  cont~aciual  obligations that applie~.The 
··general principle is that.it is up to the parties to choose the applicable  l~w (Article 3). In. th~ 
absence of ch~ice, _the  principle  is' that the  contract. shall  he  governed  by 'the  law of the; 
' country  with which  it  is· most. closely  related  (which •  in  principle· is  favourable· to· the 
creditors}.  ·  · 
3.54.  ·  F~r consumer.  c~ntracts, the Convention establis.hes a special regime:. 
in the  absen~e of  chc:>ice, .the CO{.ltract is govemed by the law' of the._country  i~ which 
the  consiimer  has  his  habitual  residence,  provided' the other  party to  'the  contract . 
. receives the ·order inthat coun:try (ArtiCle  5.3); . ·.  .  .  •  . .  .  .  '  . 
if,  in th.e circurristances described above, a choice .of law is maqe by the· parties, this  · 
: shaH _not  have the. result of  deprivi~g the consumer of  the protection :afforded .to' him 
' 'by·  the  mandatory  rules .  of the .law of the  country  in  which  he  has  his  h~bitual 
. residence (Article 5.2).  In these .circumstances thez:e is nothing to  prevent the court· 
. from choo~ing benyeell the 'provisions of the law chosen and that of  the consumer's 
habitUal  r~sidence.  . .  . .  .  .  . 
2.  ·  Application to. credi~ agreements · 
••  ?' 
355~  The particular ·protection afforded to  consUmers  applles only to· agreements for the 
. supply of goods or services or' contracts for the provision of credit fqr that object, except for' 
·those relating· to immovables and non-material goods. ·  '  ·. 
·.  .  - .  .  .  .  ' 
. ' 
356.  Moreover, certain conditions must apply to the :c.ontract; a5 ·defined in Artfcle 5(2): 
- the: conclusion  of the  contract  xnust  have  been  preceded .  by .  a .  specific  invitation 
addressed to the .consumer ()r by advertising;  and the consumer must have tiikeri fn that 
. country. all the ·steps· necessary on his part for the conclusion of !Jte. contnict; .  . 
the  other  party  to  the  contr!iCt  must  }:tave  received  the  consumer's  order  in  t~t 
.. 
r:  .. 
· .. country;  · .  :  ·  ·  .  .  .  . ·  ··.  .  ·  .  .·  ·  · 
the -~ontract  mus~  be  f~r the sale o(goods and the consumer must have t~avellecffrom ·  . 
·that .country  to  another~ country  and: there  hav:e  given  his  otaer, provided 'that the  .. 
.  COnSUmer's  journey  WaS  arranged  by  the·  seller  for  t~e purpose  of inducing  the' 
consumer to·buy:.  .  .  . 
357.  As iri the. case  ofthe·Bruss~ls Convention, the question is  ~he'ther the' provisions: of 
the R_ome Convention should. apply to arr credit transaction~. and notably to openings_of credit  ·. 
lines·:  The respc:>nse. will be positive if a credit contract is cpnsidered to be· a contract for the  · 
· ·.  provision. of services.  :  ·  . 
. · / 
.... · 
'91  -· 
..  ~ G.2  The law and  cr~ss-bo~der transactio~s 
358.  Under what conditi~ns may a lender not est~blished i~ a given Member ~ate  offer a 
credit in that .State?  ·  · 
A. 
.  :·  ..  , :  - .  .  I.  ·. 
The  principle: the second Banking Directive 
359.  The second  Banking  Directive
69  applies, only to  credit institutions and to  financial 
institutions which are 80% subsidiaries of credit institutions.  Its  objecti~e is to ·hannonise 
-matters which are considered to be essential. This hamionisation is considered riecess8ry but· 
suffiCient for application of  the principles of  single authorisation and "home country-control" 
to credit institutions operating via a branch offic~ or via provision of servi9es in the te~ftory 
o(a Member State other than- the home Member  St~te. It is enough for· a credit institution 
establi;hed in  the Community to obtain authorisa-tion in a single  country~to exercise in  the 
other Member States the activities covered by the aug10risation, provided they are included 
in the list of activities enumerated in the Annex to. the second Directive. Consumer credit is 
explicitly mentioned. Pursuant to the-·home  cou~try control principle; all credit institutions are 
. governed, from-the administrative vieWpoint,  by one set of niles, n~ely  those of the home 
Member State. The second Banking Directive does not· ipso facto  mean that the host State· 
must refrain from applying to the. institutions co'ncdmed its own rules governing the activities 
.  subje~t to mutual. recognition
70
• Hence, a credit institution operating in another Member State 
must comply with a certain number o.f mandatot:y provisions of  the host Member State. These: 
provisions "?-ainly concern the relations between .the lender and the consumer (contract law, 
commercial practices,. etc.).  Moreover, they must have been adopted in-the interest of the 
general good·.  The monitoring authorities in the Member_ States must infol1ll the:institutions  "' 
of  th~ rules  governing  the  general  good  which  apply  in  the  host  Stat~.  Rules  governing 
consumer credit may lie wholly or partly constrained by the Member States' rule_s  gov~rning 
the general good,' provided they do not fall  foul of the.interpretation given by the ~urope~ 
·Court of  Jus~ice.  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  - · 
B.  Problems in  application 
360:  As regards possible restrictions to  advertising of  financial services, the Commission 
has specified:  ,;Advertising of financial  services for sales· across· frontiers. will genenilly be _  · 
possible without restrictions. The banking and other financial services directives restate the 
principle that financial  s~rvices -firins shm.ild have access to all the norrrial advertising media. 
Such  advertising  is and  will  be,  where  appropriate,  subject to  other specific  Community 
provisions  such  as  those  contained ' in . the  :pirectives  on  misleading  advertising 'and 
broadcasting. activities,  and  in  the  proposed  Directives on direct  selling  and cotnparative · 
advertising. However, Member States may, in the interest of the general good and within the 
limits set by the.case law of the European Court, also adopt rules governing the form and the 
content of advertising"71 •.  '  '  '  '  . 
, 69 
-70 
71 
Second  Council  Directive of 15  December 1989· on' the  coordination of laws,  regulations  and . 
administrative provisions relating to the taking up and pursuit of  the business of  credit institutions· 
and amending Directive 771780/EEC,  OJ No L '386, 30.12.89,  p.  L  ... 
Mutual recognition of financial techniques is not provided for in the Second  Banking  Directive .. 
' The prindple is  set out in  a recital.  . 
· OJEC No C 46,  14/02/94, p.l · 361.  -<May the-host Member State require prior control·of th~ co_ntractual teirns proposed by 
the host in'stitutions? On the one hand;-one might argue tha_t  this prudential 'control has the  .-_ 
\  sole  and  unique objective  C?f  checking. compliance with _rules  govemiqg.·the  generaf good 
·according to the'provisions.ofthe host country. On the other hang,'according to the Europea,n 
·  : Court's case law~· foreign suppliers of  services may.not be subjected to administrative controls· 
.  ' which could hamper their activities, even if these controls are exercised on 'fim1s in the host 
country  .. Exceptions to this  rule~ designed with an eye to -protecting consumers,· can only be 
accepted if -the  prinCiples_ -of necessity  and proportlo'milit}'  are  respected.  LikeWise,  prior 
contro-l of  Insurance  poli~iesisfrom no...y  o~ outlawe_d in the.  iils~rance sector.  .  . 
362, ·- Unden.Vhatco~ditions  m~y:service providers who are- not covered the second banking 
.  'r·  Directive conduct cross:.. border operations? This situation concerns both ·lenders who are not 
credit institu~ions (they provide loaris but  do· noi tak~ ·deposits) and -intelinediaries ·who oring. 
credho~ and borrower together.  Pursuant to the principle of  free -movem~nt, these- services. 
,.  I 
·sho,ufd  not be subjeCt to ·restrictions. -The .direct effect of  the 1reaty provisions should allow.  __ _ 
-- t~ese lenders  to  offer their services  i_ri  _Member  States  in  whic~ they. aie-.not  established. 
·- However,.several-Member States have·provisioQS for the prior control of  the exerCise ofthese 
·:  aetivities-(authorisation; registration, ~ondition~. etc.). Ifthey are not to be struck-dowri, these:· •. 
rules must b.e -in-line  with the case law, of the El.rropean  Court and hence must ·satisfy the · . 
·principles .concerning necessi!Y~ non~equivalence and proportionality
72
•  - ·  '~ 
~.  '  -.  .  '  ' 
'  :  ~  '  ! 
-363.  If:: an  interrnedi;iry  acts, on .behalr'. of a' credit  institution-,- ~rit~t  he  notify·· .the  · · 
. establishment of a .branch agency? "I:he Comniission considers· that ·a Member State can, oniy . 
requite a non'-establishect' credit: institution. actirig via ap  intermediary to  establish-a. bnrn.ch  . 
office ifth~ intermediary is a geri~ine  e~tensi~n of  the credit-institutio_n, sU:chthat third parties 
no  ionger have. to. address  themselves directly to  the  foreign. credit.  insth~tion and. m,ay  do 
business with. the-intermediary who constitutes this extension. Four condusions,.inspired by 
the case law of the European CoUrt, must be satisfied if  the  instl~tlori is to. be subject to the 
prior notification procedure for the. establishment of a branch office:  ·  '  · .  > 
.A 
.  .  . .  .  . . . 
the intermediary must be subject' to  the authority,_ normally exclusive, of the credit-' 
institution;  -_  ·  ·  ·  .  _  _ 
.  the. interinediary  m~st be emp~wered to negotiate with third parties; 
'  the  i~termediaty m~st be empowen;d to birtd: the credit  -~nstitution; - . 
the intermediary must be _active  on a permanent bas~s  .... 
.  .  .  '  . 
OVER  INDEBTEDNESS 
.  . 
The situation at present.  . . ' 
364~ ..  Memb~r States ~e currently ve~  co~cemed with the probleril.of overindept~dness.  . . 
.  . Many countries have specific rules in this domain; iri  oUter· countries draft laws are under · 
_ . exa111ination  (see  annexed table). _This  regulatory  situation _in  n ofthc; _1.5 .. Member Sta.tes 
· shows that overindebte,dness has' become a  European problem,  irrespective of the Union's, 
. volition and  po~ers in· this cioinain.  ·  -~·  ·  ·  ·  ·  · - ·  ·  ·  ·  ·- · 
.  "\.·  . 
72 
.  ·  ~9r  the Court's rulings relatin'g ~o."~o-assurance,".'cfCommission v  ..  Germany; C 205/84~ 04/i2186,_ 
ECR 1986; pp,  3755•3815 · 
. 93 
...  ~  ; 
J 
.  ~··-·  . 365:  Overindebtedness is a  ~elatively vague concept. There are a plethora of defihitiorys to 
"match the, different objectives pursued. ,  The transition  from  debt to· overindebtedness ·may, 
cover two quite different circumstances: either the eqtphasis is.on a large volume of  debt (the 
objective definition), or' on financial  difficultie~ (subjective definition)._ 
366.  The  first . approach, .  which  is. interesti;ng  from  the- statistical  viewpoint,  -ignores. 
di(ferences  in  income  (debt repayments  constituting  60%  of one's  income. have  a  very 
different impact on per~ons earning 600 ECU than on those earning 6 000 ECU monthly) and. 
de  facto  circumstances  (for  example  an  unmarried  senior  manager  as  compared  with  ..  a 
working-class c_ouple  with several children).  '  ' 
367.  The subjective. defini~ion of overindebtedness provides a better picture of the global.· 
nature. of the problem. It must be qefined as the situation of being unable to meet all one's. 
financial commitments.  · 
368..  On  the  one  hand,  debts  abound:  consumer  credit,  rent,  gas  and  electricity  bills,, 
maintenance payments; tax arrears; mortgage credits, etc. On the other hand, the household's- . 
·obligation to reduce certain,outgoings.on so-caped "strategiC"'consumer goods so _that  they. 
can repay their debts is equiva!ent to overindeQtedness in the form· of under-consumption. 
~69.  Currently,  it  is  difficult to  quantify  the:ext~nt of the phenomenon in ,the  European 
Union. Detailed statistics_do not exist in all countries, and where they do exist they are not 
generally comparable. Moreover, the  figures  giv~n are often disputed. There· is  a  ne~d.  Jar· 
better Etiropean statistics in this area. The proliferation of statutory-proposals a5 to how best 
. to address overindebtedness of  private indiviquals indicates that overindebtednes's haS become 
a major concern in most We~tem countries.  ' 
- I 
370. '  Whi.le nobody challenges the importance of this phenomenon, there are very differ~nt 
views as to  its  c~uses and· remedies.  -
B  .,Arguments 
3  71.  In their replies to  the questionnaire,  sev:eral  Member States expressed art interest in 
Cornrriunity  initiatives in  this  domain, notably  Sweden,  Finland and Austria; all of which 
adopted specific niles in this domain. in  recent yeais. 
.  .  . 
372.  (Jenerally speaking, professionals are oppose9 to regulation in this area. 
"Moreover, when problems of  oveiindeb~edness emerge, there is a large temptation to_ 
. pass th~ buck to the credit  in~titutions, the traditipnal scapegoats in circumstances of 
this kind.  Nobody denies that creditors must-assume their responsibilities, just like 
debtors. In this context, one may note the aban4on with which universal banks: fed· tJ'te 
consumer credit boom during the  late  ~Os, in flagrant  contrast with  the prudence 
shown by· specialised institutions.· At· any  rate,  they alone cannot shoulder burdens · 
. which, to a large extent, they are J!either ~espcmsible for nor are-capable of  resolving.". 
(Histoire du credit a  Ia consommation: Rosa Maria Gelpi et Francrois Julien-La:b~yere, 
1994)  '  " 
94' ·. 3  73.  Several-professional.  bodi~s consider that it would·  b~ inappr()priate and unrea_listic  to 
take measures at European  level,  given  the specific circumstances of each country  in· this' 
domain and taking into account-differences in culture, social_organisation and legal systems. ·. 
- .  I  .  . 
374.  On the other  .h~d  a n~ber  of  consumer groups consider that the Comlnissionshould 
. ' present.'.  prdpo's~ls-. in  the  light of the. objective  of completing the  single. market  and the 
potential role of  the t.Jnion in raising the levet _of cons\irner pr~tection in Europe. They ·focus  / 
on the need-for a collective procedUre in the'interests'of debtors and creditors· alike; arid argue 
that the  absence of such a  procedure  has  undesirable  consequences all ,round.  As a  rule 
creditors .can only hope  to· rec~ver a minimum proportion of their .debts.  The assessment 
report on the French ·law by deputy .Roger  ·L_ero~ highlights .the  expense of' litigation for  ~ 
creditors al!~ inpart~cular lenders :When dealing with~  a population of  borrowers in default, one 
result being that they carmot recoyer all·the ainm.~nts due.  .  .. 
3.75.,  · Rog~r  Leron:argues: "There ~~Y-even be  ·reasons to assume:~h&t  debfrescheduling for 
certai'il categories of  debtors, who v,.:illcontinue to·payoff t!}eir debts in the context of a plan . 
negotiated. with all. their .creditors; may reduce the losses which would have been ·incurred by . 
. the banking coffimunity as a  whole' in the (lbsence·of such a mechanism",. .  .  .. / 
.  '  .  - .  .  '  .  .  .. ~. .  ..~.  .  ..  . 
..:..  .- .,  . 
3  76~  As to the consumer,  th~ tribulatiorts abound:: de)Jtors may suffer 'bouts of depression 
wit}].. attendant. medicare  outgoings  and . the .. need. to  draw social  benefits,. they' may  be 
. discouraged from seeking work or from seeking a better job because of  fears·\~lat their salary . 
.  . will be c_onfiscated',  or they may moonlight or opt for occasional work_ for similar  reaso~s: . 
This is why the existence of a system for the collective regulation of persc nal debts may be 
beneficia1 at-e_cortomic and· so'c~al level: it enables the consumer tO. becoine:reiritegrated in the 
' consumer market and prevents  th~ ascerbation of social. ·problems,  anc hence the  burdens'  . 
. ··incumbent ori the State. · .  · ·  ·  ·  ' 
'-
...... 
3 77..  .  . In 1992; the Consumer Poi'icy  s~~~~e  commission~d  the L~yden  Institute· of Law and  . 
Public Policy to conduct a study ori: overindebtedness in the Merrber States. In conclusion,.· 
the study recoriunends t_he .establishnient of_a  syste_m for collective regulation of debts at· 
. European level.- ·  ·  .  · 
378.  The Consumer Law Group, a group.ofEuropean expertSoi]. co~sunierlaw,"has 4rawn 
: up ten fundamental points, present to a varying degree in the various national discussions,  _ 
which should constitute 'the. basis_ for any measures. in this domrun:. 
· .  . better infoimaiion in regard to cretlit;  _  ·  .  . 
.. 
' .. 
·creation _of  independent  ~bdies,to provide' advice ·and· assistance  to -overindebted 
persons, before. and· during the procedure; .  -
-a- procedure adapted· to riattifal per:sons;__  _ 
broad 'access conditions. in the common ~nterest of  ~ebtors and creditors;·  . 
· .the creation of a collective procedure, on an amicable and(or in-court basis, allowing 
. the establishnient of a repayment schedule including ali private and publi_c :debts; 
equality betweeQ. creditors;  . · .  ·  ·  ·  - · 
adoption _of preliminary  measur~s designed to  improve the ·likelihood of the plan's 
'sm~c~ss while. protecting the legal aiid economic interests of the overhdebted person 
: uocfhis creditors ·(suspension ·of proceedings, verification of  cl~ims);  .  . · ..  ·.·  .  · 
elaboration of a realistic repayment plan which in particular would enable the debtor . 
.  and his family to ~eet. their commitments over a ,period of  several years without. risk . · 
of a  litigation explosion in· th¢ ·event  ,~f dei:ault;·  · 
...  ' 
·_95 ... the' facility of writing off debts at  the  e~d.  of a  reasoriabl~ period,  respected  by  th_~. 
debtor;  ·  ·  ·  . · 
· measures  designed  to  limit  the  opportunities  for  recidivist  debtors ·to. _exploit  the 
procedure  . 
.  ferspectives 
·  3  79. - .  At  European, ~~~el  ~the· Co  min unity  instances  have  already  adopted  a  number  of .  · · 
initiatives. 
380.  In its  Resolution of 13  July  1992 the Council "invites the Commission to propose _as 
soon as possible measures to  create consumer <fE>nfidence  in tl'te  single market, in partic'ulai 
aS regards greater transparency' information, health and safety and protection of  the economic 
interests  of ,consumers  .:."and recorn:mends  a's  one of the  priorities  "examination ·of the 
question of excessive consumer indebtedness"
73
•  .  ' 
381.  -- In 'its Opinion on·  the  Consumer and th¢  Internal Market, the Economic and Social 
Coffirriittee held that "  ... whilst excessive levels qfcorisumer indebtedness have been- ide[ltified 
and made the subject of legislation in s_ome  Member States, there have not as yet been any 
Colll1i1unity legislative· initi<l.tives  in this area,  ~lthough there is  a Community dimension to 
the problem"74 •.  ·  ·  .  . 
382.  · The adoption -of recent statutes to  d_eal  with overindebtedness on the part or'  private 
individuals, no!ably in  t~e.  three new Member States of the Union, is a new departure. On the 
one hand, one might argue that insofar as this problem is dealt with by most of  the individual 
Member States, why should the Onion interven~? But on the,other hand, if different rules are  ' 
·in f9tce, should they rtot be  ~armonised? DivergenCies in the approach to overindebtedness 
in  the  Member · States ,may  ~ngender real  pr~blems in ·the  case  of cross-border  credit 
agreements. The conditions to whiCh creditors are submitted when attempting to recover their 
debts  from  an  overindebted· consumer  rnay ·'(ary  considerably  depending  qn  whether  a 
collective settlement procedure exists or not and-whether (,ebts may or may_ notbe.discharged 
in. this  context. These ·differences  iii  risk .management  may  lead  to  major  distortions  of 
competition ~hi~h may rriake  it difficult to estaqllsh the internal market. in .the credit field.-. 
383.  Pursuant to  the  Council  Resolution of 13  July  1992,  the  Coriunission proposes  to  . 
examme: 
73 
74 
applicati~n of the ~les governing i!ldebt~driess- in the Member States, in particular the' 
new.Member States;  .. ·  '  . ·  ·  .  .  ·_  _ 
the inf11lence  of disparities in rules on the operation of the credit market, notably as 
_·regards the creditors;· 
the  need  for  European  intervention,  notably  with  an  eye  to  the  principles  of · 
subsidiarity, consumer protection and the free movement of persons; 
non-regulatory  mechanisms which  might' be  proposed  in  order  to  deal with  the 
problem of ovedndebtedness.  ·  · 
Council Resoluti_on of  13  July 1992 on future pri~rities for the development of  consumer ~rotection · 
policy, OJEC No  C  ~86, 23/07/92, p.  1  . 
Opinion of 26/11/92, OJ No C 19, 25/1/93, p.  42 
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384 ..  ·Alr~ember~ bf  th~ European Economic  Ar~a· i:e.the' 15  members-of the·Etiropean 
Union in addition to  Norway:and'icelahd_,_ are.:obligcd  to  tninsp6sc·Directives 87(102 and  .. 
99/88 as these Directives fprmed  part of the Agreement ()n  the European Economic Area. 
Ho\.yever, while the Commission-has  inform~tion on the actual transposition .in these cpuntries, 
jn the case ofthe new Members, Nor-Way·and  Icel~d·  insufficient information in available on · 
th~  details  or the  transposition:. and  the. ~elevant. national  legis~ation;: ..  ·For  this ··reason;._-
. :-references in this Chapter, pait~c~larly paragraphs 387 to  392~ are to the _twelve members of. 
the European Uni.on  before ·t  January 1995. · · ·  · 
· A..  _  SU.mirlary· 
385>  bi~ective 87/102 has given rise .to a massive applic~tiori ofthe minimum  cla~se  'by the. 
•  Member  Stale~ which have- tran~Posed it:·  _  ·  ..  ·  "  . 
. 
.  .  .  '  .  .  .  -
.  .  .  -·  .•  )  .  '  .  .  .  .  .  .  ;  .  ,·  '-
,many Merriber ·States have  e?Ctended  the· SfOpe "tp  cc)ver  contracts· other than credit. 
-. agreements sensu-stricto: credit intermediaries, debt recovery  : .  .debt mediatior:, etc;; - . 
the deijnition of consumer  i~ often wider than that given'irdhe Directiv~. Iiowever,._ 
the criteda applied in  th~'different Memb~r States ar_e  very yaried:  extension 'to all . 
-legal  persons,  all  natural ·persons, coverage of professiomils in the case of persons .  ·-·  · 
financ~ng a business, etc.;  ·_·  '  ·_  - .  .  .  .  '  .  '- -.  .  '  ' 
. in:  parallel~ the creditor· ~  defined. by  the national legislations  is, not necessarily a 
credit professio~al: he may b_e a:privateJndividual if  the' intermediary is a~profe.ssional, 
or :granting credit 'may b¢ a.habitual activity, even if not_ a  professional one;  . 
several Member States have· included in the defini~ion of credit agreement contracts. 
relating to provisipn. of services· on a  continuing basis;.··  .  _  . 
.  in  a  small hufuber of-ca5es, .the  iul~s governing  calculation of the APR are. more  . 
. protective:  hence,  Belgium  provides· for  inclusion. of charges· which 'are  outside  __ · 
_  calculation of  the AP;R ·provided the •  cohsilmer _has  a reasomibie freedom· of choice; 
Belgian law also defines the reference amount for the cal9ulatiort { 1  .. 277 .ECU); British 
·law also provides that the client lll:~St be informed-about variations i~ the AJ>R before 
conclusion oftheagieeuient;  . _  . _  .  .  ... _  ·  :  . .  .  . 
as regards the exemptions provided for iii the  Directive, there. is a plethora _o-f more· 
protective provisions: several Member States regulate real estate or mortgage credit, 
· ar lea5t  in certain ·respects.' Likewise,  manY. _Member  States  regulate  advances on· 
current account; aS well as short-term. credits or credi~ to be repaid irlless thru1.-four 
payments; financial floors or ceilings are fl9t always provided for;  le~ing agreements  -
come within the scope within several  ·Member States; nllnierous Membe·r States do riot· . 
envisage a favourable treatment for. certain categories, etc. It is very' dtffi.cult to ass~ss .. 
the:harmonis'ing impa:ct.of t~e Directiye in View_of the diversity in  ~e  tnmsposition · · 
rules as regards its scope: nuinerous l~gislators do not reproduce the list of  exemptions · . 
. in the •'same .• way, buf  again ·certain exemptions are only. partial 0~ apply only under 
certain ccondit1o'ns;·.  .- .  .  . .  .  '.  '  : .  . .  . . 
.  . the_  Directive's. provis.io~s concerriirig  advertising  have· often. been  flesh~& out ·at  .. 
:national level:  wider 'mandatory content of advertising,  typolog1~~ highlight_ing  of . 
certain provision,s; ban on certain mentioiis in advertising; ban on advertising ta.rgete9, 
. at  young people,  ban on advertising·. outside the place of sale  for certain types. of 
- .  .  .- .  .·  .  .  .  .  ' 
.1  . 
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credit,  obligation  to provide a prospectps,  etc.  Moreover,  the  national  laws  often 
· prohibit canvassing for credit, as well  as1 unsolicited dispatch of credit d~yices; 
with regards the formal. aspects of the agreement, the national laws are generalJy more 
detail~d in  regard to  the  mandatory. information  to  be  contained  in the agreement; 
.certain  .•  laws. have  rules. concerning  a  prior .  offer  of credit;  others  have  rules  on ' 
legibility; other statutes provide that a copy of the agreement be, sent to the guaran~or.; 
there are some original penalties for non-:compliailce: waiving of  int~rest, costs about 
which the consumer has not-been informed need not be paid by hiril etc.;  . 
repossession of goods in the event of default .is also subject to more de.tailed rules in 
numerous  Member. States:  the  conditions  may  be  stricter,  repossession ·may  be 
outlawed· when the bulk of the credit has been repaid, the consumer may be entitled 
·to recover the good if he  pays up, etc.;  ·.  .  .  . .  .  ·  ... 
·several Member· States extend 'the possibility of  eai-Iy repayment tb·partial repayment; 
'  I  .  - •  ~ 
.. certain ·Member. States lay down detailed rules on how to calculate rebates in  such 
cases;  ,  . 
assignment has not played much of a role in national developments; 
on the other hand,. bills of exchange and :other negotiable instruments have generally 
been outlawed in numerous Member S  ta~es; ' 
the  interdepend~mcy between the credit agreement and the sales agreement has been . 
. strengthened in several Member States to:·the consumer's advantage; certain countries 
even provide for joiitt and  several  liability. involving the  seller and the third-party· 
grantor of credit. ·  ·  · 
386.  H9wever, it is m~inly in regard to the provisions not provided for in the Directive that 
the Member States have taken many initiatives. I Some examples:  .  .  . 
.. 
B. 
B. I 
recognition of a cooling-off period ranging from two  tO  ten days; 
•·  '  •  I  \ 
some countries regulate the maximum· authorised rate of interest; ·  . 
severalMeinber States have rules on the'  d~rnages. to  be paid by the consumer in the 
event of default; O( the creditor's free9om.to rescind the agreement; 
several laws make it mandatory to provide reciprocal information, notably as regards 
the creditor's responsibility to  collect information before granting credit; · 
.  certain legislations have provisions concerning data protection; · 
guarantors are protected in several Member States;  · 
affiliated 'p.-ofessions ·'are  also  regul~ted in several  countries~ , 
Perspectives: is- there a common denominator? 
.  . 
387.  The Member Stajes have. transposed the provisions of Article 1 and 2 in very different 
.ways.  In five Member States consulner credit legislation also covers real.estate credit. 
B.2  Advertising practices 
388. ·  Advertising is subject to speCific, more. prbtective provisions in seven Member States:  · 
. wide'r. mandatory  content,  typologicai .  highlighting . of certajn  provisions,  ban  on  certain 
advertising mentions, ban on_ advertising targeted at young people, ban on advertising outside 
the place of sale for certain types of credit, obligation to  provide a prospectus·,. etc. 
98. . .  ~  . 
3_89. ·  Doorstep selli~g and  telephon'e  c~nvassing is  regula~ed or banned  in- five  Member;  .. 
s~~s.  .  - .. 
.  .  ·,' 
B.J  Formal aspects 
390.  · The form o_f agreementS is the. subject ·of mote protective-provisions in nine Member . 
·states: prior offer formula, legibility rules, the· requirement that a copy of the agreement-be 
sent tg  the  guarantor.  Penalties  for  non-compliance  are  sometimes  original:  waiving  of · · 
interest, costs about. wh~ch the consumer has not been informed must. not be paid by him, etc: 
.  ~  ;  .  '  - . 
'  .  ~  . 
8.4  Contraciual terms·  · 
a.  c·ooling-off period (from two. to. ten-days) in seven _Member  S~tes.  . 
b.  - . Use of bills of exchange regulated or- prohibite~ in ten Member States:· 
c.  Interdependency  betWeen  the  credit  agreement  and ·the.- ·sales  ·agreement 
• . reinforced in favour of the consumer in six Member States; 'certain countries 
eve;n provide for joint and several  liability between the seller arid the third- . 
. party grantor-of credit;  . :  .  .  . 
. .  .d.  Maxi~urri rates of interest  o~ penalties 'on  excessive  rates  in six  Member 
States.  •  •  _  ·.  . .  · ·  . · ·  . .  ·  ·  _ ·  .  . 
e.·  Early repayment is regulated itt. greater detail in ·nine Memqer States: several 
· >  .·  -- Member'Stat~s also  allow for partial.repayment; some Member Statesh~ve 
detailed _rules concerning  calcu~ation  ofth~ reduction in the cost of credit. 
8:5  , Consequences ofthe debtor's defauli  .  ) 
B-.6 
a. 
b .. 
c. 
:Repossession- is .. subject to  more· detailed  pro~isions in- nine Methber  States~ ' 
·_stricter conditions for 1mplemen~tion,  hal) on reposs.ession if  a large proportion 
of the "credit  h~  bec:n repaid,  the·  ~opsumer may  rec~ver the good if-he pay's 
up, etc.·  .  . 
Economic" aspects ofthe debt (  cafculation of interest on arrears, limitations on 
the pemil clause, calCuJation_6f the balance due in the everit of temiination_or 
cancellation of the  contract)  is_ ·subject  to  particular  rules in five  Member · 
.  States~- ·  _  .  . ·  .  .  ···  .  · .. ·  , .  · 
. Special· procedures:  .speci~l -procedures for defaulting  debtors  exist  in.• four 
· countries. 
The  intermediaries . 
- ~'  . 
·39L  . :.four countries·h_ave stricter niles· governing the activ_ities of intermediaries than that 
of the. mere authorisation mandated. in. ArtiCle  12, inCluding provisions on remuneration or· · 
. commission, relations With consumers or·the way the_ profession -is, organised.  . 
.  8~7:.  Sanctions 
·  ~92;  All the· Member States-'provide  fo~: sanctions for infringement ~f  the consumer  cr~dit 
,  laws. The provisions to which. the· penalties apply and the nature of the penalties themselves 
·(civil,- penal,  ~~miliistrative) vary greatly.  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  ··  · 
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Act 1994  which means permanent  and creditor before the trial  debtor has no hope to pay his  authorities are by law 
%I 
debt problems  2.Volur,tary settlement between debtor and  debts in a foreseable future  obliged to render advice 
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(CAB) Questionnaire on the application of Directive 87/101. 
·A.  Transposition 
1.  When and how was the Directive transposed in your country? 
2.  Has the application or interpretation of the Directive given ri.::;e  to any difficulties 
on the part of:  · 
courts/ tribunals 
administrative control authorities 
lenders 
consumer organisations? 
3.  If so, please indicate these and whether these difficulties are a result of the 
provisions of the Directive or of the. national implementing mea.>ures. 
B.  Scope 
4.  Does the scope of the  Directive sufficiently cover the market for credit in your 
country?  If not, please indicate its failings. 
5.  Should the scope of  the Directive be enlarged/ reduced?  Why and how? 
6.  Should Art1cle 2 be  revised?  If so,  which aspects thereof (e.g.  financial  limits, 
time periods for repayment...)  · 
C.  Advertising and Information for Consumers 
7.  In general, does advertising of credit conform to  the  rules?  If not, please indicate 
the reasons (e.g.  insufficient regulation or control...)  , · 
8.  Have you any recommendations for  reform (e.g.  stricter regulation, prohibition of 
advertising encouraging a credit-based lifestyle  ... )? 
9.  Is the consumer sufficiently informed  abou~ credit conditions? 
10.  · Should this information be improved?  If so, in what way? 
D.  The Contract 
11.  Would it be  useful to  consider standardising the  form of contracts (from the point 
of view, for example, of presentation or drafting)? 
12.  Should a consumer who gives false/ inexact information to a lender be penalised? 
13.  Should a lender who grants credit too  easily, witbout inquiring whether_ the 
consumer can meet his repayments, be penalised? · E.  Contract Terms 
14.  How does repossession (Article 7)  operate in your country? 
15.  Is-there a need for  reform in  this aiea?  If so,  please give recommendations. 
'  -
16.  What are .the provisions of your regulations on early repayment (Article 8), and 
how do  they function?  · 
17. ·  If you feel  that there is a need for  reform, please give recommendations. 
18.  Are the provisions of Article 9 often used?  How do they operate in your country? 
19,  · If you feel  thanhere is a need for  ref<;>rm,  plea5e give recommendations  . 
. 20.  What volume of payments in your country is  achieved by means of letters of 
exchange (and the  other means of payment listed in Article  10)? 
- 21;  What protections have been introduced for ccnsumers using these means of 
.  payment?  Do  they work?  · 
22.  . Should payment by letters of exchange be prohibited? 
23.  What is the position in your country as  regards Article  11  (connections between the 
credit contract and ·the  sales contract)?  Is the application of this Article effecti"ve? 
24.- Should these connections be  streng~hened or should autonomy be increased between . 
credit and sales contracts? 
25.  Does a genenil cooling-off perio9 provide effective protection for the consumer? 
26. · - Should the proposed market rates-be subject to  a maxitnurn (usury)? 
F..  Nun-execution of the contract 
27.  What are the consequences, according to  your law,  of non-execution of the contract 
by the parties (e.g.  the calculation of the  ~ount  due,  the  penalty clause, interest on· 
late payments  ... )? 
· 28~  What are the procedures in your ccuntry for  recovery of amounts due in the event 
· of non-execution of the contract? 
29.  Do these procedures take into account the economic aspects of debt and 
overindebtedness (e.g. are there possibilities for obtaining terms or delays in 
payment, seizure of salaries, counselling-systems)?  What is your opinion of these 
methods?  . G.  Credit Intermediaries 
30.  Do  the activities of credit intermediaries pose particular problems e.g.  in terms of· 
commission, tr:.1ining,  independence and transparency? 
31.  Should the activities of intermediaries be  ~egulated? 
H.  The Decision 
32.  Should there be more transparency in the rules governing the credit-scoring system? 
33.  Have you any recommendations on the subject of credit-scoring (e.g. whether the 
consumer should be informed of the reasons for refusal of credit)? 
34.  Should there be regulation of databases?  How?  Should there be  positive files 
(debts) or negative files (registration of incidents of debt)? 
I.  Guarantees 
35,  Do guarantees pose particular problems for consumers?  Should the guarantee be 
better protected?  If so, how? 
J.  Article 12 
36.  Of the options given in Article 12,  which was chosen? 
37.  What ·sanctions are applied in your country, and do  they work effectively? 
K.  Cross-border credit 
· 38.  Do  consumers in your country avail of credit in  another country?  If so, please 
indicate the country, the amounts and any trends. 
39.  Do consumers in your country receive advertising/ offers from lenders established 
_in  other countries?  If so,  which?· 
40.  Does cross-border credit pose particular problems in your country? 
41.  If so,  what is the solution?  For example, should there be: 
better information on existing solutions (if any); 
better harmonisation of law on a European level; or 
better harmonisation of law on the level of conflicts of laws? 
/)/\0 L.  General questions 
42.  Are there ·other aspects of the operation,of the  Directive which concern you? 
43.  Do any particular provisions of the  Directive· appear ineffective/ pointless or badly 
drafted?  If  so, please indicate which.  r 
'  , 
44.  Is the Directive still adapted to the social and  economic situation in yourcountry, 
or do you feel that it is no longer relevant?  Please give -reasons. 
45.  Are there any dispositions on overindebtedness in your country?  Do you consider · 
that interVention on the European level is necessary? 
46.  How has the market for  cr~dit developed in your country?  What are the amounts 
involved and the most notable characteristics ofthe market? 
47.  Are there legal definitions for the following: 
credit card  (carte de credit) 
debit cards  (carte de debit) .. 
charge cards  (carte de debit differe) 
~ithdrawal cards  ' (carte de retrait) 
cheque guarantee cards  (cartede garantie de cheque) 
prepaid cards  (carte prepayee) . 
payment cards  (carte de  paiement)? 
48.  ·  Any other remarks which you wish to  make ... 
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